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ABSTRACT
The aim of this work is to determine the principles by which the optimum design of shaped
wheelchair seat for an individual can be established.
A system for producing individually contoured cushioning using computer-aided design and
manufacturing techniques was developed and tested. Nonlinear finite element (FE) models of
the seated buttock were developed from measurements of an able-bodied individual.

Soft

tissue force-deflection characteristics, tissue depth, body surface geometry and the weight
supported through the buttock were measured during sitting. The combined soft tissues were
modelled as an incompressible hyperelastic material. Interface pressure distributions calculated
from the analyses were found to be similar to pressure distributions measured between
corresponding shaped seat surfaces and the subject.
The effects of seat shape, contour depth, interface friction and misalignment of the body on the
seat were examined. The results of the FE analyses suggested that the closer the contours of
the seat to the contours of the buttock prior to loading, the lower the distortional stress
concentrations and hydrostatic pressure gradients in the soft tissues around the pelvis during
sitting, it appeared that the stresses in the soft tissue around the sacrum are sensitive to posture
and changes in position of the body on the seat. When the dorsal surface of the sacrum has a
postero-inferior orientation, a lot of load is transferred through the sacrum and there is a high
distortional stress concentration in the soft tissues. When the body moves about on the seat
and there is a high interface friction coefficient, the soft tissues are constrained by the interface
forces and additional distortional stresses develop in the soft tissue.
The principles can be applied to the design of shaped seating for individuals and groups of
people with similar seating needs.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

The general purpose of the work reported in this thesis is to reduce the frequency of pressure
sores and discomfort experienced by chair-bound people, by extending the understanding of the
factors which influence these phenomena.

The direct aim of the work is to determine the

principles by which the optimum design of shaped seat for an individual can be established and to
investigate whether the principies can be used to design shaped supporting surfaces for groups
of people with similar seating needs.
There is a prevalence of chair-bound people in the adult population of Great Britain of about 0.7
percent (Wood & Bad ley, 1988). Fenwick (1977) conducted a survey of wheelchair users in the
United Kingdom. He found that 63 percent of wheelchair users divided almost equally into peopie
with osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, multiple sclerosis and hemiplegia.

Paraplegics and

tetraplegics only formed about 6 percent of the total wheelchair-bound population.

The

distribution of the types of cushion amongst the chair-bound population has not been extensively
documented.

In a study where the wheelchair cushions of thirty-two people with spinal cord

injuries were recorded, 12 used an air-filled cushion, 16 used a foam and 4 used a gel (Chung &
Weimar, 1989).
Bardsley conducted a survey of chair-bound people in the Tayside region of Scotland (1984). He
found that about 0.5 percent of people in the region had seating which limited their functional
capabilities through failing to provide support in a manner consistent with their medical, physical
and psychological requirements. In Bardsley's survey, the elderly comprised 80 percent of the
needy group whereas people with cerebral palsy comprised about 12 percent The rest of the
group had disorders such as multiple sclerosis, muscular dystrophies, spinal cord lesions and
rheumatoid arthritis.
The whole area of study is affected by the feasibiiity of working with subjects, by the vast range of
factors within and outside the body which affect the system and by the non-invasive methods
available for studying these phenomena which occur essentially within the body. Computer-aided
measurements and analytical techniques, mathematical modelling, subjective clinical tests and
other measurement methods were all used for investigating the system.

In spite of these

circumstances a self consistent and complete work has been achieved which the author hopes will
prove to be of some benefit to people in the future.
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1.1 Seating and Cushioning Needs of Chair Bound Peopie
Prolonged discomfort whilst sitting is common for people in wheelchairs. It can be due to muscle
fatigue, to high interface humidity and temperature and to locally high loading of regions of the
body-support interface. It is often related to a poor sitting posture. For these people the function
of the wheelchair cushion is to provide a comfortable interface between the seated person and the
mobility base.
Some chair bound people are at risk of developing pressure sores. Typical sites for pressure sore
formation are under the skeletal bony prominences, such as the ischial tuberosities, trochanters
and sacrum.

For these people the cushion has an additional function of redistributing the body

weight away from the areas of soft tissue where pressure sores are likely to develop. The aetiology
of pressure sores is discussed in detail in Section 1 3. People who cannot move around in their
chair are at risk of pressure sores because they cannot vary the load distribution on the buttocks.
There is an extra risk of pressure sores when there is reduced sensation over a part of the body,
because there is no sensory feedback from excessive tissue loading. There is also a high risk of
pressure sores in people who have a sitting posture or orthopaedic deformities that lead to
excessive localised loading of the tissues (Drummond et al, 1985).
Another vital function of seating is the control of sitting position. At its simplest the cushion or seat
can provide lateral forces to stabilize the position of the pelvis in the seat and provide forces to the
distal thigh to abduct the hips. Commonly a person may have a non fixed lateral tilt to the pelvis and
a spinal scoliosis whilst sitting in a wheelchair. Corrective loading can be applied through the
cushion to reduce or remove the pelvic obliquity.

For some people who have a partly fixed

orthopaedic deformity, a seating intervention to 'correct' posture could produce even higher
localised loading of a part of the body and an unacceptably increased risk of pressure sores. A
balance between corrective forces and an even load distribution has to be reached when
considering cushioning for such cases.

1.2 Structure and Function of the Buttocks and Thighs During Sitting
The position, structure and function of the tissues of the buttock and thighs have to be well
understood, for seat cushioning to be produced that meets the needs of chair bound people.
The available information is summarised in this section.
The body is supported on a seat through the posterior aspects of the pelvis and femurs.
Compared to during standing, the lumbar curve is flattened during sitting and the pelvis has less
of a supero-anterior tilt. This is because as a person sits down, the hips are flexed and tension
develops in the posterior thigh and the gluteal muscles. The muscles pull on the pelvic girdle at
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the points of insertion and this causes the infero-anterior pelvic rotation. Then in order to maintain
the upright position for the trunk, the lumbar curve flattens (Keegan,1953). A fuller description of
the anatomy which is relevant to seating is now given.
The ischial tuberosities are the major bony structures through which load is transferred to the seat
during sitting. For US adults, the average distance between the tips of the two tuberosities is 132
mm (Diffrient et al, 1974). The ischial tuberosity provides the point of attachment on the pelvis for
the hamstring muscles (long head of biceps, semitendinosus, semimembranosus) and for
adductor magnus. Adductor brevis and gracilis attach along the ischiopubic ramus. The medial
area of the ischial tuberosity is covered by fibro-adipose tissue, which is divided by intersecting
fibrous septa. There is sometimes a bursa between the tuberosity and the margins of gluteus
maximus. This is a flat sac of synovial membrane which allows the more superficial tissue to move
over the ischium. As with all bony surfaces, the pelvis is covered with a fibrous periosteal layer.
The sacrum is located between the posterior medial aspects of the ilium and the fifth lumbar
vertebra. There are strong ligamentous attachments across the sacro-iliac joints which restrict
movement.

On the dorsal surface of the sacrum there are longitudinal rows of small bony

protruberances. There are foramina lateral to the intermediate row of protruberances, through
which pass the posterior branches of the sacral nerves. There is a thin layer of tissue covering and
well attached to the dorsal surface of the sacrum. Clark et al (1989) measured the depth of soft
tissue over the sacrum of elderly patients. For the subjects with pressure sores the mean depth
was 8 mm whilst it was 13.7 mm for the other subjects. The sacrum can be heavily involved in load
bearing during sitting if the pelvis is rotated supero-posteriorly. The coccxy is the bony structure
at the tip of and separate from the sacrum.

The ischium is connected to the sacrum by

sacrotuberous and sacrospinous ligaments.
The hip joint links the proximal femur to the lateral aspects of the pelvis. The head of the femur
and acetabulum are surrounded by a strong, dense fibrous capsule.

The iliofemoral,

ischiofemoral, and pubofemoral ligaments have positions outside of the capsule. Externally the
capsule is separated from adjacent muscles by bursae. The greater trochanter projects laterally at
the junction of the femoral neck and shaft. In normal sitting the femoral heads are separated by
the pelvis and the shafts converge distally so that the knees almost touch.
The gluteal muscles together with the superficial fascia form the bulk of the soft tissue in the
buttock region. During sitting the muscles are positioned lateral to the ischial tuberosity. Gluteus
maximus is the largest and most superficial muscle mass in the region. The muscle is attached to
the external surface of the pelvis around the posterior superior iliac spine, the dorsal lower
sacrum, coccyx, sacrotuberous ligaments and the fascia covering gluteus medius. The muscle
attaches into a line along the proximal third of the posterior shaft of the femur. Gluteus medius
attaches to a larger area of the external ilium anterior to the attachment of gluteus maximus. The
12

posterior third is deep to gluteus maximus and the rest is covered oniy by deep fascia. Gluteus
mimimus attaches to the external ilium anterior to the attachment of giuteus medius. Both gluteus
medius and minimus attach distally to the greater trochanter.
There is a weii developed layer of adipose superficial fascia covering the gluteal muscles. This is
loose connective tissue, deep to and continuous with the dermis, in which there is an abundance
of adipose cells. Nerves, blood vessels and lymphatics are located mainly in the deeper parts and
there are also skin muscles. The subcutaneous tissue is not as well vascularized as the dermis.
The adipose tissue is generally more abundant and widely distributed in females. The gluteal fold
forms the distal border of the buttock; the superficial fascia condenses and is pinned to the
underlying deep fascia. For adults in the United States the maximum width of the body at the hips
during sitting is on average, 330 mm for males and 409 mm for females (Diffrient et al, 1974).
The soft tissue of the dorsal thigh consists of the deep subcutaneous tissue, the hamstring and
adductor muscles, and the skin. Compared to in the buttock, the deep fascia is weii developed
and the subcutaneous tissue less so. The deep fascia is composed chiefly of compact, regularly
arranged collagen fibres.

The fibres of the deep fascia may condense into a sheet which

connects with the adjacent muscies. Wherever deep fascia contacts the periosteal covering of
bone, it fuses with it thus allowing the pull of the attached muscles to be transmitted to the bone.
The hamstring muscies run aiong the posterior femur and cross both the hip and knee joints.
Biceps femoris is the most lateral of the hamstrings. The muscie mass runs aiong the length of the
femur and attaches distally to the fibula and tibia. Semitendinosus lies siightiy medial to biceps
and attaches into the medial tibia.

Semimembranosus runs along the fem ur medial to

semitendinosus. Adductor magnus, brevis and gracilis are positioned along the posterior femur
medial to the hamstrings. Fibres of adductor magnus attach to a ridge which runs along the length
of the proximal femur to the medial femoral condyle. Adductor brevis attaches to the proximal and
central portion of the posterior femur. The bony structures, associated ligaments and muscie
attachment points are iiiustrated in Figure 1.
The skin consists of two iayers, the epidermis and the dermis. The epidermis is the outer iayer of
the skin. It consists of densely packed cells with no vascular supply. The cells are dead and the
outer ones are continually lost from the body to the environment. The dermis consists of coliagen
and elastin fibres, a network of biood and lymphatic vessels, nerves, hair follicles, sebaceous and
sweat glands. In the dermis coiiagen constitutes 75 percent of skin dry weight, elastin about 4
percent. The coliagen and elastin fibres in the dermis run mainly parallel to the skin surface, with
the collagen fibres randomly arranged in the directional elastin network. A hydrophiiic gel, called
ground substance occupies the space between the fibres and the vascuiar and lymphatic
networks. The ground substance can vary from being water-iike to gei-iike in viscosity.
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Aetiology of Pressure Sores

A knowledge of the aetiology of pressure sores is important for the design of seating and
cushioning for chair bound people. The factors which contribute to the formation of pressure
sores have been extensively studied by correlational studies on patients, measurements of blood
flow, tissue oxygenation, skin temperature and hyperemia on human subjects when the tissues
are under load, and also by the induction of pressure sores in animals. Some of these studies are
described below, and discussed in terms of possible mechanisms for pressure sore formation.
The term 'pressure sore' can describe both abrasion damage to the epidermis and also an open
ulcer caused by external loading, which extends through the soft tissue to the bone and nearby
joints. Damage to the epidermis and dermis and localised hyperaemia after a period of loading are
all classified as superficial pressure sores. Ulcers where bone and muscle are involved are deep
pressure sores. Deep sores often appear in an area of previously normal tissue, several hours
after a period of loading (Barton & Barton, 1981). A region of necrotic tissue is initially observed.
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Over the next few weeks the dead cells liquefy and break down. The contents of the sore are
discharged, leaving behind an empty cavity.

A deep sore is usually more extensive in the

subcutaneous tissues than at the surface of the epidermis.
There have been studies on animals where the skin is subject to an externally applied constant
pressure for a time period (Daniel et al, 1985; Dinsdale, 1974; Kosiak, 1959). After loading the
sites were examined for tissue damage. The readings were repeated over a range of applied
pressures. Inverse relationships between the time taken for a pressure sore to form and the
magnitude of the applied pressure were reported. Reswick and Rogers (1976) published a curve
of similar form showing tolerable applied pressure versus time on the bony prominences of
humans.

The curve was based on pressure measurements on volunteers, pressure

measurements in clinical situations where the skin had shown signs of potential breakdown after a
period of loading and retrospective reports of clinical situations that had lead to tissue breakdown.
Although the curve was based on unstandardised and indirect measurements, the form of the
pressure-time relationship has been central to the development of a hypothesis for pressure sore
formation and of clinical practice for the prevention of pressure sores.
There were considerable differences between the above studies in the duration of loading that
produced a pressure sore at a given level of pressure. Differences in methodology (for example,
animal models, anatomical loading sites and indenter geometries) could have resulted in
differences in load transfer to the tissues and in the physiological response of the tissues to the
load.

Daniel et al loaded the tissue over the greater trochanter of paraplegic swine.

The

measurements were made six weeks after the spinal cord had been transected when
considerable muscle atrophy had occurred. He noted that pressure sores could be produced in
paraplegic swine in a shorter time than with normal swine. Muscle atrophy may well have been an
important factor contributing to this difference. In this study, as well as in others such as that of
Nola and Vistnes (1980), damage to the deep subcutaneous tissues was noted when the skin
surface was still intact. These lesions may have been the earliest stages of deep pressure sores.
Because restricted blood flow is likely to be an early stage in the formation of pressure sores,
there have been studies to examine the effects of tissue loading on blood flow and tissue
oxygenation. The aetiology of pressure sores is not fully understood, so the results of these
studies cannot be extrapolated directly to the formation of pressure sores. Ben net et al (1979)
and Dinsdale (1974) investigated the effects of surface shear forces on the formation of pressure
sores and on blood flow. In Bonnet's study the thenar eminence of healthy subjects was loaded
against a device in which pressure, shear and photoplethysmographic blood flow transducers
were embedded. The combined effects of normal applied pressure and interface shear stress
were investigated.

They found that in the presence of interface shear stress there was a

decrease in the pressure required to prevent blood flow. It is difficult to extrapolate from this study
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to the bony prominences at the pelvis where pressure sores often occur, because of the
profoundly different anatomy of the two regions.

Dinsdale loaded the posterior superior iliac

spines of pigs. He found that ulcers occurred at pressures as low as 200 mmhg (26.7 kPa) in the
presence of friction, where as pressures of at least 480 mmhg (64.0 kPa) were necessary to
produce an ulcer when there was no friction. He was not however able to detect a significant
difference in blood flow in the tissues which received only pressure and those which received
pressure and shear, with isotopic blood perfusion measurement techniques.
surprising and appears to contradict that of Bonnet's study.
measurement techniques and loading sites were chosen.

This result is

However dissimilar blood flow

It may be that Dinsdale and his

coworkers did not measure the blood perfusion at the exact location of tissue damage. Another
limitation of this study is that the magnitude of the shear stresses which were applied was not
reported.
The effect of loading on tissue oxygenation has also been investigated by monitoring the
localised partial pressure of oxygen transcutaneously. An electrochemical electrode is mounted
on the skin surface, which is heated to maintain vasodilation. Typically a loader is indented into
the skin and the transcutaneous oxygen level (Tc-p02) under the loader is monitored after each
load step. There is a decrease in Tc-pOg levels under prolonged applied pressure. Bader and
Gant (1988) reported that the Tc-p02 reduced slightly at low applied pressure and then at a
greater constant rate as the pressure increased. Wide variations between people were reported
in the pressure to reduce the Tc-p02 to a fraction of its original unloaded value. For example to
achieve a 50 percent reduction from the unloaded value, pressures in the range from 22 mmHg to
92 mmHg (2.9 to 12.3 kPa) were required. Seiler and Stahelin reported that the decrease in Tcp 02 with applied pressure was linear (1979). They noted the decrease was much greater over
the trochanter than over the quadriceps. This difference in behaviour at the two loading sites is
likely to have been due to larger internal stresses developing in the soft tissues at the trochanter
compared to in the quadriceps. It is difficult to extrapolate with certainty from Tc-p02 results at
elevated temperatures to the conditions where the body tissues are normally loaded because an
elevated skin temperature gives rise to an increase in capillary blood pressure in the skin (Landis,
1930).
Ek et al (1987) and Seiler et al (1986 and 1983) measured the effects of lying on a mattress on the
transcutaneous partial pressure of oxygen and blood flow over the trochanter and sacrum. In
some cases the partial oxygen pressure and blood flow over the bony prominences were reduced
to zero. However this may not have been the case if the rigid transducer had not been situated at
the interface between two soft objects. Bennett et al (1981 ) embedded a blood flow transducer
in a rigid, planar wheelchair seat, so the transducer surface was flush with the surface of the seat.
The sensor was the same combination of pressure, shear and blood flow transducers which were
described by Bennet et al (1979). They measured the pressure at which blood flow occlusion
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occurred during static sitting on the seat. Occlusion was observed at pressures above 120 mmHg
(16.0 kPa) in young male subjects, whereas some geriatric subjects occluded at pressures of less
than 20 mmHg (2.6 kPa).

The difference between the two groups may have been due to

differences in the extent and properties of the tissues, the physiological response to loading, or a
combination of the above factors.
The effects of intermittent loading on transcutaneous partial pressure of oxygen and blood flow
have also been investigated. The sacrum was loaded with an interface pressure for a period of
about 12 minutes and then the load was removed for about 3 minutes (Bader, 1990). The loading
cycle was subsequently repeated. During each loading period there were fluctuations in Tc-p02.
For most subjects there was partial recovery during the initial loading period. Also the effects of
the applied load decreased with successive loading cycles. However for certain people from the
group of subjects who were elderly, immobile or insensitive to pressure, a different response to
repeated loading was observed. There was no recovery during the initial loading period and the
Tc-p02 returned to its initial value very slowly after the load had been removed. Also successive
loading periods further reduced the Tc-p02 readings.
It is thought that bacteria can contribute to tissue breakdown or delayed healing of pressure
sores. Daniel et al (1985) compared the formation of pressure sores in paraplegic pigs which
had, and had not been injected with staphylococcus bacteria. They found that greater tissue
damage occurred in the pigs which had been infected, and the bacteria accumulated in the
damaged area. A correlation between fecal incontinence and the presence of pressure sores
has also been shown in hospitalized patients (Allman, 1986). Other studies have been reported
which show significant correlations between the patient's age, the presence of fractures,
tobacco smoking, length of paralysis, protein malnutrition, anticoagulation therapy and the
presence or worsening of pressure sores (Jordan & Barbenel, 1983; Pinchofsky-Devin &
Kaminski, 1986; Aiiman et al, 1986; Frisbie, 1986; Thiyagarajan & Silver, 1984; Lamid & El
Ghatit, 1983). However these studies do not show causative relationships, because of the
difficulties in finding a control group in which the other pressure sore related factors are
equivalent.
Pressure sores occur when cell death results from the application of external loads to the soft
tissues of the body.
understood.

The intermediate stages to presssure sore formation are not well

Some hypotheses for the formation of pressure sores are discussed below.

Krouskop et al (1978) suggested that a major factor contributing to tissue necrosis in pressure
sores is anaerobic metabolic waste products accumulating in the tissues where lymphatic
drainage is restricted. Lymphatic drainage is brought about by the contraction of smooth muscle
in the lymphatic vessel walls. Surface loading of the soft tissues could create the hypoxic
conditions which can damage smooth muscle, thus impairing lymph drainage. During hypoxia
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substances such as histamine, which further inhibit smooth muscle activity are released into the
body fluids. In 1981 Reddy et al suggested that interstitial fluid may also have a crucial role in the
formation of pressure sores. Interstitial fluid may flow out of the tissues which are under load and
this could result in direct contact between the fibroblast cells. The contact could inhibit collagen
synthesis or even cause cell wall rupture. On removal of the load a negative intercellular
pressure could result in capiilary bursting.
In 1983 Krouskop integrated and expanded on these proposed mechanisms of pressure sore
formation. He suggested that in anoxic conditions and when certain trace elements are not
available, collagen is synthesized which is unstable at room temperature and is water soluble.
As the collagen is washed out of the soft tissues, any load applied to the tissues is transferred to
the other soft tissue components such as fibroblast cells, blood and lymph vessels, interstitial
fluid and eiastin fibres. This couid then lead to interstitial fluid flow and restricted lymphatic
drainage. So factors such as diet, spinai cord injury and emotional stress which affect the
collagen metabolism are important factors in pressure sore formation. Also as a person ages the
collagen in the body becomes stiffer and less strong. Also the amount of elastin in the tissues is
reduced.

These changes could reduce lymphatic drainage and increase interstitial fluid

transport when the tissues are subject to surface ioading.

A schematic diagram of the

mechanism suggested by Krouskop is shown in Figure 2.
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FIGURE 2
Possible stages In the formation of a pressure sore (Krouskop, 1983)
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It has been suggested that loading the skin surface couid cause dermai fibrinolytic inhibition and
this would lead on to fibrin deposits in the interceliular space and capillaries; this could cause
capillary occlusion and reduced nutrient transport to the ceils, leading to cell necrosis when the
tissues are under load, and prolonged healing of pressure sores (Seiler and Stahelin, 1986).
The authors measured iow fibrinolytic activity in the dermal tissue around a pressure sore
compared to in other regions. However this hypothesis does not explain the subcutaneous
origin of many deep pressure sores. Also the reduced fibrinolytic activity may have been an
effect rather than a cause of the pressure sore.
From the above review it is apparent that empirical studies to examine the formation of pressure
sores have been limited by the inaccessible location of many sores and the unacceptabiiity of
causing a sore on a human subject. Nevertheless external applied pressure and pressure
duration have been shown to be crucial factors in pressure sore formation. The hypotheses put
forward by Krouskop and Reddy are consistent with the effects of load magnitude and duration.
Unfortunately the experimental methods that are available do not give sufficient information on
the intermediate biochemical and biomechanical events to test out these hypotheses.
It would be useful to have more information on the critical intermediate mechanical and biological
stages in the formation of a pressure sore.

It has been shown that when a load is applied to the

body surface the iocaiised response of the tissues depends on the anatomical location of loading,
the direction of loading and the pathoiogy of the person.

Aiso early damage to deep

subcutaneous tissues has been observed. It might be found that factors such as paralysis, age
and metaboiic condition affect the nature and extent of the soft tissues around the bony
prominences and therefore the stresses and strains that develop in the tissues in response to an
appiied load. The application of surface shear stress is also likely to affect the internal stresses and
strains. The few studies that have examined load transfer through the tissues under the influence
of a compressive ioad are discussed in Section 1 -4.
1.4

Material Properties of the Soft Tissue of the Buttocks

General Description of Properties
In this section the properties of the dermis, adipose tissue, muscle and the combined soft tissues
are briefly discussed in terms of their composition.

Soft tissues are anisotropic and highly

inelastic. They show stress reiaxation when held at a constant strain. When held at a constant
stress they show creep behaviour. They show hysteresis when subject to cyclic loading and
unloading. When repeated cyclic ioads are appiied to a specimen, the load-eiongation curve
alters over the initial cycles but eventually reaches a steady state.

This process is called

preconditioning. For many tissues the cyclic loading and unioading curve is largely insensitive to
strain rate. Also under most test conditions the stresses in the soft tissues are highly nonlinear
with respect to strains; the gradient of the stress-strain curve increases with increasing strain.
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With subcutaneous adipose and dermal tissue, properties are largely determined by the state of
the network of collagen and elastin fibres. Elastin fibres are virtually elastic up to large strains. The
stress-strain curve for a uniaxial extension is close to linear. Collagen fibres have higher stiffness
and strength compared to elastin fibres. At small tensile strains, the elastin fibres elongate and
the collagen fibres begin to align along the direction of tension. The tissues are in a relatively low
stiffness region. As the strain increases the collagen fibres straighten out and support a greater
amount of the load. Once the collagen fibres are aligned, the tissue stiffness along the direction
of alignment is much greater (for example, Markenscoff & Yannas, 1979; Manscot & Brakkee,
1986). The ultimate tensile strain in dermal tissue can be from less than 60 to over 100 percent,
depending on the age of the person, whereas the U.T. strain in adipose tissue is about 25
percent (Yamada, 1973; Duck, 1990). During the preconditioning process the structure of the
tissue organises with the cycling.

Eventually a steady state is reached at which no further

changes will occur.
Muscle tissue is composed of fibres grouped into bundles. Each muscle fibre is made up of
interleaved bundles of the proteins actin and myosin. Connective tissue fills the spaces between
fibres within a bundle. Each bundle is surrounded by a stronger connective tissue sheath and the
whole bundle is surrounded by an even stronger sheath, at which significant movement can
occur. Young's modulus is found to be very much larger in tense muscle compared to relaxed
muscle. Values of 0.0062 MPa and 0.11 MPa were reported at 10 percent strain in relaxed and in
tense muscle respectively (Krouskop et al, 1987). The measurement method used to obtain
these values is described later in this section. The uitimate tensile strain in muscle is between 50
and 100 percent (Yamada, 1973; Duck, 1990).
The flow of extra-cellular fluid in a compressed region of soft tissue contributes to the viscous
component of tissue deformation (Tregear, 1966).

Ziegert and Lewis (1978) compared the

indentation response of the combined soft tissues covering the anterior tibia and of a physical
model where rubber was used to simulate the soft tissue layer. In some tests the stiffness of the
soft tissues was larger when it was measured with indenters of small contact area, compared to
when it was measured with large indenters. However with the rubber model, the smaller indenters
gave smaller stiffnesses. The authors attributed the difference between the model and the soft
tissue system to the flow of extra-cellular fluid from under the small indenter. With the tissue
system the smaller indenters could displace more fluid and the remaining soft tissues would
become stiffer, whereas fluid flow could not have occurred in the rubber.
The combined soft tissues at specific anatomical sites have a stiffness which increases with
compressive strain, when subject to indentation tests (Todd, 1989; Bader & Bowker, 1983;
Zeigert & Lewis, 1978). The slope of the stress-strain curve is approximately linear in the high
strain region. Also it has been shown that the soft tissues become stiffer and more viscous with
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age (Kirk & Kvorning, 1949; Kirk & Chieffi, 1962; Alexander & Cook, 1976). This is thought to be
due to an increase in the cross links between collagen fibres and an increase in the porosity and
permeability of the soft tissues (Bader & Bowker, 1983).
Previous Studies to Determine Materiai Properties
Studies to determine the material properties of soft tissues are reviewed. Testing methods,
experimental data and mathematical representations are included. The material properties of the
soft tissues are usually measured by applying a known load and by measuring the associated
changes in dimensions. Testing may be on living tissue or on excised soft tissue specimens. In
vitro, specimens of known composition and dimensions can be tested under well defined loading
conditions. However once the specimen is taken out of the body, the tissue properties may be
altered by fluid-loss and the trauma of dissection. With in-vivo testing, the interaction between the
different tissues and tissue components contributes to the measured deformations.
Constitutive equations may allow one to predict the deformations which would result from the
application of specified forces, since they express in an intrinsic manner the response of a material
to a force. The coefficients in the equation can be calculated by measuring the response of a
material to a known load. The formulations that are normally used to characterize the behaviour of
engineering materials are of limited use in describing the behaviour of the soft tissues under
generalized loading conditions because of the complex structure of the tissue.

Mechanical

testing methods range from direct load application to acoustic interrogation. Indentation tests are
mainly reviewed in the following paragraphs. The loading of the soft tissues in the indentation
tests is similar to the loading of the soft tissues when a person is seated, in that the skeletal bony
prominences can be considered to make an indentation into the soft tissues as the body is loaded
against a seat.
A linearly elastic model can be used to characterize the soft tissues.

Often small cyclic

peturbations about an equilibrium state are measured and the modulus calculated from the
gradient of the stress-strain curve.

The calculated modulus is specific to the strain state in the

tissues. It may be applicable to deformations at different strain rates for tissues whose behaviour
is insensitive to strain rate.
A mathematic analysis of the indentation of articular cartilage by a rigid punch was developed by
Hayes et al (1972). The articular cartilage was modelled as a linearly elastic infinite layer, rigidly
restrained on its underside. Expressions were obtained for indentation by a plane-ended cylinder
and by a sphere. The shear modulus of the articular cartilage was found to be a function of load,
indenter displacement, cartilage thickness, indenter geometry and Poisson's ratio.

It was

assumed that only small strains developed in the cartilage, that negligible friction developed
between the indenter and the cartilage, and that there was negligible deformation of subchondral
bone. Cartilage is viscoelastic, so the deformation has to be measured either immediately after a
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step load has been applied or after the creep phase when an asymptotic level of indentation has
been reached, for consistent results to be obtained. The modulus however is only valid under
these conditions. Armstrong et al used the expression derived by Hayes to estimate Young's
modulus for articular cartilage in compression (1980). They tested specimens from the femoral
heads of human subjects.
Young's modulus of the combined skin and subcutaneous soft tissues of the thigh and forearm
have been estimated using Hayes' expression (Bader and Bowker, 1983). Both young, healthy
subjects and elderly subjects were tested. A 20 mm diameter plane ended indenter was used on
the forearm and a 40 mm diameter indenter on the thigh. Poisson's ratio was assumed to be 0 3
and the thickness of the tissues was estimated with skin fold callipers. Loads of 3 7 and 8 8 N
were applied through the forearm and thigh respectively. The stiffness modulus was calculated to
be between 1 and 3 kPa and to vary with age, sex and anatomical site. It is likely that linearly
elastic, small strain conditions did not strictly apply during all stages of the tests. Also the values
for the stiffness modulus are highly dependent on the value of Poisson's ratio. Poisson's ratio
was assumed rather than measured.
The wide variations in the elastic moduli of the soft tissues have been reported between different
subjects, anatomical sites and authors.

These variations can be partly accounted for by

differences in tissue composition between specimens. Also the derivative of the stress - strain
curve under finite loading conditions is not identical to the derivative of the stress-strain curve
under a small displacement about an equilibrium condition. In addition the strain level may not be
consistent between the tests.
The time dependent material properties of the tissues have been characterized with
viscoelastic models. Relaxation and creep curves can be established for a material together
with its response to a periodic forcing function. For cyclic oscillations the amplitude and phase
angle of the complex modulus can be plotted with respect to the frequency of oscillation. If a
model can be found whose relaxation, creep, hysteresis and complex modulus agree with the
experimental data, then the material can be described by this model.

The constants are

determined by curve fitting against the experimental data. The determination of the constants is
not unique, so many functions may fit the data.
Wave propagation techniques have been used in a study where the tissue properties in the
residual limb of amputees were measured in vivo under a compressive load (Krouskop et al, 1987;
Malinauskas et al, 1989).

It was assumed that the tissues can be represented as a linear

viscoelastic 'Kelvin' medium that is isotropic and orthogonal. A pulsed Doppler ultrasound device
was used to apply a sinusoidal acoustic peturbation, that was a combination of pure shear and
pure compression at a frequency of about 10 Hz, to the skin surface. The phase shift in the
returning wave from various tissue depths was measured from three locations in the device, so
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the components of displacement could be calculated. The Doppler methodology can be used for
in vivo subcutaneous measurements of tissue properties because contact with the tissue being
measured Is not necessary. The depth resolution was better than 01 mm.
The creep and stress relaxation behaviour of soft tissues have been characterized with
continuous relaxation and retardation spectra (for example Barbenel, 1972). It Is assumed that the
spring and dashpot elements are numerous and form a continuous distribution over retardation
time (x). In one study a generalized Kelvin model was utilized to describe articular cartilage under
a constant compressive load (Parsons and Black, 1977). Assuming numerous and closely spaced
retardation times the creep function for the model Is
Jd (t) = J J(x) [1 - exp (-t/x)] dx

J(x) = retardation spectrum

From the substitution xJ(x) = L(x) It can be shown that the part of the Integrand In brackets can be
approximated to a step function and the first derivative of the viscous component of compliance
with respect to the logarithm of time gives an approximate value for L(x) at that time. For articular
cartilage, the curve of compliance against the logarithm of time was approximately linear between
0 42 and 1184 seconds after the load had been applied and was flat In the other regions. Thus
the retardation spectrum was constant between these times and was zero at other times.
Bader and Bowker (1983) used the generalized Kelvin model described above to characterize the
time dependent deformation of the combined soft tissues of the forearm and thigh under
constant Indentation loading. The curve of compliance against the logarithm of time for the soft
tissue was found to be a continuous curve which generally Increased with time. The authors
attributed this variation In retardation spectrum to the relative movement between soft tissue
components.
The linearly viscoelastic models do not take account of structural changes In the material, such as
Interstitial fluid flow leading to an Internal redistribution of the phases within the material. Also the
nonlinear stress-strain characteristics of the tissues are not taken Into account, so models are
normally only valid under Inflnltlslmal strain conditions. In addition models may not be valid under
test conditions other than the ones used to establish the material constants. Fung (1972,1981)
developed nonlinear constitutive equations by considering relaxation functions that were
functions of strain, and creep functions that were functions of stress. These were more applicable
to finite deformation conditions than the linear models discussed above. He also proposed a
model Involving a continuous spectrum of time constants, that had hysteresis behaviour which
was Insensitive to the frequency of cyclic loading.
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H yp e relastic models have also been used to characterize the behaviour of the soft tissues.
When the tissues are deformed, it is assumed that the stored strain energy is a function of the
deformation state. The form of the strain energy density function in the modei is proposed, and
the stress-strain relationship obtained from the strain energy function by differentiation. The
behaviour of the model is compared with the deformation behaviour of the tissues under the
same expérimentai conditions. Strain energy functions with poiynomial and exponential terms
have been examined for tissues such as mesentery, skin, arteries and lung tissues. Fung has
been an important investigator in this area (for exampie Tong & Fung,1976; Fung, 1981).
The functions utilize finite deformation theory and thus the models are applicable to large strain
conditions. The models are most useful when there is a unique relationship between stress and
strain in the soft tissues under a specific loading state. For cyclic loading and unloading the
functions describe the behaviour after preconditioning, and it is assumed that the behaviour is
insensitive to strain rate. The inelastic aspects of the behaviour of the soft tissues cannot be
described with these models.

Some of the studies to test out proposed functions for soft

tissues under various loading conditions are described in the paragraphs below.
Veronda and Westmann have used a hyperelastic model to described the behaviour of cat skin in
vitro (1970).

The skin was subjected to incremental uniaxial loads, so the axial extension

increased from 1 to about 2. At each load increment the skin was left to reach its equiiibrium state
before the extension was measured. The skin was found to be compressible and anisotropic
under the experimental conditions.

However the cross-sectional area was assumed to be

isotropic in the formulation of the strain energy function from the experimental data. The strain
energy function that was found to give a reasonable approximation to the behaviour of the skin
was as foilows:
W = ci (expp(h-3)-1) +C2 (12-3) +g(l3)
Cl C2, p are material constants; W is the strain energy density; Ij are the strain invariants; g(1) =0.
The values of the material constants were obtained by curve fitting against the experimental
data. The applicability of the function to multiaxial data was not tested.
in a similar study Allaire et al modelled the uniaxial tensile behaviour of skin in vivo (1977). The
strain energy function was assumed to be :
W = A (li-3 ) + B (12-3) +C (l3-1)^ - (A+2B) (I3-I)
A, B and C are material constants. Once again in this study it was assumed that orthogonal
strains normal to the applied stress were equal.

Furthermore the strain normal to the skin

surface was estimated rather than directly measured. The model was found to be valid only over
a limited extension range (extension ratios from 1 to T25). The value of the constant B was
found to be negative and of simiiar magnitude to the constant A (about 5x10^ N/mm^).
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Sahay et al used a similar approach to characterize the material properties of brain tissue (1992).
A simple spherical shell model of the brain was assumed.

The internal space contained

ventricular fluid and the space surrounding the brain was filled with epidural fluid. The inflation in
the brain under finite strain conditions was found to depend on the magnitude of the pressure
difference across the tissue, the radial thickness of the sheil and the properties of the sheli
material. The Hart-Smith function was proposed as the strain energy function to describe the
brain tissue. The derivatives of this function are shown below:
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G, k i and k2 are material constants. The experimental data was obtained from brains of 10 dogs.
Fluid was infused into the ventricular space in the brain at a controlled rate and the changes in
ventricular and epidural pressure were measured. The correlation between the theoretical and
experimental results was good at high pressures, but was less good at lower pressures.
Biaxial loading gives a fuller picture of the relationship between stress and strain components,
than the uniaxial loading described above. Tong and Fung (1976) proposed a strain energy
function for rabbit skin under biaxiai tensile loading in plane stress conditions. In this stress state
the strain energy is a function of the in-plane strain components (en^e22,ei2 where ey are the
components of the Lagrangian finite strain tensor). It was found that the stress-strain relationship
for the skin under cyclic loading and unloading was unique after pre-conditioning, and the
behaviour was insensitive to strain rate. The proposed function was as follows:
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where wj ^ a; ,yi and c are constants and po is the density of the material. The constants were
determined from the experimental stress-strain relationships with the strain e^^ fixed and then
with the strain 022 fixed. After the constants had been calculated for a particular specimen in a
specific experiment the function fitted the data from that test well, but had only limited success at
predicting behaviour from another experiment (same specimen, different transverse stretch,
different preconditioning).
Hyperelastic models for the soft tissue are valid under the finite strain conditions that are often
encountered in the soft tissues when the body interfaces externally with load carrying devices.
However it is difficult to take account of the inelastic, anisotropic nature of the soft tissues with
models such as those described above. The experimental conditions in the above studies are
unlike those in the present study, so immediate conclusions cannot be drawn on the validity of
this approach for modelling the soft tissues of the seated buttock. The approach is examined in
more depth in subsequent chapters of this thesis.
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structurally based theories have been developed to describe tissues as diverse as skin and
articular cartilage.

Lanir has developed structural models for the stress-strain relations in

specimens of fibrous connective tissues with various geometries and loading conditions. Lanir's
conceptual model for deformations in flat membranous tissues consists of a linearly elastic
network of elastin fibres and an undulating network of linearly visco-elastic collagen fibres. The
collagen fibres are relatively stiff when straightened out.

The initial analysis for biaxial

deformations was based on structure and equilibrium considerations (1979). The behaviour of
the material was found to depend on the material properties of the fibrous components and also
the initial distribution of fibres through the material.

Thermodynamic considerations were

introduced later to simplify and extend the analysis (1983). Shoemaker showed that a similar
structural model could fit bi-axial experimental data from human skin and canine pericardium
(1986). However the calculated material parameters did vary between different tests on the same
specimen and so were not generally applicable to all deformation states.
Multiphase theories have also been developed to describe the dynamic behaviour of hydrated
connective tissues.

The theoretical equations to describe the system are derived from the

continuity equation for the mixture, momentum balance equations for the two phases within the
mixture and the constitutive equations for the solid and liquid phases. One of the first muitiphasic
theories developed was linear biphasic theory (Mow and Lai, 1980). The solid phase in the tissue
was assumed to be isotropic, incompressible, porous, permeable and linearly elastic. The fluid
phase was assumed to be inviscid and incompressible.

In an extension to this model, the

nonlinear permeability of the solid is taken into account. The extent of fluid motion depends on
the permeability of the solid phase, which depends of the level of dilatation in the solid matrix.
The behaviour of the model was found to resemble the compressive creep and stress relaxation
behaviour of articular cartilage under low load levels and low strain rates.
The biphasic theories discussed above are limited to application in systems with infinitesimal strain
conditions, however more recently a finite deformation biphasic theory has been developed by
Kwan et al (1990).

The constitutive equations for the solid and liquid phases are derived from

strain energy density functions that are scalar functions of Green's deformation tensor. The
particular form of the function was selected that gave a physically realistic response. Analytical
results compared well with experimental results on articular cartilage under one-dimensional
confined compression.
Lanir has characterized the instantaneous response of the skin on the human forehead to
indentations of small magnitude with a finite deformation biphasic theory (1990).

The skin was

assumed to be an incompressible solid-fluid mixture. The solid phase was linearly elastic in the
plane of the skin. Normal to the plane of the skin the fibres were assumed to lose their stiffness
under compression. Normal and in plane deformations were assumed to be independent. The
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loads supported hydrostatically in the fluid were also taken into account. With a suitable choice of
material constants, the theoretical model was found to resemble the experimental results. This
model only has application to modelling the instantaneous response to small deformations in thin
soft tissue layers, because of the assumptions in the development of the model. It could not be
expected to describe the seated buttock which has a greater depth of soft tissue and undergoes
greater deformations. Also the state of the tissue after the flow of extracellular fluid had ceased is
of interest for this system.
The structural models described above help our understanding of the behaviour of the soft
tissue. Unfortunately they are not at present well enough developed to be used directly to model
the seated buttock which has a complex geometry, contains multiple materials and interfaces, and
undergoes large deformations.
Measurements of Load Transfer Through the Soft Tissues
There have been a few studies to examine how a load, applied to the surface of the skin, is
transferred to the underlying soft tissue structures. The coupiing between skin surface loading,
load transfer to the tissues and deformation within the tissues has been studied using animal
models. The experimental data relating to load transfer is very limited.
Le et al measured the pressure within the tissues and interface pressures around the trochanter
of paraplegic pigs as they lay supported against a flat surface (1984). The tissue pressure was
measured through a hypodermic needle. The needle was initially inserted into the tissues within
a larger diameter needle, the purpose of which was to guide the sensing needle. The larger
diameter needle was withdrawn from the tissue after insertion. The pressure was transmitted to a
miniature solid state pressure sensor. A fluid injection system gave a constant flow of fluid
through the needle to the tissues. The measured pressures were found to increase with depth
below the skin surface and were greatest directly under the bony prominence. Maximum in-tissue
pressures over five times those at the body-support interface were measured in vivo.
Dodd and Gross measured the pressure in the soft tissues over the iliac wings and over the last
dorsal spinous process of pigs when 4 and 8 Kg loads were applied to the skin through a foam
pad (1991). Interface pressures were also measured. A modified wick-in-needle catheter was
used to measure the pressure in the tissues. A window was ground in the side of a hypodermic
injection needie. The needle was then filled with a Teflon-impregnated, polyester fibre. The
system was conected to a soiid state pressure transducer. The purpose of the fibre was to ailow
the tissue pressure to be transferred up the needle to the measurement system. The authors
found that over the spinous process the tissue pressures were about 42 percent of the interface
pressure where as only about 28 percent of the load was transferred to the interstitial fluid over
the iliac wings. Pressures in the tissues of up to 81 mmHg (10.8 kPa) were measured. The
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difference between the load transfer characteristics reported by Le et al (1984) and Dodd & Gross
(1991) cannot fully be accounted for by variations in anatomy and methodology at the test sites. It
may be that in the earlier study, the hypodermic needle caused altered hydration states, leading
to high pressure readings in the tissues. The above studies help us to understand how a load is
shared between the hydrostatic and distortional components when it is applied to the skin
surface.
Dodd & Gross also measured the internal deformations in the tissues over the iliac spine of a pig
using stereoradiography. Radio-opaque markers were implanted in the tissues around the iliac
spine (1991). The position of the markers was recorded radiographically from two positions when
loads were applied to the skin surface through a foam pad. The displacement of the markers was
then calculated from the position data. Displacements as large a 14 mm were measured after
prolonged loading.

The authors reported that three-dimensional shearing occurred in the

tissues. There did not appear to be twisting in the soft tissues about the vertical axis. The
position of the origin relative to the bony prominence is not well documented in this study, and
thus the precise tissue deformation that occurred at the bony prominences cannot be identified.
In spite of the incomplete knowledge of the material properties of the tissues and the limitations of
the mathematical representations, the loading of the tissues has been studies with analytical
models. Some of the models are discussed in the next section.

1.5

Previous Stress Analyses Involving Soft Tissues

Stress analyses of the soft tissue which aim to improve our understanding of its behaviour and to
predict its response to a load are discussed in this section.

The meniscus of the knee has been

analysed, as have the soft tissues at the buttock and in the residual limbs of amputees. It is
difficult to construct a realistic model of combined soft tissue systems such as the buttock, if the
model is based solely on measurements of isolated components such as muscle and skin. There
undoubtedly are deformation mechanisms involving interaction between soft tissue components.
For example, the gluteal muscles may slip laterally with respect to the ischial tuberosities during
sitting and the extent to which they are able to move depends on whether gluteal bursae are
present.
Most authors have assumed a linearly elastic stress-strain relationships for the soft tissues. Chow
and Odell (1978) used the finite element method to investigate the stresses and deformations in
the buttock during sitting. A 33 element axisymmetric mesh was used to model the soft tissues
surrounding a rigid bony core. The soft tissue was modelled as a linearly elastic, homogeneous
isotropic layer with Young's modulus of 15 kPa and Poisson's ratio of 0 49. Various load and
displacement conditions were applied to the nodes on the external surface of the soft tissues.
These were to simulate the buttock supported by fluids, by a rigid friction-less flat surface, by foam
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cushions and by a modified cosine pressure distribution. An iterative procedure was used to take
account of the changes in element orientation that occur during the solution, whilst still retaining
infinitesimal strain theory in the model.

The authors proposed that von Mises stresses are

important indicators of a risk of pressure sores in the tissues, since they show the degree of
deformation in an incompressible material. Both the von Mises and hydrostatic stresses within the
model were examined. It was found that the more uniform the pressure loading at the interface,
the greater the fraction of the load supported hydrostatically and the lower the von Mises stresses
in the elastic layer. Young's modulus was selected from measurements on a synthetic gel, and
the results of the analyses were compared with results from a physical replica where a gel was
used to simulate the soft tissues. These factors limit the extent to which the model resembles the
human buttock.
Todd (1990) has also used finite element modelling to examine the deformations and the
stresses in the tissues during sitting. She has reported a 2-dimensional plane strain model of the
buttock with a combined muscle and fat layer (Young's modulus 14 kPa ; Poisson's ration 0-49)
and a skin layer (Young's modulus 50 kPa ; Poisson's ration 0 3). Reynolds (1988) produced FE
models of lower limb amputation stumps. This work was intended to be an aid to the computerbased design and manufacturing system for lower limb sockets (Dewar & Reynolds, 1986).
Youngs modulus values for the soft tissues in the finite element model were calculated from
indentation tests on the leg. Values ranged from 50 kPa in the popliteal region and medial to the
tibia on the anterior surface of the leg, to 145 kPa in the region of the patellar tendon. Poisson's
ratio was assumed to be 0 45. The analyses suggested that interface friction and distal end
bearing have the most significant effect on the load distribution within the soft tissues. In common
with Chow's work these analyses assumed linear elasticity and infinitesimal strain theory. Iterative
loading was used to take into account changes in element orientation during loading.
Unfortunately with this method the solution does not take into account changes in element area
as it precedes. The error in the large deflection solution increases with the incompressibility of the
material and the size of the applied strain. This limitation is discussed in depth in Chapter 4.
A biphasic description of the tissue was employed in an axisymmetric finite element model of the
meniscus in the knee (Spilker et al, 1992).

An incompressible linearly elastic solid phase and an

incompressible, inviscid liquid phase were considered. The solid phase had a much greater
modulus in the circumferential direction, compared to in the transverse sections which was
considered to be isotropic. This particular formulation was selected because of the circumferental
fibre distribution in the meniscus. Infinitesimal strain theory was used so there was a limit to the
magnitude of the deformations that could be studied. The initial dynamic response of the model
to a step load at the femoral surface was examined. During the initial period after the onset of
loading, the fluid phase carried a large part of the applied load. The maximum internal pressure in
the fluid was larger in magnitude than the maximum transverse stresses, and of similar magnitude
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to the circumferental stress in the solid phase. The pressure in the fluid phase decreased as it
flowed out of the loaded area.
Some studies have used nonlinear elastic material properties and finite strain theory to model the
soft tissues. A two-dimensional plane stress physical model of the buttock was developed by
Reddy et al (1982). The model was made of a semicircular slab of P.V.C. gel cast around a
wooden core. The gel simulated the soft tissue around the ischial tuberosity. A grid of shallow
holes filled with white paint was etched into the gel. This allowed the deformations in the gel to be
photographed when the model was loaded vertically against various cushion surfaces. The finite
strains and extension ratios were then calculated from the displacement measurements at each
grid point. The form of the strain energy function relating strain energy density (W) to the principal
strain invariants ( l i , I2, 13) was assumed to be W= A (li -3)/2 for the P.V.C. gel.

It was assumed that

the gel was incompressible and the value of the constant A was 6 kPa. The principal stresses in
the gel were calculated from the principal extension ratios. Regions of high compresive and shear
stress were identified. The authors compared the performance of various cushioning materials
(1982 and 1987). The effects of the shape of the bony tuberosity were also investigated with two
similar models (Cadadai & Reddy, 1992). The study showed that In general shear stresses
obtained with a cylindrical columnar bony core were greater than those obtained from the model
with a bony core with a rounded end. These studies are limited by the extent to which the gel can
resemble the soft tissues of the buttock. The model cannot take into account the anisotropic and
viscoelastic nature of fluid-filled tissues. But the theory upon which the studies are based, is valid
under the finite strain conditions that are encountered in the soft tissues, unlike with the analyses
discussed previously. There is a nonlinear relationship between stress and strain with a gel. For
the material defined by the above strain energy function, the material would stiffen with increasing
uniaxial compression, similarly to the soft tissues, but would soften under increasing uniaxial
extension. Another limitation of the studies is that more comprehensive testing of the gel would
probably have shown that it could not be accurately described by the above strain energy function
(Treloar, 1975). Also the tissues in the section through the buttock are unlikely to be in a state of
plane stress, as was the gel in the two dimensional model.
1.6

Current Designs of Wheelchair Cushion and Seat

Current designs of wheelchair cushioning and seating are reviewed in this section. The basic seat
in most wheelchairs comprises a seat and backrest that are made of material. A cushion may be
required on a wheelchair seat to improve comfort, reduce the risk of pressure sores and provide
some postural support to the seated person. There are more comprehensive seating systems
available for people who require a greater level of postural support or comfort when they are sitting
in their wheelchair.
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Some cushions are filled with a fluid such as a thixotropic gel, air or water. The body is intended to
sink into fluid-filled cushions, so that there is a large area of the body available for load bearing. The
fluid should flow until it provides a uniform support over the body/seat interface. A thixotropic gel
has a temporary reduction in viscosity when disturbed, but then becomes more viscous. Thus the
gel flows away from the higher load bearing areas of the body when it is initially sat upon and the
cushion then stabilizes.

A tensioned, curved membrane produces a radial pressure.

When

someone sits on a cushion, significant tension may occur within the covering material in the area of
maximum curvature (Shaw & Snowdon,1979). If this is under the bony prominence, loading of the
body will become concentrated at these locations. In many current designs of fiuid-fiiied cushion,
cover tension has been minimised by the presence of excess material in the bag containing the
fluid, and by dividing the bag into separate sections.
The body-cushion interface temperature does not usually become elevated after a period of sitting
on gel and water-based cushions (Seymour & Warren,1985). This effect is probably due to the
relatively high heat capacity of gel and water in these cushions. This feature is beneficial for the
comfort of people in a warm environment and for controlling the metabolic rate in the tissues at that
location. Some gel and water-filled cushions are heavy, weighing up to six kilograms.

Such

cushions can be inconveniently difficult to lift in and out of chairs. The displacement of the fluid
within the cushion as a person's centre of gravity shifts about can lead to sensations of
unsteadiness. This problem is reduced in cushions where the flow of the gel is limited by separate
compartments with restricted orifices between them or by the presence of foam inside the
cushion. Gels get used in combination with other materials in many cushion designs. These
designs exploit the weight distributing properties of gels while reducing the stability and cover
tension problems discussed above.
Most foam cushions are made from polyurethane and are light in weight, less expensive than other
specialist cushions and available in a wide range of shapes, sizes and hardnesses. Foams used in
a cushion to support the weight of the body usually have an indentation hardness (BS 4443 Part 2,
Method 7) between 125 and 250 newtons.

The values correspond to the force required to

produce an indentation of 40 percent of the thickness of the test specimen under specified
loading conditions. Foam cushions can degrade fairly rapidly during service; there is a decrease in
hardness, thickness and load-distributing properties. Bottoming out may occur and may result in
an increased discomfort and a risk of pressure sores.

An elevated temperature, a moist

environment, prolonged loading and exposure to ultraviolet light are ail thought to contribute to
the phenomenon (Noble et al, 1984). Polyurethane foam in the untreated state is flammable.
Foam for cushioning has to be combustion modified, so that it is less flammable. Cushion covers
also have to be made of a flame resistant material (Statutory Instrument, Furniture & Furnishings
(Fire) (Safety) Regulations, 1988). Foam cushions such as the Vasio-Para™ have been shaped
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with cut-outs under the areas where the body weight should be relieved. The Vasio-Para has a
large cut-out area over the ischial tuberosities, sacrococcygeum and perineum. In order to reduce
the tension in the upper layers of the foam (which localises loading under the bony prominences)
the upper region of the foam can be cut into a series of contiguous blocks. These blocks can be
compressed without building up tensile forces along the surface.
Some severely disabled people may require a support over multiple areas of their body due to poor
postural stability and established or potential skeletal deformities. A moulded seat (Nelham, 1975),
a shapable matrix seat (Cousins, 1982), or a bead seat insert (Silverman, 1986) may offer an
effective support.

Moulded seats are made of vacuum formed sheets of thermoplastic and

plastazote. The matrix body supports are made from plastic and metal components linked into a
matrix by bail and socket joints. They can be adjusted at the joints, so that many shapes can be
produced. Bead seat inserts are made of polystyrene beads in a polyurethane matrix. Aii these
seating systems are lined with compliant foams to improve on comfort and can be fitted into a
mobility base.
Body-contoured seat cushions can be used to control pelvic position, accommodate deformities of
the pelvis, hip and femur, redistribute the body weight away from pressure sensitive areas and
improve comfort (Michael & Walker,1990; Sprigle et al.,1990- B; Sprigle & Chung, 1989; Sprigle et
al.,1988). They do not provide any support directly to the trunk. 'Off the shelf seats and cushions
with shallow contours are useful for some people who have difficulty maintaining their pelvic
position and who suffer from discomfort over the buttock during sitting. The improved control of
the pelvic position may have a beneficial effect on trunk position. A much more intimate support is
possible with individuaiiy contoured seats and cushions. Individualised contoured cushions have
been used for pressure sore prevention by some chair bound people. It is possible to tailor the
support to the person's individual requirements.

It is necessary to measure the shape of the

buttocks for an individually contoured cushion to be produced.

1.7

Methods of Measuring Body Surface Shape

Body surface shape measurement methods that have potential application to the production of
shaped seating are reviewed in this section. The shape of the buttocks is highly dependent on the
position of the skeleton, muscle tone, externally applied loads and the direction of gravity. Thus the
body has to be in a sitting position during shape measurement for seat production.

Another

consideration is that with some measuring devices that make contact with the body surface, the
surface may become distorted by the measuring procedure.
There are two categories of body surface shape measurement techniques. There are techniques
where an impression of the body is made in a deformable material and the deformation is measured.
There are also techniques where no physical contact is made between the body and the measuring
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device. One approach to seat design is for the body shape to be measured when the weight of the
upper body is supported through the buttocks and optimaliy distributed through the tissues to
avoid pressure sores, maintain comfort and maintain the required posture. This approach lends
itseif to the former category of measurement techniques.
There is a facility at the University of Virginia for measuring the shape of the interface between the
body and various foam support surfaces (Brienza, 1988; Sprigle & Chung, 1989). The facility was
deveioped as part of a CAD/CAM wheelchair cushion production system. They have buiit a chair,
which has a fiat poiyurethane foam block as the seat. A matrix of 64 linear potentiometers is
embedded in predrilied holes in the foam biock.

During measurement, the subject sits on the foam

and the interface depth is calculated from the potentiometers' output voltages.

A linear

interpolation between these depth measurements is made on a computer. A pin-matrix shape
measurement system has been deveioped and works on similar principles (Gargano et al, 1986).
The seat of the measurement chair is an array of metai rods with spheres at their ends. The rods are
supported on an air-filled bladder. The subject sits on the chair and the rods are locked into
position.

A customised cushion is subsequently produced from the shape formed by the pattern

of rod ends.
Vacuum consolidation is by far the best estabiished method of repiicating the shape of the body for
seating (Cochrane,1990; Neiham, 1975; Bardsley; 1984).

An impression of the body is made in a

fiexibie bag, filled with expanded polystyrene beads of about 5 mm diameter. The bag cover is thin,
looseiy-fitting and the beads fiiling the bag are free to fiow. The subject sits on the bag in the
required position and air is sucked out of the bag until it soiidifies around the shape of the body.
Buttock shape has also been measured by sitting subjects on a gel pad (Kadaba et al., 1984). The
seat of a wheelchair was made from a polymethyi methacrylate (PMMA) plate with a 3 cm thick layer
of PVC gel on top. A B-Scan ultrasound transducer, controlled by a stepper motor, was positioned
under the plate and measured the position of the gei-buttock interface.

The measurement

methods described above invoive the body supported on a deformable material and measurement
of the interface shape.

Whilst the loads applied to the body are likeiy to be fairly uniformly

distributed over the interface, it is difficult to control the load distribution during measurement.
Another approach to seat design is for the shape of the surface of the buttocks to be measured
when no surface loads have been applied. Shape modifications couid be inciuded at a iater stage
of production. The shape of the 'undeformed' seated buttock is difficuit to measure because of the
difficuity in supporting the body in the seated posture without loading the buttock. This approach
lends itseif to non-contact body shape measurement techniques.
Non contact body shape measurement techniques based on photo-refiectometric principies have
been used for measuring head, back, amputation stump, and foot shape (Moss et al, 1987;
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Houston, 1989; Turner-Smith et al, 1988; Bao, 1989). A point, line or plane of light Is projected
onto the body and the reflected light is then viewed from an angle by a camera. Multiple marking
observations from the surface of interest enable the topology to be calculated. Scanning times of 1
to 2 seconds for the whole of the back have been reported with the ISIS system (Turner-Smith,
1988). The application of these optical techniques has not been pursued for the production of
shaped seating. Whilst the techniques do not deform the shape which they are measuring and are
comparatively quick to execute, it could be difficult to find a body position which was suitable for
scanning and which is similar to the sitting position. If the body is in a position that is not the sitting
position, there will be a difference in muscle tone that will lead to a difference in the shape of the
buttocks.
1.8

Manufacturing Methods for Shaped Seating

In this section, methods of manufacturing shaped seating are reviewed.

A moulded seat is

produced by vacuum forming a sheet of thermoplastic over a casting of the seated body (Neiham,
1975; Bardsley, 1984). The casting itself is made with a vacuum consolidation technique and the
casting modified appropriately prior to vacuum forming of the seat. A sheet of cross-linked closed
cell polyethylene (Plastazote, BXL Plastics Ltd., Croydon) is first vacuum formed over the casting.
Then a sheet of acryionitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS) is formed over the inner layer of Plastozote.
Localised shape adjustments are achieved after vacuum forming with a hot air gun. The final
moulded support is fitted into the mobility base, or static seat, by means of a simple tubular
framework. Once a moulded seat has been vacuum formed the shape is difficult to modify, but
once the seat is in service it is usually maintenance free.
In another technique bead seats are made directly with the vacuum consolidation procedure
(Silverman, 1986). A polyurethane matrix is added into the bag of polystyrene beads. This sets
over a three hour period after vacuuming. During this time the bag can be locally manipulated into
the chosen shape.
In a third method Shapable Matrix body supports are made from plastic and metal components
linked by multiple ball and socket joints (Cousins et al,1982). The shape is determined during the
fitting procedure, in which the client is suspended in a frame and the matrix is adjusted at its joints.
The matrix is then overlaid with compliant foams and can be subsequently fitted into any
appropriate mobility base. An advantage of the Matrix system is that the shape can be modified in
response to a change in a person's needs.
Two methods of manufacturing custom contoured foam seating from the pin matrix shape
measurement system have been reported (Gargano et al. ,1986; Welter & Zysman, 1987). One
method involves injecting a self generating foam into a bag which swells to occupy the cavity under
the pin array. At the time of its publication, problems were reported with finding a foam which was
suitable for both injection moulding and cushioning.
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The other method involves cutting a biock of

solid foam with a cutting tool. The tool paths are determined by a mechanical linkage between the
tool and the contours of the surface formed by the pin array.
The group at the University of Virginia have designed and built a computer aided manufacturing
system for wheelchair cushioning (Brienza et al., 1988). It consists of a three-axis milling machine,
computer numerical controller (CMC) and a microcomputer.
feedback control system.

There is a position and velocity

A spherical wire brush tool spinning at 4200 r.p.m is used to cut the

foam. They found that cutting with a 25 mm radius tool and 12.5 mm position increments gave a
suitable balance between a short cutting time and quality of the finished surface. A time of 20
minutes is reported for cutting each cushion. Computer aided manufacture has the advantage of
speed and versatility. Changes in material and shape can be employed without significant rework.
1.9

Scope and Methodology in the Present Study

The present study investigates the effects of shaped supporting surfaces on the soft tissues of
the buttock. The aim of the study is to determine the principies by which the optimum design of
shaped seat for any individual can be established. A reduction in the loading of the soft tissues at
the pelvic bony prominences was the primary criterion by which the shape of the seats were
optimised. This was chosen of the basis that the reduced loading may reduce the discomfort and
pressure sore risk associated with seating for some chair-bound people. Another consideration
was the provision of lateral supporting forces through the seat to improve sitting posture.
Furthering our understanding of the mechanisms by which pressure sores form and developing
new analytical techniques to model soft tissue deformation are outside the immediate focus of this
thesis.
A computerised system for producing individuaiiy shaped seating was deveioped and tested (see
Appendix 1). The experience of creating and operating this facility also provided the initiative and
direction for the study which is reported in the rest of this thesis, and also for the provision of a
smaii-scale service to patients from the Royal National Orthopaedic Hospital. Partly qualitative
criteria were used in the design of seat cushions. The cushion shape was based on the shape
formed by the subject when sitting on a bead-filled deformable bag. Modifications to the shape of
the bag were made if it was thought that the interface pressure distribution or sitting posture of the
subject could be improved. The foam that was used for the seat cushioning was selected in the
beiief that it couid provide iateral supporting forces to the buttock in the contoured cushions, and
could also spread out of the heavily loaded areas under the bony prominences in the flat
cushions. Other providers of shaped seating or cushioning have reported similar design criteria.
To improve the design and assessment of shaped seating and cushioning, more qualitative and
systematic design criteria are required. The behaviour of the seated buttock is investigated in the
following chapters in an attempt to deveiop these criteria.
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A combined modelling and empirical approach is chosen to investigate the buttock-seat
interaction. Experimental measurements are used to set up a theoretical model of the buttock-seat
system and the measurements are compared with the results of the analyses. The information that
can be gained from a purely empirical study is limited because the system is not fully accessible.
For example, invasive measurements are not generally possible. There are also large variations
between the bodies of subjects, so numerous measurements are required to examine the system
fully. By developing a theoretical model it is possible to study a fully quantified system, to vary
parameters in a controlled manner, and to get information on otherwise unknown aspects of the
behaviour of the system.

However there can be problems with obtaining the information on

stucture and behaviour that is required to develop the model. Also complex interactions may occur
with the real system which are difficuit to model.
In the experimental studies the buttock is examined in a simplified form that is accurate and
consistently measurable. Some of the body-related variables in the system are held constant by
making measurements on a single able-bodied individual, in a predetermined sitting position.
Variations in body weight, body geometry and tissue properties have an effect on the bodysupport interaction and so the variations would eventually have to be considered to
comprehensively examine the effects of shaped supporting surfaces.
A finite element modelling technique is selected as being the most appropriate for this study. The
technique is chosen from consideration of the geometric and material complexity of the bodysupport system. It is possible to take into account the large strains that occur when the system is
loaded. The choice of specific modelling method for this study is discussed in depth in Chapter 4.
In the analyses the tissues are studied in the equilibrium state when the fluid flow from the tissue
under load has already ceased.

This is probably the typical state of the soft tissue in the buttock of

a person who cannot adjust his position on the seat.

For such people localised discomfort and

pressure sores from prolonged periods of sitting are common problems.

The experimental

measurements are made at least four minutes after loading in order to correspond as closely as
possible to the equilibrium state.
The combined soft tissues under the pelvis are modelled as a homogeneous, isotropic elastic
material. This is a simplification of the true system described in Sections 1 2 and 1 4 where the
dermis, subcutaneous adipose tissue and muscle each have composite structures. Thus there is a
limit to the extent to which the model can resemble reality. Nevertheless the model incorporated
certain essential features such as the large deflections in the soft tissues, the nonlinear stressstrain behaviour of the tissues and the geometric complexity of the bone and soft tissue layers.
The states in the FE models that correspond to situations where there is a danger of pressure
sores forming in the tissues have to be identified. Because of our incomplete knowledge of the
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cause of pressure sores, there is no established criterion that can be used to identify these
situations.

Krouskop hypothesised that blood vessel occlusion and interstitial fluid squeeze out

are important stages in the mechanism (1983).
A générai state of stress in a materiai can be considered in terms of pure hydrostatic and
distortional components. The distortional stress state in the material can lead to a change of
shape. This stress state is equivalent to the superposition of simple shear stress states on 5 sets
of shear planes. A hydrostatic stress state in a material can lead to a change of volume in a
compressible material, but for an incompressible material does not result in a deformation.
When the tissues of the body are subject to surface loading, the interstitial fluids may flow and the
blood vessels may become occluded, as distortional stresses result in a change in shape of the
tissues. Therefore in the anaiyses the magnitude of the localised distortional stress in the soft
tissue-iike material is used as the main criterion for comparing the performance of shaped seat
surfaces. Hydrostatic stresses are also considered because hydrostatic stress gradients may result
in interstitial fluid flow.

In addition the calculated interface pressures and deformations are

examined to enabie a comparison with interface measurements to be made. When interpreting
and extrapoiating from the analytical results, the biological factors affecting pressure sore
formation, such as the types of tissue in the region, their physiological state and the state of the
body systems associated with them, are also taken into account.
A mathematical expression was required to describe the magnitude of the distortional stress state
at a point, which was independent of the coordinate system used to describe the stress state. Non
zero symmetric functions of the principai stresses were considered (such as the second and third
stress invariants). It is often assumed that yielding in materials occurs when the second stress
invariant reaches a specified vaiue (von Mises yield criterion). The von Mises stress is a uniaxial
stress which is equivaient to the distortionai stress state, in that the second stress invariant has the
same value. It can be shown that
Von Mises stress. = ( 2 ( (<^r(^2)^+((^2-W^+(G3-cri)^

0 .5

where a i p 2 ,03

= principal stresses

In the subsequent chapters, the von Mises stress is used to compare the 3 dimensional
distortional stress state at locations in the analyticai modeis.
The multiple methods of investigation that are used in this work are selected as being the most
relevant and feasible for examining the problem that has been described in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 2

METHODOLOGY FOR EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES TO

DETERMINE

INTERFACE PRESSURE AND ANATOMICAL SHAPE

2.1

Background and Scope

In this chapter experimental methodologies and equipment are described. These are the basis of
studies to obtain the information required to develop and verify the anaiytical modei of the system.
A 3 dimensional position measuring device is described. Also methods of measuring interface
pressure, body surface shape and peivic shape are discussed. Additional experimental studies are
reported in Chapter 3. The results of these studies are required for the initial analytical model.
An able-bodied aduit female person is subjected to ail the procedures and measurements
described in Chapters 2 and 3. She is twenty-six years oid, has no known pathoiogies and is
neither emaciated nor obese.

A single subject is chosen so that extensive baseline

measurements can be obtained.
Whenever it is possible the measurements that are reported in Chapters 2 and 3 are taken after
more than four minutes sitting, when most of the time dependent soft tissue deformations have
occurred (Zeigert and Lewis, 1978; Kirk & Chieffi, 1962). In some studies the expérimentai
errors caused by postural variations increase with time. When it is thought that these errors
outweigh the effects of fiuid fiow in the soft tissues, the measurements are recorded.
To reduce the effects of posturai variations on the system, most of the measurements reported
in Chapters 2 and 3 are taken with the body in a reference sitting position. This is upright with
the muscies in a reiaxed state. The back is against a vertical support, located 35 mm behind the
buttock. The seat surface is horizontal and extends along the thigh to a position 230 mm
behind the patellar. The feet are placed on a horizontal surface, that is 320 mm in front of and
432 mm beiow the seat. A tightly-fitting, customised, rigid orthosis is worn over the front of the
body to heip to maintain this posture. The orthosis extends along the thighs to a position below
the knees and up the trunk to the sternum. It covers the lateral parts of the thighs and the iower
trunk. The sitting position is shown schematically in Figure 3. Measurements are much more
consistent when the orthosis is worn.
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FIGURE 3 Reference sitting position for experim ental studies
2.2

M easurem ent of Position with SSpace ISOtrak

Three dimensional position information was obtained with the 3 Space ISOtrak® (Polhemus
Navigation Systems) in many of the experimental studies reported in this thesis. The device has
been used in biomechanics studies to measure the motion of body parts such as the knee and
spine (Hindle and Pearcy, 1989; Hefzy et al, 1992). In this study position measurements were
made on replicas of the body surface and the pelvis, a contoured seat and on Impressions of the
body In a flexible bead-filled bag.
The device consists of an electronics unit to which an electro-magnetic source and a stylus sensor
are attached. The electronics unit contains the hardware to drive the system and the primary
software for the control of data aqulsltlon. The source emits low frequency electromagnetic pulses
from three colls positioned orthogonally to each other. The receiving unit within the stylus also has
three orthogonal antenna colls. The position and orientation of the stylus relative to the sensor can
be calculated at the electronics unit from the signal In the antenna colls In the receiving unit.
The device was Interfaced with an Apple Macintosh portable computer to enable data aqulsltlon and
storage to be controlled through especially written software.

Position and orientation readings

could be made at frequencies upto 60 Hz, or when prompted from the computer keyboard. The
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system is sensitive to the proximity of magnetic objects, so measurements were performed in an
environment which was free of these.
To caiibrate the 3 Space ISOtrak over a period of time, the sensor and source were fixed to a rigid
surface.

The position of the sensor relative to the source was measured with the device in

continuous mode over a period of minutes. Variations of up to 0 3 mm in the readings were found.
The Space ISOtrak was also spacially calibrated in a high-density polyethylene rig.

The

electromagnetic source was rigidly fixed to part of a prismatic joint which was made to undergo
incremental displacements by rotations of a lead screw. 180 degree rotations of the M10 lead
screw produced displacements of 0 75 mm. The readings were found to be accurate to 0 3 mm
when the sensor was within a 80 cm radius of the electromagnetic source (see Appendix 2).
The experimental procedures involving this device are described elsewhere in this thesis.
2.3

Measurement of Body Shape with Casting Technique

A technique for measuring the shape of the buttocks from plaster castings was deveioped. The
buttock shape was measured both during sitting on a fiat surface and when the body was in the
sitting position but when there was no contact between the buttock and the seat. With this
method it was possible for the subject to maintain a weil-controlled sitting posture during the
measurements of the suspended buttock shape, but it did not exclude the possibility of soft
tissue deformations due to contact with the measurement medium. The information was used
to improve the theoretical model of the buttock-seat interaction and to produce a seat with the
same shape as the suspended buttock.
Measurement of Suspended Buttock Shape
The shape of the buttock was measured from plaster castings of the freely suspended buttock.
A casting seat was built which allowed the body to be held in the sitting position with the left
buttock fully unsupported (see Figure 4). When the subject sat on the seat, the weight of the
upper body was supported through the thighs, the right buttock and the left arm. Templates
were used to enable the subject to maintain a repeatable symmetrical position similar to the
reference sitting posture. The templates were shaped to the profile of the body and were
attached to the seat such that they were in contact with the sacrum and the left thigh. Markings
were made on the skin which were aligned with the templates before each casting was made.
There was not enough space around the casting chair for the subject to wear the closely fitting
orthosis during the casting process.
Six castings of the left buttock were made. To prevent adhesion between the skin and the
piaster, a pair of thin nylon tights was worn. As the plaster hardened, more of it was poured into
the gap between the body and the plaster. It took about 7 minutes for each casting to set.
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Randomly spaced points at about 10 mm intervals on the inner surface of the castings were
measured with the 3Space ISOTrak. The data sets from the castings were transformed so the
surfaces were coincident. The surfaces were aligned at the lowest points, in the sacral region
and along the central sections. The data sets were then transformed into a spherical coordinate
system. The origin of this coordinate system was 50 mm from the central plane, 130 mm above
the lowest point on the surface and 130 mm in front of the tangent to back surface.

marking
on skin

260
170

marking
on skin

:260

template

285

template
plaster container
Dimensions in mm

FIGURE 4
Casting seat for measurem ents of shape of suspended buttock

For each casting a regular grid of points at five degree intervals over the buttock surface was
calculated with a Fortran program which was based on the fifth-order polynomial smoothing
routine, from a commercially available software library (Surf, IMSL Math/Library, Fortran
Subroutines for Mathematical Applications, 1989). The surfaces were then averaged at each
grid point. Initially the variation in the radial coordinates was over 10 mm over more than 30
percent of the data points. These points were removed from the surface if there were no more
accurate points nearer the edges of the surface. The greatest variations were at the front
medial and lateral areas and along the central section.

The shape differences were probably

due in part to localised displacement of the soft tissue when the casting seat was nearby. Also
the smoothing routine would have become more inaccurate near the edges of the measured
surfaces.
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Commercially available solid modelling software, which was part of a finite element modelling
software package (ANSYS, Swanson Analysis Systems Inc., USA), was used to display the
shape of the buttock. The average surface data was first Imported onto a VAX computer, where
a Fortran program was written to create a text file of ANSYS commands. The program ANSYS
read the command file, plotted the data points and connected adjacent points Into quadrilateral
areas. Because there was a large range In each coodlnate data point at positions along the
central section, the shape of the body surface at this section was digitised from a sagittal MRI
scan and was Imported Into ANSYS and aligned with the rest of the average buttock surface.
The resulting buttock shape Is displayed and discussed In Chapter 6.
Measurement of Seated Buttock Shape
The shape taken up by the buttock, when the subject was sitting on a flat surface, was
measured with a similar casting technique to the one described above. The casting seat was a
horizontal planar rigid surface within an enclosure 160 mm deep, 450 mm wide and 250 mm
long. Templates were attached to the front of the enclosure which were shaped to a vertical
profile of the thighs.

Another template was temporarily positioned over the sacrum before

plaster of Paris was poured Into the box. These helped the subject to sit In a repeatable
symmetric sitting position and prevented the plaster from escaping out of the front of the
container.
Six castings were made. Both buttocks were cast simultaneously and to prevent adhesion
between the skin and the plaster, a pair of thin nylon tights was worn. Random points were
measured with the Space Tracker over the Inner surfaces of all the castings. The data sets were
divided Into the left and right buttock and then transformed so the plane of the seat, the central
vertical plane of the castings and the area around the sacrum were coincident. Then the data
files were transformed to a spherical axis system. Average radial coordinates were calculated at
2 degree Intervals using a Fortran program which called the 5th order polynomial smoothing
subroutine (Surf, IMSL Library). The calculated data set for the average surface was read and
displayed by the solid modelling part of the ANSYS finite element software.
At the outline of the right buttock, points were calculated by the smoothing algorithm which
were below the plane of the seat surface. These points were removed from the data file.
The resulting buttock shape Is displayed and discussed In Chapter 6.
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2.4

Measurement of Body Shape with Laser Scanner

The shape of the buttock was also measured with a technique where there was no contact
between the measuring device and the body region to be measured. The buttock surface
shape was compared with that measured by the casting technique.
The measurements were taken with a laser scanner at University Coliege London (Moss et al,
1987; Linney et al, 1989). The laser scanner operates in the following manner. A laser projects
a vertical line of light onto the body. The line is in the field of view of a video camera. The device
on which the body is supported is rotated about a verticai axis until the line has passed over the
whoie of the chosen area of the body. It was difficult to configure the body in a posture which
was both similar to the sitting position and suitabie for scanning. It was not practical to make
major adjustments to the scanning apparatus. The tightly-fitting orthosis was positioned on the
measuring chair so that the subject could kneel in a stabie position in the orthosis, with the
thighs near verticai, the hips fiexed and buttocks in the fieid of view of the camera.
The data was transformed by the author into spatiai coordinates with algorithms which were
given by the deveiopers of the system. The shapes measured by the scanner and from the
castings were compared graphicaiiy. The central planes of the two shapes were transformed so
that they lay in the piane where y=0 in a Cartesian coordinate system. It was difficult to proceed
further with the aiignment because there were no other equivalent references on the two
shapes.

The data points on the centrai sections of the casting and laser scanned shape were

sparse and so could not be used. Finally an arbitrarily-chosen section on the left buttock, 2 cm
to 2 5 cm lateral to the central section, was taken as the reference.

The shapes were

transformed so that these sections were superimposed (between x=-10 cm and x=3 cm).
The resuiting buttock shape is dispiayed and discussed in Chapter 6.
2.5

Measurement of Pelvic Shape from Magnetic Resonance images

A non-invasive method of measuring the shape of the pelvis was required. A technique based
on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was selected because MRI gives good depiction of soft
tissue contrast, involves low energy radio frequency
imaging faciiities.

radiation doses and has multi-planar

The information on the shape of the pelvis was used to improve the

theoreticai model of the buttock-seat interaction.
Magnetic resonance images are formed when the body is subject to a static magnetic fieid and a
perpendicular radio frequency field. Precession of the proton spins within the tissues under the
infiuence of the changing fieid, produces a changing magnetic field. This induces a voltage in
receiver coiis around the body, which is proportional to the proton density.
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By monitoring the

time taken for the spins to return to their rest state when the radio frequency voltage is removed
(relaxation times), information can be obtained on the structure within which the proton is held.
Protons which are tightly bound in a crystalline structure have long relaxation times, whilst those
in water have short relaxation times. Tissues with low water or high collagen content thus appear
dark in magnetic resonance images. Fatty tissues produce a high intensity signal, muscles and
hyaline cartilage produce an intermediate signal and the signal from cancellous bone depends
on its composition (Hutchison,1976).
The body tissues in the region of the pelvis were imaged with a nuclear magnetic resonance
scanning device. Photographs were taken of sections through the pelvis at 10 mm intervals in
the sagittal, coronal and transverse planes. During imaging the subject lay prone and relaxed on
a couch within the scanner. It was not possible for the subject to flex the hips during scanning,
due to the limited space within the scanning column. The photographic plates were enlarged to
life size. A photograph of a transverse section through the femoral heads is shown in Figure 5.
A physical model of the pelvis was then produced from the photographic plates. The model
provided a convenient method of aligning the replicas of the bony sections obtained from the
photographic plates and obtaining interpolated shape information from between the sections.
The bony areas in the photographs of the transverse sections were replicated in 5 mm-thick
balsa wood. The relative aiignment of the pieces was determined from the location on the
photographs of the central plane on the body and the outside of the scanning tube.

The

sections were then stuck together with 5 mm-thick balsa wood spacers between them. The
shape information between the measured sections was interpolated from the adjacent sections
and the spacers were filed down by hand.
The shape of the pelvis was measured from the model. Lines were drawn over the surface of
the physical model which intersected each of the sections about 40 times (see Appendix 2).
The points of intersection of the lines and the sections were digitised with the SSpace ISOtrak.
This provided position information from the whole of the surface of the model.
Once again the pelvic shape was plotted within ANSYS by means of a command file written to
include the measured data. Adjacent keypoints were connected into quadrilateral areas. The
connectivity commands were initiaiiy written into the command file, then corrections were made
interactively in ANSYS, in regions where they were required by the irregular geometry of the
pelvis. The pelvic shape is displayed and discussed in Chapter 6.
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FIGURE 5
Coronal section throu g h b utto cks show ing pelvis, fem oral heads, gluteal m uscles and subcutaneous adipose tissue,
imaged w ith nuclear m agnetic resonance

2 .6

Measurement of Interface Pressure with Electro-pneumatic
Measuring Device

The pressure distribution was measured with an electro-pneumatic pressure monitor (Interface
Pressure Measurement System, MediTechnics, Putney). It consisted of 12 transducers and a
control and display unit. The electro-pneumatric transducers were made of a flat polyethylene
sac, 80 microns thick and 10 mm in diameter. Each transducer contained an electrical contact 5
mm in diameter deposited on the inner surface of the opposite walls of the sac.

Air was

automatically pumped into the transducers until the pressure in the sac was equal to the
pressure at the interface. The circuit opened and the sac deflated until the switch was again
closed. This process was repeated such that the pressure in the transducer fluctuated about a
constant value. A photograph of the pressure monitor is shown in Figure 6.
The system was calibrated under static load conditions between a rubber bag and a flat rigid
surface. The pressure within the rubber bag was compared to that registered on the monitor
display unit. The pressure monitor calibration is discussed in Appendix 2. Over their operating
range, which was from 0 to 300 mmHg (0 to 40 0 kPa) all the transducers were found to be
reproducible, linear to within 4 mmHg (0 53 kPa) and accurate to within 7 mmHg (0 93 kPa).
Measurements on a planar seat
A 20 mm grid of points was drawn over a 12 mm thick perspex plate. The outline o f contact
between the body and the surface was marked on the under-side of the plate. Transducers
were positioned at 12 of the grid points and the subject sat on top of the plate in the reference
sitting position.

After pressure readings had been recorded, the subject stood up and

repositioned on the surface.

The experimenter ensured that the outline of contact was

coincident with the previously measured outline, by observation through the perspex plate.
The pressure at each grid point was measured 4 times in total. If the range of the readings was
greater than 10 mmHg, a further set of readings were taken at that point. The process was
repeated at other sets of grid points, until the whole of the contact area had been measured.
The pressure readings directly under the ischial tuberosity were found to be very dependent on
the orientation of the pelvis.

Small changes in posture and position on the seat which; were not

detectable or contrcllable with the orthosis or contact area observations, were thought to be the
cause of the pressure variations.

In some of the areas where the pressure readiings were

greater than 150 mmHg (20 0 kPa), it was not possible to take four consecutive readings which
had a range of less :han 10 mmHg. In these cases 12 readings were taken and averaged.
The resulting interface pressure distribution is displayed and discussed in Chapter 5.
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FIGURE 6

12-channel interface pressure m o n itor w ith e lectronic / pneum atic feedback c o n tro l loop

Measurements on a body contoured seat
The interface pressure distribution was measured when the subject was sitting on a seat which
had the same shape as the suspended buttock.

The interface pressure distribiution was

compared to those calculated in the analytical models of the buttock supported on (contoured
seats.
A rigid seat was made which had the same shape as the suspended buttock, m easured by
averaging the shape of castings. Since only the left buttock had been measured! from the
castings and shape information for the right side of the seat was required, the position data were
reflected across the central plane of the body. Because of the highly curved nature o f the seat
shape it was not possible to make the seat on a 3-axis milling machine with the simple production
process described in Appendix 1. The data file which contained the left and right sides of the
seat was divided into four parts, such that each could be manufactured with the 3-aixis milling
machine. These were the right and left sides, central, and back sections. Each part v/vas made
separately on the 3-axis CNC milling machine in rigid polyurethane foam (Pedilen®, O tto Bock,
Duderstadt, Germany).

A 5-mm ball-nosed cutting tool was used to mill out the surfaces. After

they had been milled, the blocks were stuck together using Pedilen foam as the adhejsive. The
surfaces were finished by hand.
The shape of the suspended thighs had not been measured with the castings of the
suspended buttock for practical reasons. The shape of the thigh section of the seat w a s based
on a casting of the thighs, taken with the subject sitting in the rest of the seat (described above),
and with the femurs horizontal. Similarly to with the buttock section, this section was also
manufactured on the CNC machine, stuck to the rest of the seat with Pedilen® foiam using
reference markings to align this section, and finished by hand.
The accuracy for the finished surface was measured with the 3Space ISOTrate position
measuring device.

A grid of points at about 20 mm intervals was drawn by hand oveir the seat

surface. The position of each of the grid intersection points was measured with thee 3Space
ISOtrak. A photograph of the seat is shown in Figure 7. The average shape of the castings of
the suspended buttock and the manufactured seat were graphically superimposed in /Appendix
2 in order to compare the shapes. The radius of curvature of the manufactured seat w a s slightly
larger in the longitudinal plane. The difference between the two shapes was probably due to
the back section not being squarely aligned to the rest of the seat when it was attacfhed. The
maximum difference in the position of the surfaces was about 0 5 cm and was at the junction of
the back, central and lateral blocks.
The pressure distribution normal to the surface was measured with the electro-pineumatic
pressure monitor, using a method of measurement which was similar to the one described in the
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FIGURE 7
Rigid seat with sim iiar shape to the suspended buttocks of the abie bodied subject

above chapter.

Transducers were positioned at 12 of the grid points and the subject was

seated in the seat.

After pressure readings had been taken, the subject stood up and

repositioned on the seat. The pressure at each grid point was measured four times in totai. if
the range of the readings was greater than 10 mmHg (T 3 kPa), a further set of readings was
taken at that point. The process was repeated at other sets of grid points, untii the whoie of the
contact area had been measured. It was not possibie for the subject to wear the orthosis whilst
sitting on the seat, because of the deep and ciosely-fitting nature of the seat. However the
subject reported being firmly help in position by the seat when she was seated.
The pressure readings under the sacrum were very variable.

Small changes in posture and

position on the seat which were not detectable or controllable were thought to be the cause of
the pressure variations. In the areas where the pressure readings were greater than 150 mmHg
(20 0 kPa), four consecutive readings had a range of greater than 10 mmHg. in these cases 12
readings were taken and averaged. The pressure distribution is displayed and discussed in
Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 3

FURTHER EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES TO DETERMINE BODY
PROPERTIES FOR INITIAL FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

The measurements that are reported in this chapter are used to set up the initial finite element
model of the buttock loaded against a rigid planar seat.

The vertical force-deflection

characteristics of the buttock, the weight supported through the buttocks, the outline of contact
between the body and the seat and the depth of tissue remaining under the ischial tuberosity
are all measured during sitting on a flat surface. In Chapter 5 the initial model of the buttock-seat
interaction is developed.
3.1

Measurement of Boundary of Contact

This study was to measure the boundary of contact between the buttocks and a flat rigid seat
surface and to locate the position of the ischial tuberosities relative to the outline.

The

information was needed for the design of the buttock Tissue Stiffness Testing Device which is
reported in Section 3 of this chapter and also to compare with the results of the finite element
study which is reported in Chapter 5. A pilot test was performed to establish the method for the
main trial and the repeatability of the outline measurements. This is reported in Appendix 2.
The horizontal platform was used as the seat in the study. It was covered in a thin paste of water
and french chalk to outline the contact area and to reduce the friction at the interface. The
subject sat in the reference position on the glass plate for 15 minutes. After this period the
subject stood up and the paste was left to dry. The ischial tuberosities made elliptical marks on
the plate with diameters of about 40 mm and 30 mm. It was assumed that the apex of the ischial
tuberosities was at the centre of the marks. The outlines and centres of the ischial markings
were digitised with the 3Space Isotrak. The identical procedure was repeated eleven times.
The average outline was calculated by aligning the digitised shapes and then fitting a polynomial
curve through them.

The outline coordinates were transformed, so that two orthogonal

reference axes were coincident.

The tangent to the back of the buttocks and the line

perpendicular to the tangent and passing through the centre of the sacrum were the reference
axes. The data was divided into four sections (right buttock, left buttock, right thigh, left thigh).
Fifth-order polynomial equations were fitted to each of these sections.
The measured and the average outlines of contact are plotted in Figure 8. The equations
describing the outlines are as follows. The square of the correlation coefficient describes the fit
of the curves through the data.
Equation 1 ( right buttock)

from z = -10 to 150 mm ; from x = 0 to 200 mm.

Z =32 53 -0.896 X -8.311.10-2 X 2 +3.833.10-2 X 3 -3.091.10-3 X 4+8.097.10-5 X5
Square of correlation coefficient =0.994

3.1
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Equation 2 Heft buttock) from Z -10 to 150 mm ; from X = 0 to -200 mm
Z = 3 8 76 + 0 .6 9 4 .X -0 .1 3 5 9

-3 .8 5 1 .1 0 -3 X 3 -2 .8 0 6 .1 0 -3

X 4 - 7 . 0 3 3 . 1 0 '^ -X ^

Square of correlation coefficient =0.996

3.2

Equation 3 (right thigh) from Z =150 to 350 mm ; from X =150 to 200 mm
X = 1 4 78 + 2 .8 2 3 • Z

- 0 . 1 5 5 ■Z 2 + 2 . 3 0 0 . 1 0 * 3 • z 3 . + 4 . 3 8 3 . 1 0 - 3 ■

- 1 .1 3 8 .lO ’® -Z ^

Square of correlation coefficient =0.993

3.3

Equation 4 (left thighi from Z=150 to 350 mm ; from X = -150 to -200 mm
X = -6 3 4 3 1 + 1 0 .3 6 0

-Z

-0 .9 4 3

■Z 2 + 4 . 1 2 7 . 1 0 ‘ 2 ■Z 3

- 8 .6 2 1 .1 0 '4 •

+ 6 .9 7 4 .1 0 ’3 •

Square of correlation coefficient =0.998

3.4

The variation in the outlines was also calculated. The coordinates in the buttock sections were
transformed to a spherical axis system, centred at the position of the ischial tuberosity. The
variation in the radial dimensions was calculated for each 10° sector.
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By integrating the equations 1 and 2, the area of contact between the buttocks and the seat
was estimated over the right and left buttocks for Z=0 to Z=170 mm. They were found be
32300 mm2 and 33600 mm^ respectively. The standard deviation in the position of the outline
was up to 5 mm over the buttock region and gradually increased from this value along the length
of the thigh. The mean standard deviation in the outline over the buttock region in the radial
direction was 3.5 mm.
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The variations in the radial dimensions during the main triai and the pilot trial (Appendix 2) were
compared using the Independent T Test. The variation was significantly greater in the main
study (p<1%).

The difference could be accounted for by body movements during

measurement and the outline of the buttocks not being exactly spherical and therefore the
radial displacement not always being perpendicular to the outline.
3.2

Measurements of Body Weight Through Buttocks

This study was to measure the total vertical load transferred through the buttocks as the subject
sat on a flat surface in the reference sitting position. A lever-mechanism weighing machine was
calibrated with known weights and a temporary platform was built around it. When the subject
sat on the machine in the reference sitting position, the buttocks were supported on the
weighing area and the thighs were supported through the rest of the platform. No attempt was
made to achieve low interface friction conditions. The weighing was performed once at the start
of the period when the subject was being measured and again when all the other
measurements on the subject had been completed. Fifteen readings of the weight through the
pelvis were taken at each session. The mean weight at the two sessions were compared with
the Independent T Test.
Test 1

Test 2

Average reading

40.7

40.9

Standard Deviation

0.4

0.3

The difference between the mean readings was not significant at the 10 percent level. Using
the calibration curve, the overall mean load through the buttocks was calculated as 38.1 Kg.
3.3

Measurement of Soft Tissue Stiffness

The vertical load-deflection characteristics of one buttock were measured whilst the subject was
sitting in the reference position. This information was required so that an analytical model of the
seated buttock could be developed in which the soft tissues had similar force-deflection
behaviour. The total depth of tissue under the ischial tuberosity was also required for the
model. This was determined from the indentation results in this study and ultrasound tissue
depth measurements on the seated buttock in Section 3 4.
A buttock Tissue Stiffness Testing Device (TSTD) was designed and built. This enabled known
vertical loads to be applied to the ieft buttock with the subject seated and the resulting vertical
indentation into the soft tissues of the buttock to be measured at each load level.

During

measurement the subject sat on a flat rigid seat, with the left buttock supported on a rectangular
plate. By moving the plate vertically, it was possible to apply specific vertical loads to the left
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buttock. The vertical position of the plate at each load level was measured with the 3Space
isotrak. The stiffness characteristics were measured during unloading of the tissues because it
was easier for the subject to maintain her position when the loading plate was initially at maximum
height. The maximum applied load was that supported through the left buttock with the subject
sitting in the reference sitting position (the measurement of this quantity is described in Section
3.2). At this load level the top of the plate was flush with the rest of the seat.
The movement of the pelvis was assumed to be negligible during each set of measurements.
As an aid to monitoring the position of the body during each set of readings, a vertical line was
marked on the skin along the spine to the sacrum. A horizontal line was also marked between
the cavities on the proximal sacrum. Three reference points were marked along these lines at
positions where soft tissue displacements would not occur during sitting. The position of the
body surface marking were recorded with the 3Space ISOtrak.
The TSTD is represented in Figure 9.
The design of the device is described below (where the numbers in brackets indicate parts
labelled in Figure 9). The parts below the loading plate (1) were to ensure specific loads could
be applied to the buttock by the loading plate. The plate was moved by means of a plunger (3),
which was prevented from tilting under load by a closely-fitting slider (4). The load was applied to
the system as a weight on a weighing pan (5). The load was transformed to a upward load
through a low-friction pulley mechanism (2). The TSTD was made out of non-magnetic materials
to enable the 3Space ISOtrak to measure accurately. The plunger was located under the
approximate position of the ischial tuberosity.
To calibrate the system known weights were placed on the loading plate and weights were put
on the weighing pan until the loading plate moved. The device was calibrated for upward and
downward movement of the loading plate. It was found to be linear over the required range (0200 N) and the readings were repeatable to within ±0.1 kg. The calibration results are shown in
the Appendix 2.
The experimental procedure for each set of readings is described below. The loading plate and
buttocks were covered with a film of detergent and water before measurement to reduce the
effects of friction. The subject sat on the seat in the reference sitting position with the left
buttock over the loading plate. An initial load of 19 Kg was applied through the loading plate
and the body position was adjusted so the loading plate was flush with the rest of the seat and
the pelvis was level. The weights were taken off the weighing pan in small increments. The
subject supported the ieft side of the body with the left hand. After the removal of each load,
the platform was gently rotated in the horizontal plane, to check there was no sticking due to
friction effects. The vertical position of the loading plate was measured with the 3Space Isotrak
a few minutes after each weight had been removed. The point at which loss of contact occurred
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Movable loading plate (perspex)
Range of motion 60mm
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5 Weighing pan (wood)
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plate (metal)
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FIGURE 9
Tissue stiffness testing device for buttock in sitting position
(dimensions in millimeters)
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between the buttock and the seat was established by both the experimenter and subject
independently. Changes in body position were monitored during each run by observation and
measurement.

Before and after each measurement set, the position of the body surface

markings were measured with the 3Space Isotrak.
The readings were repeated 13 times in totai. The TSTD calibration was repeated after the
measurements. Data sets that involved an anterior-posterior or medial-lateral pelvic rotation of
more than 2 ° , or pelvic translations of more than 10 mm were disregarded in the analysis.

As expected the vertical stiffness of the soft tissues increased with increasing verticai
displacement. The average vertical displacement of the surface of the buttock under the ischial
tuberosity was 48.5 mm ± 1 mm. The indentation results were combined with the tissue depth
measurements in Section 3 4, so that the engineering strains in the soft tissues couid be
calcuiated. The vertical stiffness of the soft tissues are represented in Figure 10 by an average
applied load-strain curve.
The reference points moved to the right by a few miilimetres during all of the sets of readings.
One set of data was not included in the analysis due to a horizontal translation of more than 10
mm. The translation of the body to the right during the tests was probably as a result of a lateral
force applied to the body, by the ieft supporting hand. This caused an overall translation
because the seat-buttock interface friction was very low.
The random errors in this study are likely to be due to variation in the estimate of the point of 'no
contact' at the end of each test. Also the initial sitting position may not have been consistent
between readings and posture of the subject could have varied during each set of reading.
There was no chronological order to the variations in the mechanicai response of the tissues
between measurement sets, so this was not iikeiy to have a significant effect on the stiffness.
Variation in the load applied by the TSTD are iikeiy to be small because the calibration was
consistent over repeated readings. The rigid seat supporting the right buttock and thighs may
have have produced some constraint on the unsupported buttock.

3.4 Measurement of Tissue Depth
This study was to measure the depth of tissue under the ischial tuberosities when the subject
was sitting in the reference position. This information was required to establish the totai verticai
depth of tissue under the ischial tuberosity for the seated subject, and hence the verticai
engineering strains in the soft tissues of the buttock at a specific levei of indentation.
A 9 MHz A-scan ultrasound transducer (Cutech, Stiefel Laboratories, DM70 ) was used. The
transducer was embedded into a planar transparent perspex seat, so the head of the transducer
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was flush with the seat surface. Water was used as the acoustic coupling medium. The seat was
made of transparent material, so the erythema under the ischial tuberosities could be located.
The subject sat on the seat with the transducer located under the buttock at the approximate
position of the ischial tuberosities. After 4 minutes, the buttock was observed from under the
seat. Positions adjustments were made if required so that the transducer was directly under
one ischial tuberosity. The reflections from the interfaces were recorded. The procedure was
repeated 10 times under each buttock. The depth measurements were as follows:

Right buttock depth (mm)

Left buttock depth (mm)

7.8
10.2
7.2
8.4
7.9
7.8
7.5
6.0
7.2
7.8
Mean 7.8 (range 6.0 to 10.2)

7.0
8.1
7.4
9.6
9.0
7.0
6.1
8.8
6.7
7.7
Mean 7.7 (range 6.1 to 9.6)

The depth calculations were based on an ultrasound velocity of 1580 m/s. In fact it could have
varied from 1440 to 1620 m/s (Payne, 1985). However the errors from this assumption were
much smaller than the measured variations in tissue depth and so were not considered further.
Additional reflections from shallower depths were sometimes visible, but they were insufficiently
repeatable to be able to calculate the depth of the interface from which they occurred.
By combining the indentation results with the depth measurements discussed above, it was
possible to estimate the total depth of tissue under the ischial tuberosity prior to the application
of surface loads to the buttock. This was calculated to be about 56 mm (7.7+ 48.5 mm).
The vertical strains in the soft tissues were then calculated from the indentation data in Section
3 3. The vertical strain in the tissues under the ischial tuberosity when the subject was sitting in
the reference sitting position was about 86 percent. The vertical stiffness of the soft tissues
was examined in vertical applied load- strain curves. The average applied load- strain curve for
the left buttock is shown in Figure 10.
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FIGURE 10
Vertical stiffness for soft tissue of left buttock
The geometry, loading and force-deflection behaviour which were measured in this chapter
were put into the finite element model which is described in Chapter 5. The material constants
of the tissue in the analytical model were obtained by comparing the experimental load- strain
data with the behaviour of the analytical model.
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CHAPTER 4 SELECTION OF METHODOLOGY FOR ANALYTICAL STUDIES
4.1

Selection of Modelling Method for Stress Analysis

It was necessary to decide on the modelling technique that would be used to study the system.
A range of modelling techniques was reviewed so as to determine the one that was most
suitable.

A physical replica of the buttocks was considered.

Also several methods using

approximate solutions to the differential equations that describe the stress distribution in a
structure (finite difference methods, Ritz method, finite element method) were considered.
It was possible to make a physical replica of the buttocks and seat. The structure and properties
of the replica would be based on the structure and properties of the buttocks. The loading of
the model would be more easily controlled than in the true system. Also when the model was
loaded it would be easier to obtain measurements of the resulting internal and interface
deformations and forces than with the true system. If the constitutive equations for the materials
in the system were known and if the deformations that occurred within it could be measured, it
would be possible to estimate the stresses in the system. One limitation of such an approach is
that to change the structure or properties of the buttocks would require the fabrication of a new
physical replica. Also it would be difficult to develop a physical replica of the buttock in non
biological materials, that simulated the behaviour of the soft tissues.
The finite difference method could be used to obtain approximate solutions for the stress
distribution in the buttocks. The method is based on the replacement of the partial differential
equation and associated boundary conditions describing the stress distribution, by the
corresponding finite difference equation with known stresses at certain nodes.

The finite

difference equations are solved to estimate the stress values at the nodes. The stress at nearby
locations is estimated by interpolating to that position. The finer the mesh, the more accurate
the estimate.

There are difficulties in representing irregular geometries and boundary

conditions with this method of approximation. A computer is required to obtain the numerical
solution with analyses that involve relatively complex boundary geometries and loading
conditions, due to the number of finite difference equations that are involved.
With the classical variational methods of approximation (such as Ritz method), variational calculus
is used to estimate the stress function. The stress function is expressed in the form of a series ^
= Z a; (|)i (i=1 to N) ; where

are functions which satisfy the boundary conditions and can

minimise the integral expression and aj are undetermined constants.

The series is substituted

into the integral expression associated with the particular problem, such that there is a function
of the second degree in aj. The magnitudes of the constants a\ are determined from minimising
the function with respect to the constants aj. With a suitable choice of (|)j it is usually possible to
obtain a satisfactory approximate solution with only a few terms in the series. However it is
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difficult to construct approximate functions for irregular shapes. Even when the approximating
function is available, the computation of associated coefficient matrices cannot be automated
because the approximating functions are problem dependent.
The finite element method can also be used to obtain approximate solutions to stress analysis
problems.

It is more suitable than classical variational methods for problems that are

geometrically complex, have discontinuous loads, or have discontinuous material or geometric
properties. A model of the structure is divided into a finite number of parts (elements) which are
interconnected at nodes. Functions are chosen that define the displacement within an element
in terms of the nodal displacements.

The stress state in an element is defined by the

constitutive equations and the strain state of the material. The stiffness matrix, which relates
applied nodal forces and nodal displacements, is calculated for each element and assembled
into an overall stiffness matrix for the whole structure. The model is constrained at certain nodal
positions and loaded at other positions. The finite element equations are then solved for the
unknown nodal values. It is possible to obtain approximate values for the nodal displacements,
strains and stresses within the structure. The finite element method of approximation lends
itself to computerization.

There are many commercially-available finite element software

packages, where there is a wide choice as to the type of element formulations and loading
conditions that can be built into a model.
The finite element method was selected to obtain solutions for the stresses and deformations in
the buttocks and seat. This was because it is possible to model structures with nonlinear
material properties, irregular interfaces and complex boundary conditions under large strains
with commercially available software. It was intended to analyse the effects of the variations in
seat and body-related parameters.

The FE method with the Newton-Raphson solution

procedure is discussed in detail in Appendix 4.
4.2

Geometric Non Linearities in Finite Element Analyses of Elastic Materials

In finite element analyses the geometric and material properties of the system are described
within the finite element stiffness matrix. Solution procedures were reviewed in this section, so
the ones that were most suitable for a finite element model of the soft tissues of the buttock
during sitting could be established.
Geometric nonlinearities have to be considered in the FE analysis of soft tissue systems that
undergo large deflections. The motion of an element can be made up of a strain, a rigid rotation
and a rigid translation. The translational component does not affect the element's stiffness nor
the loading and so does not have to be taken into account. However the rotation of the element
with respect to the applied loads will lead to a change in the structural stiffness matrix. Also the
strain can involve a change in an element's shape which, if it is large enough, may produce a
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significant change in the structural stiffness matrix. Thus to obtain an accurate solution with a
large deflection problem, the change in orientation and shape of the elements should be taken
into account.
Unfortunately the element areas are not updated during the large deflection FE solution and
this leads to underestimates of the loads and stresses at a certain level of deformation. With an
iterative FE solution, the stiffness matrix is updated as the solution proceeds.

The initial

stiffness matrix is based on the initial nodal positions. The nodal displacements are calculated
from the first iteration. The nodal positions and stiffness matrix are then updated to take account
of rigid body rotations. The solution continues with the nodal positions and stiffness matrix
being recalculated at each iteration. The solution is held to have converged when the change in
displacement from successive iterations is smaller than a preset criterion.
Reynolds showed the errors that can be caused by not taking into account changes in geometry
for a simple large deflection problem in an incompressible elastic material (1988). The load
versus height response to uniaxial, frictionless, compressive loading was calculated in a cylinder
of homogeneous, isotropic material (see Figure 11). The material showed a linearly elastic
relationship between true stress and natural strain. He calculated the load required to compress
the cylinder to half of its initial height. He then repeated the analysis with a small deflection
assumption and with a large deflection procedure. The estimated loads were compared to the
exact one. The analyses are reproduced here because they highlight the limitations of using
large deflection solution procedures in finite element analyses where the system undergoes
large strains.

deformed
cylinder

original cylinder

FIGURE 11
Com pression of cylinder of linearly elastic materiai (Reynolds, 1988)
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Exact Solution
The load required to compress the cylinder can be expressed as a function of the original
dimensions of the cyiinder and the instantaneous height. The derivation of the expression is
described beiow.

The true stress ( a j ) is the ratio of the load to the instantaneous area.

-I

-

where A, d are the instantaneous values of the cross sectional area and diameter. P is the
appiied load.

The natural lateral strain (en) is the natural logarithm of the ratio of the instantaneous height to
the original specimen height.
%= In (

4.2

where h is the instantaneous height, ho is the originai height.
At any stage of deformation there is a iinear reiationship between true stress and naturai strain:
C j =Ee^

4.3

Where E=Young's modulus (relating true stress and naturai strain)
An expression for the diameter at any instant can be formulated in terms of Poisson's ratio, the
axiai strain and the original specimen dimensions.
Poisson's ratio is the ratio of the iateral strain to the axiai strain under uniaxial loading:8d = - v eh

4.4

Where \> is Poisson's ratio, eq is the laterai strain.
The naturai lateral strain can be expressed in terms of the instantaneous diameter and the
original diameter.
Eq= In (

4.5

Where do is the original diameter.
Substituting 4.5 into 4.4 and rearranging gives the foliowing expression for d
d=doGxp (-\)£h)

4.6
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Substituting equations 4.2 into 4.6 and rearranging yields the following expression.
d=do [ ^ ] ^
"o

Substituting equations

4.7

4.3 and 4.7 into 4.1 yields an expression for the load required to

compress a specimen to a height hf.

.................................
Since the cylinder is made of incompressible material d=0-5 and the load required to compress it
to a height of 0 5 units is found to be -1-089 load units. The engineering stress required to
cause the strain is -1 -387 units.
Solution assuming a linear nominal stress - engineering strain relationship (small deflection
solution)
If a linear relationship between nominal stress and engineering strain is assumed, the effects of
geometric changes in the cylinder are neglected and the load required to produce a large strain
is substantially underestimated. The magnitude of the error is examined below.
The nominal stress (o@) is the ratio of the applied load to the original cross section area
=^

4.9

where A q is the original cross-sectional area.
The engineering strain (e) is the ratio of the change in height to the original height
e = ^
ho

4.10

A linear relationship between nominal stress and engineering strain is assumed.
a© =E'e

4.11

Where E' is Young's modulus (relating nominal stress and engineering strain)
Substituting equations 4.9 and 4.10 into 4.11 and rearranging gives
P=E' 2 d?
4 o

4.12

ho

The force required for the compression is calculated to be -0-393 load units, some 36 percent of
the exact value. This corresponds to an nominal stress of -0-5 units. Such a solution procedure
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is unsuitable for the modelling of the soft tissues of the buttock, because it grossly under
estimates the stresses, required to produce a iarge deformation in an elastic material.

Solution using a large deflection incremental procedure
If the loads are applied in small steps and the length of the specimen is updated prior to each
ioad increment, a better estimate of the load required to produce a large strain is obtained.
However the loads that are required are still underestimated. The magnitude of the error is
examined below.
An increment of load, AP, is considered which increases the applied stress on the specimen
and deforms it to a shorter shape with a larger cross-sectional area. An expression for AP is as
follows:
AP=AAa + aAA

4.13

Where A is area prior to load increment ; Aa is change in stress; a is stress prior to load
increment; AA is change in area.
The first term on the right hand side of 4.13 represents the part of the load increment that
increases the stress over the instantaneous area. The second term represents the part of the
ioad that produces an increase in the area of the specimen, at the current level of stress.
Unfortunately in a incremental large deflection solution procedure, the load that produces a
change in area of the eiement is negiected. The second term in 4.13 is assumed to have zero
value through out the iterative process.
Since the stress at the start of a load increment is neglected, the stress increment is equivalent
to the nominal stress. Substituting equation 4.11 into 4.13 gives:
A P=A E ’4 ^
h

4.14

where Ah is the change in height of the specimen.
The area. A, can be expressed in terms of specimen height using expression 4 7 for the
instantaneous diameter.
n d p ^ , h .-2 d

........................................

'o

Substituting 4.15 into 4.14 gives the foilowing expression for the load increment :: . n ^ / j L x - 2u
^ ' T i r W’o

.........................
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4.15

In the limiting case where Ah tends to zero, equation 4.16 becomes :
dP
dh

p, n dp^ h .-2\)
4 h

4.17

Equation 4.17 may be integrated between the limits of an initial height ho to a final height,hf to
give the expression below for the force required to compress the cylinder
P= E 'S d o ^ h o

2o)

2\)h

2o)

2\)h

4.18

2 \)
f

The force required to compress the cylinder P to half of its original height is calculated to be
-0 785 loads units, some 72 percent of the exact answer. This corresponds to a nominal stress
of -1 0 unit. In addition to the approximations discussed above, finite strain increments are
applied in a solution and thus the errors are greater than those calculated above. The large
deflection FE analysis is clearly better than the small deflection analysis at estimating the loads
that are required to compress the linearly elastic incompressible material.

However it still

significantly underestimates the loads that are required.
By comparing equations 4 8 and 4 1 8 it is apparent that the error in the large deflection solution
increases with the size of the applied strain and also with the compressibility of the material. The
sensitivity of the large deflection solution to strain and Poisson's ratio is demonstrated in Figure
12.
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engineering strain
FIGURE 12
Sensitivity of error in iarge deflection solution to strain and Poisson's ratio
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Greater accuracy can be achieved by FE analyses for problems that involve large strains. An
example of such a FE analysis is the one that can be performed with hyperelastic materials. This
formulation is described in more detaii in Section 4 4.
4.3

Consideration of Materiai Properties in Finite Eiement Formulation

The materiai formulation is another area where errors may be introduced into an analysis if the
tissues are modelled as a nearly Incompressible elastic material.

The equations of linear

eiasticity relating nominal stress and engineering strain, can be used with different elastic moduli
at different strain ranges to model nonlinear behaviour in a piecewise manner. An iterative
procedure is required to take account of the stiffness matrix that changes with displacement.
However a small-strain assumption is also made In this type of formuiation, and it is as such stiii
unsuitable for modelling a system under larger strains, for the reasons discussed in Section 4 2.
When modelling nearly-incompressibie elastic materials the solution is very sensitive to the
assumed value of Poisson's ratio.

For an isotropic material in many strain states, the

denominator in the elasticity matrix inciudes a (1-21)) term. For more detaii see Appendix 4. For
exampie, with a plane strain analysis, the eiasticity matrix is

D = r - ^

(1 + d )(1 - 2 d )

YT

2 (1 -d )

J

Where E=Young's modulus; D=Poisson's ratio.
If Poisson's ratio

d

is assumed to have a vaiue of 0 5 the solution method breaks down

completely. At values of d that are close to 0 5 the solution becomes very sensitive to the exact
vaiue of Poisson's ratio. For exampie, in a plane strain situation, when the strain components 6%
and £y are equal to 0 1 , the stress components ax and ay would be equal to 3-36E when

d

=0 49, but would only be equal to 0-69E when D=0 45.
4.4

Finite Eiement Anaiysis of Hypereiastic Materiais

The properties of hypereiastic materials are examined and in particular the hypereiastic material
formulation in FE analyses involving large strains is discussed. Detailed information on nonlinear
continuum mechanics and rubber-like elasticity can be found in Rivlin (1984) and Treioar (1975).
With the FE analysis of a hypereiastic material, no error Is introduced into the calculations when
large deformations and incompressible materials are considered, unlike with the anaiyses
discussed in Sections 4 2 and 4 3.

The stiffness matrix is a function of nodal displacements so
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an iterative procedure is necessary. The solution is also very sensitive to the rate of load
application, so the load has to be applied in small steps. In the analyses, Green's deformation
tensor and the Lagrangian finite strain tensor are calculated, both of which are suitable for
describing finite strains. Also the true stresses in the system are calculated, thus the change in
shape of the eiement during the solution is taken into account. A direct comparison with the
linearly elastic analyses in the previous sections cannot be made because the stress-strain
behaviour of a hypereiastic material is nonlinear.

Appendix 4 includes a more detailed

discussion of the finite element method for hypereiastic materiais.
A material that is hypereiastic has a strain energy density function that is a scalar function of one
of the strain or deformation tensors. For isotropic materials the strain energy function can be
expressed in terms of the strain invariants. The strain invariants can be written in terms of the
extension ratios X\ which are the ratio of the deformed length to the original length,

(see

Appendix 3).
\^=X^ + x l + x l

12 = X ^ ^ + X2 ?^ + XqX^

I3 =

Xg ^3

4.18

As a material approaches incompressibility, the value of the third invariant I3 approaches unity.
The derivative of the strain energy function with respect to a strain component determines the
corresponding stress component. An expression for the engineering stress components can
be formed in terms of the partial derivatives of the strain energy density function with respect to
the strain invariants and the partial derivative of the strain invariants with respect to the extension
ratios.

+ '3% )

............................

Where q =engineering stress; W =strain energy function.
This relationship can be simplified in simple deformation states if the form of the strain energy
function is known.

The

Mooney equation is one simple formulation for incompressible

hypereiastic materials. It is often used to describe the behaviour of natural rubbers and is as
follows:-.
W = A ( li- 3 ) + B ( I2-3)

420

Where A, B are constants. The sum of the constants A and B must be positive to ensure that
the strain energy under a small shear deformation is positive.

The stress-extension ratio

relationships for a Mooney material in simple deformation states are discussed in Section 6.5.
The hypereiastic materiai formulation has been shown to have potential for use in an FE modei
of the seated buttock. Its application to such a model is reported in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5

INITIAL FE MODEL AND EXAMINATION OF THE SOFT TISSUE
MATERIAL

5.1

CO EFFICIENTS

Background and Scope

A simple FE model is described in this chapter, based on the measurements on the human
buttock that were reported in Chapter 3. The soft tissues are modelled as a Mooney-type
material and the vertical force-deflection characteristics of the model are compared with those of
the soft tissue of the buttock. Various material constants are examined and the Mooney material
that behaves closest to the soft tissues is identified. Also the interface pressure distribution for
the subject sitting on a planar surface is compared with that calculated from the model.
The Mooney equation has the following form in the finite element software ANSYS (Swanson
Analysis Systems Inc, Houston, USA):W = A (li-3)+ B( 12-3) +C(Vl32-1)+D(l3-1)^

5.1

Where A, B are constants; 0 & D are functions of A & B & Poisson's ratio

l| are the strain

invariants. This equation, which is in a form which is applicable to compressible materials, will
henceforth be called the Mooney-Rivlin equation. As the material approaches incompressibility,
the third and fourth terms in 5.1 become insignificant.

0- 1 ^ :

...........................................

The Newton-Raphson approximation technique is used to obtain a solution to the nonlinear
finite element equation. The Newton-Raphson procedure involves multiple passes through the
equation solver with an updated stiffness matrix at each pass. The results from each iteration are
compared with those of the preceding iteration to see whether there are any significant changes
in the displacement increments, status of the nonlinear elements and strain increments. When
the changes between successive iterations are insignificant the load step converges. When
the solution contains path dependent nonlinearities, the solution requires intermediate steps to
be in equilibrium, in order to correctly follow the load path, so the total load is applied in multiple
load steps.

Finite element theory and its application to nonlinear problems are discussed in

more detail in Appendix 4.
5.2

Finite Eiement Modei

A model of the soft tissues of the buttock and a flat, rigid seat surface was constructed with the
ANSYS finite element modelling package. The soft tissues of the buttock were assumed to be
axi-symmetric with an elliptical external surface and an inner surface based on the shape of half
of the pelvis, with the ischial tuberosity at the centre. It was considered unnecessary to model
the pelvic structure because the deformations occurring in the bone were negligible compared
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to those occurring in the soft tissue. The model with dimensions and boundary constraints is
shown in Figure 13.

215

Vertical displacement
applied to nodes on boundary

Horizontally
constrained
surface

, |

124
Ischial tuberosity

Soft tissues modelled as an
incompressible hypereiastic
material

Rigid frictionless boundary

FIGURE

13

Axi-sym m etric finite elem ent model of buttock (dim ensions in m illim eters)
It was assumed that the soft tissues could be modelled by a homogeneous, isotropic, nearly
incompressible Mooney-Rivlin material. The material was meshed with eight-noded quadrilateral
STIF86 elements. The nodal degrees of freedom were UX and UY. The mesh was generated
with the automatic facility within ANSYS. The degenerate triangular form of the element was
only used when the irregular geometry of the shape to be meshed did not allow otherwise. The
errors caused by the mesh density were checked by running an analysis with double the density
and examining the difference in the stiffness and stress results.

The mesh density under the

ischial tuberosity was refined until it was about 4 times that in the rest of the structure. This
produced a difference in the stress and stiffness results of less than 5 percent. 167 STIF86
elements were needed to model the soft tissue volume. The characteristics of these elements
and the other elements in the FE analyses are described in Appendix 5.
The flat surface was modelled with fixed 1-noded STIF26 elements.

When the nodes

associated with the surface of the Mooney-Rivlin material came into contact with the boundary,
they encountered a vertical stiffness.

The boundary was given a stiffness of 50,000 force
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units/mm which limited the travel through the surface to less than 0 01 mm in all cases. No
stiffness was appiied along the length of the boundary, so the nodes were free to slide
horizontally. 34 STIF26 elements were needed to model the surface.
Eight analyses were performed with different values for the material coefficients A , B and

m (see

equation 5 1). The ratio of the coefficients covered the range of allowable values.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

A

8 x 1 0 -5

8 x lO -5

8 x lO -5

8 x lO -5

8 x lO -5

-0.5

-0.9

-0.95

B

2 x lO -7

2 x lO -5

8 x lO -5

8 x lO -3

8

1.0

1.0

1.0

X)

0. 49

0. 49

0. 49

0. 49

0. 49

0. 49

0. 49

0. 49

A/B

400

4

1

10-2

10-5

-0.5

-0.9

-0 .9 5

Set

The nodes on the upper surface of the soft tissue were fixed In the horizontal plane. A vertical
displacement was applied to the nodes at each load step. This was In the direction of the rigid
surface. The displacement Increment of 0 5 mm was applied at most load steps. The nodes on
the outer surface of the buttock were unconstrained until they came Into contact with the rigid
surface. At this point they were fixed In the direction perpendicular to the surface, but still free
to move along Its length.
The analysis was solved on a DELL 325 computer with 4 MBytes of extended memory and an
Intel 80387 maths co-processor.

Each load step was solved In an Iterative manner using the full

Newton - Raphson solution method. The loads were applied until there was more than 87
percent deflection of the soft tissue under the Ischium. At some points during the solution. It
was necessary to apply displacement steps as small as 0 5 mm for convergence to occur. The
displacement Increment convergence criterion was set at 0 01 mm. The solution aborted If
there was a convergence failure at any load step.
5.3

Results

The vertical load-deflectlon curves were normalised so the same vertical loads were supported
when there was 86-1 percent vertical strain In the material under the bony prominence. This
corresponded to the strain In the tissues under the Ischial tuberosity that was measured with the
subject sitting on a planar surface. The calculated stiffness curves were compared with the
measured force-deflection data. The calculated and measured curves are shown In Figure 14
and the normalised load-deflectlon data In Appendix 6. For clarity, the results from sets 2, 4, 6
and 7 are omitted from the figure. The systems stiffened vertically as the applied displacement
Increased. As the A/B ratio (see equation 5 1 ) decreased the stiffness became more nonlinear.
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When A was negative and its magnitude approached that of B, the solutions became
unsolvable, due to bifurcations at the first load step. The calculated stiffness curve which was
closest to the measured curve was that from set 8 with A = -0 95 and B = TO .
The constants A and B were converted to Newton and millimetre units. The load units were
selected such that the model supported 186 9 N vertical load at 86 1 percent deflection.

This

corresponded to the load supported through one buttock with the subject sitting on a planar
surface. The values of A and B from each of the analyses are shown in the table below and in
Figure 14 in N /m m ^.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A

2 6 E-3

1 8 E-3

9 9 E-4

T 6E -5

1 6 E-8

-1 3 E-3

-3 9 E-3 -5 0 E-3

B

6 4 E-6

4 6 E-4

9 9 E-4

T 6E -3

1 6 E-3

2-7 E-3

4 3 E-3

Set

100-1

8

5 3 E-3
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14

Stiffness results and material coefficients from FE analyses
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The deformed model and the von Mises and hydrostatic stress distributions under the bony
prominence are shown in Figure 15 for anaiysis no. 8 with the fui! body weight supported
through the ischial tuberosities. The maximum von Mises stress and compressive hydrostatic
stress were directiy under the bony prominence. The hydrostatic stress gradients were aiso
greatest in the area under the bony prominence. The material under the bony prominence
moved in a radial direction once contact with the surface had been made. The maximum lateral
nodal displacement at the surface of the soft tissue was 10-97 mm. The area of contact
between the buttock and the surface was calculated to be 12100 mm^. This was less than half
the contact area measured under the buttock in Chapter 3.
5.4

Comparison of Experimental and Calculated interface Pressures

The pressure distribution between the body of the subject and a fiat rigid surface was examined
and compared with the interface pressure distribution calculated from the theoretical model.
The methodology and equipment used to make the measurements are described in Chapter 2.
The average pressure measured at each grid point is shown in Figure 16.

For ciarity

approximate contours were drawn around the grid points above certain pressure ievels. On
both sides of the body there was a maximum pressure which was off the scale of the pressure
monitor (over 300 mmHg) at the approximate position of the ischiai tuberosity. Within 30 mm of
these maxima the pressure was iess than 100 mmHg (13-3 kPa). The interface pressure over
the outer 50 mm of the area of contact was less than 40 mmHg (5-3 kPa).
An approximate pressure distribution between the soft tissue and the surface was calculated
from the nodal positions and forces on the interface for the set 8 anaiysis. The vertical forces on
nodes at the interface were assumed to be associated with haif of the area of each of the two
adjacent eiements.

Due to the axi-symmetric nature of the modei, the forces on the central axis

were calculated to be zero. A Stineman interpolation was made between the non-zero pressure
results (Cricket Graph, Reference Manuai). The data was not extrapolated to the central axis,
due to the iimited load information in this region.
In Figure 16 the caicuiated pressure distribution is shown and compared with four sections
through the measured pressure distribution.

The sections were ail at 45 degrees to one

another and all passed through the location of the peak pressure under the ieft buttock. The
maximum pressure values calculated in the model were higher than the measured ones.
However the caicuiated pressure distribution was similar in shape to the measured one. The
maximum pressure was under the ischial prominence and the pressure then dropped off sharply
to less than half the maximum vaiue within 20 mm of the maximum.
Features of the modei that might contribute to the differences between the measured and
caicuiated distributions are discussed in Section 5 5.
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Interface pressure distribution between buttocks and planar surface
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5.5

Discussion

Vertical force-deflection behaviour and an interface load distribution were calcuiated in the
analyses which were simiiar but not identical to the measured behaviour of the buttock. In this
section the iimitations of the analyses are discussed.
The model of the buttock had a simple axi-symmetric geometry. The difference between the
geometry of the model and that of the actual buttock is likeiy to have contributed to the reiatively
smali caicuiated area of contact between the buttock and the seat, and hence the relatively large
pressures calculated at the interface.
The interface shear forces were assumed to be zero in the theoreticai modei. Where as the
interface friction was low during the tissue stiffness measurements, however it was uniikely to
have been zero. In Chapter 7 of this thesis it is shown that the presence of interface shear
forces ieads to an increase in the nonlinearity of the verticai load-defiection behaviour. Thus a
modei with non-zero interface shear forces would have had vertical force-deflection behaviour
that was closer to the measured behaviour.
The body forces on the buttock were not taken into account in the theoretical model. When the
vertical stiffness curve for the soft tissue of the buttock was measured, the tissues were subject
to a gravitationai load. This wouid have tended to extend the tissues verticaiiy. During the initial
stages of the deformation, when the tissues began to be loaded by the seat, the deformations
due to the effects of the gravity wouid have been overcome. Thus a model that took account of
the effects of gravity wouid have had vertical force-deflection behaviour that was cioser to the
measured behaviour.
In the model the soft tissues in the buttock were assumed to be a single layer of homogeneous
elastic isotropic materiai. As discussed in Chapter 1 the actual buttock tissues comprise skin,
muscie and adipose tissue and each of these tissues is made up of muitiple components.
These composite structures give rise to inhomogeneous, anisotropic, viscoelastic materiai
properties. As the tissues are ioaded there wili be a different response within each soft tissue
component depending on its properties. The relative motion at the interface between the
tissue components wiil contribute to the measured deformations. Ai so the extraceiiular fiuid
may fiow out of a heaviiy ioaded area during the initial stage of loading. These deformation
mechanisms could contribute to the initial low vertical stiffness that was measured and couid not
be reproduced in the modei with a singie soft tissue layer.
A model with a muiti-component, composite soft tissue structure could have produced vertical
load deflection behaviour that was closer to the measured behaviour. However information on
the materiai properties of each of the tissue components and the interface properties wouid be
difficuit to establish. Because of these difficuities, an anisotropic inhomogeneous description
of the soft tissues was not attempted in subsequent analyses.
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Also the load-defiection behaviour of the soft tissues in the analyses was compared with
measurements only in the vertical direction. Information on the deflections occurring in the
horizontal plane would have given a more complete picture of the in-vivo force-deflection
behaviour of the soft tissues, and thus enabled a better comparison to be made with the
analytical results.
It was thought that if the theoretical model had a more realistic geometry, there would be a closer
correlation with the behaviour of the seated buttock. Chapter 6 describes studies to measure
the surface geometry of the buttock and the internal bony geometry of the pelvis, in order to
develop a more realistic FE model.
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CHAPTER 6

EXAMINATION OF BODY GEOMETRY AND FURTHER
DEVELOPM ENT OF FE MODEL

In this chapter the geometry of the body is examined, in the belief that a comprehensive FE
model of the body can be developed from these geometries. The buttock shape is measured
both during sitting on a flat surface and when the body is in a sitting position but when there are
no surface forces applied to the buttock. The shape information is used to improve the FE
analyses of the buttock-seat interaction, to produce seats in the shape of the suspended
buttock and to estimate the soft tissue deformations that occur during sitting on a planar seat.
6.1

Exam ination of the Suspended Buttock Shape

The shape of the freely suspended buttock was measured with the plaster casting technique
described in Section 2.3. The resulting buttock shape is shown in Figure 17.

225mm

202mm

172mm
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ELEVATION

FIGURE

17

Average shape of castings of suspended buttock
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The shape of the buttock was also measured with a laser scanner (see Section 2.4). Contour
maps of the suspended buttock shape, measured with the scanner and from the castings, are
compared in Figure 18. The superimposed sections used to align the shapes are also shown.
Shape measured from castings
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FIGURE 18
Comparison of shapes measured from castings and with laser scanner
By comparing the two shapes, it was apparent that the hips were more extended during the
scanning process than during the casting process.

Also the shape measured by casting was

about 2 cm wider than the laser scanned shape in the region from x= -5 cm to 5 cm. This may
have been due to the hips being more adducted when the laser scan was made.
For the subsequent tissue deformation estimate and the shaped seat production, the casting
shape was used because of the difficulties in finding a position which was both similar to the
sitting position and suitable for non-contact shape measurement.
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6 .2

Examination of Buttock Shape During Sitting on a Pianar Surface

The shape of the seated buttock was measured with the casting technique described in
Chapter 2 and an average shape was calculated. The average shape is shown in Figure 19.

165mm

413mm

245mm

ELEVATION

SIDE

FiGURE 19
Average shape of buttock, measured during sitting on a pianar surface
The outline of contact of the seat and body had a slight slope in the average casting shape.
Since the original castings were horizontal when measured, this was thought to be due to the
scarcity of measured data points in this region. The maximum width of the outline of contact
between the seat and the buttock was smaller than that which was measured in Chapter 3 (16 5
cm compared to 18 5 cm).

This difference may be due to the plaster of Paris laterally

constraining the soft tissues or, more likely, to small amounts of liquid plaster flowing under the
buttocks during the casting process.
The average shapes of the left buttock prior to and during sitting were graphically
superimposed. This gave a crude estimate of the soft tissue deformations which might occur
when the subject sat on a flat rigid surface.
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It was difficult to align the ‘deformed’ and

‘undeformed’ shapes since they had been calculated from castings of the buttock which were
made at different times. The central plane of the shapes and the surface over the proximal
posterior sacrum (13 cm to 15 cm above the seat) were superimposed.

As an additional

reference, the surfaces were transformed so that the suspended buttock surface was
positioned within the seated buttock surface at the height of the seat. The surfaces were both
transformed so the x axis was at the Intersection of the seat and central planes, the y-axis was a
tangent to the back of the seated buttock surface, and the z- axis was vertical. Sections through
the superimposed surfaces are shown In Figure 20.
The aligned shapes suggest that the soft tissue of the buttock Is displaced upward and outward
during sitting on a flat surface. The maximum difference In the vertical position of the two
surfaces was 3.0 cm and was located between x=10 cm and 10.5 cm ; y= 6 cm and 6.5 cm. The
maximum difference In the position of the body surface In the horizontal plane was about 2.0 cm
and was located between 2 cm and 6 cm above the seat surface. The horizontal displacement
of the soft tissue between x=10 cm to 20 cm extended to 14 cm above the seat surface. This
was In the region of the hip joint. The maximum vertical displacement was considerably less than
that which was measured with the Tissue Stiffness Testing Device. This Is likely to have been
due to the soft tissues being displaced by plaster of Paris. The displacement could have been a
result of Increased hydrostatic pressure with depth of plaster or a result of movement of the
body vertically downward during the time that the plaster was beginning to harden under the
buttock.
6.3

Graphical Reconstruction of Pelvis From Magnetic Resonance Images

A graphical reconstruction of the pelvis was made using the methodology described In Chapter
2. A hidden line drawing of the pelvic reconstruction Is shown In Figure 21. The right hip bone,
sacrum and left posterior Ilium were not reconstructed due to limited Imaging In these regions.
Approximate outlines of these regions of the pelvis are Included In the figure to Illustrate the
measurements described below.
The soft tissue surrounding the pelvis consisted of muscle, adipose tissue and skin. The tips of
the Ischial tuberosities were about 150 mm apart. The distance between the tip of the Ischial
tuberosities and the acetabular centres was about 73 mm. The distances between the centre of
the femoral heads was about 200 mm. The diameter of the femoral head was about 45 mm. The
distance between the end of the sacrum and the centre of the pubic symphysis was about 115
mm. The minimum depth of soft tissue over the sacrum was about 9 mm. There was a minimum
of 40 mm of tissue over the greater trochanters.
heads to the skin surface was about 102 mm.
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The distance from the centres of the femoral
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FIGURE 20 Sections through average buttock shapes measured by casting the suspended and seated buttock.
The shapes were aligned to estimate the soft tissue deformations which occur during sitting on a flat rigid surface
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FIGURE 21
G raphical reconstruction of pelvis from MRI scans
The location of the pelvis within the suspended buttock shape was estimated to obtain more
realistic geometric sections through the buttock for a finite element model. The alignment was
partly based on the MRI scans. The perpendicular distances from the central plane to the ischial
tuberosity, the posterior inferior and the anterior inferior iliac spine and the depth of tissue
covering the posterior inferior iliac spine were measured from the scans. These measurements
allowed the horizontal position of the pelvis to be located within the suspended buttock surface.
The vertical position of the pelvis was based on the ultrasound measurements and the depth of
tissue under the ischial tuberosity estimated from the alignment of the 'suspended' and 'seated'
casting shapes. The resulting graphical reconstruction was sectioned in vertical planes through
the ischial tuberosity at 45 degree intervals (see Appendix 7).
A review of the results at this stage in the study made it apparent that the internal and external
geometries measured in this chapter would have to be simplified in order to develop models
with which it was possible to explore the numerous factors that affect seating.

These

simplifications were thought to outweigh the potential benefits of a geometrically
comprehensive model.

Nonetheless the geometric measurements reported in this chapter

enabled the author to gain an understanding of the extent and location of the soft tissue
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deformations that occur during sitting on a planar rigid surface and to produce a seat based on
the shape of the suspended buttock (see Chapter 2).
6.4

Further Development of FE Model

The finite eiement analyses reported in this section were to examine the sensitivity of the
analytical results to the shape of the bony structure in the model and the precise values of the
material coefficients (A, B and Poisson's ratio). The finite element analysis in Chapter 5 was
repeated with a more realistic bony shape based on the shapes measured in this chapter, whilst
still maintaining the simpie axi-symmetric nature of the model. The Mooney-Rivlin material
coefficients and the stress and deformation results from this analyses were compared with those
calcuiated in Chapter 5.
Effects of Model Geometry
Once again the modei was axi-symmetric with a eiiiptical externai surface and a bony geometry
based on the shape of half of the pelvis, with the ischial tuberosity along the axis of rotation of
the model. The ischial tuberosity was modelied to be approximateiy 60 mm long, since this
corresponded to the dimensions of the ischiai tuberosity which was reconstructed from the
magnetic resonance images. This was about 15 mm longer than the ischial tuberosity that was
modeiied in Chapter 5. 56 mm of soft materiai were modeiled under the bony prominence. It
was not considered necessary to modei the bony pelvis because the deformations occurring in
the bone were negligible compared to those occurring in the soft tissue.
The soft tissues were modeiied as a homogeneous, isotropic, neariy incompressibie MooneyRiviin material. The material was meshed with eight noded quadriiateral STIF86 elements. The
nodal degrees of freedom were UX and UY. The mesh was generated with the automatic facility
within ANSYS. The degenerate triangular form of the element was only used when the irregular
geometry of the shape to be meshed did not ailow otherwise. The mesh density under the
ischial tuberosity was refined until it was 4 times that in some other parts of the structure. 167
STIF86 eiements were needed to modei the soft tissue volume. The model with dimensions
and boundary constraints is shown in Figure 22 and compared with the FE model described in
Chapter 5.
The finite element analysis was performed with the material coefficient ratio A/B equal to -0 94
and Poisson's ratio equal to 0 49. The material constants were selected so that, as in the
previous anaiyses, when a load of 186 9 N was supported there was 861 percent deflection of
the tissue under the ischiai tuberosity.

The vertical force-deflection curves and interface

pressure distributions caicuiated from the two analyses were compared.

S3

213.5
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constrained
surface

vertical displacement
applied to nodes
boundary

133.5

ischial
tuberosity
soft tissues modelled
as an incompressible
hyper-elastic material

123
44.5

Geometry of Initial FE Model

Dim ensions in mm

FIGURE 22
New FE model of soft tissues around Ischial tuberosity and comparison with
Initial model
The stiffness curves were very similar in the two analyses. However there were considerable
differences in the calculated interface pressure distributions.

For the same weight of 186-9 N,

much larger pressures were calculated under the model with the longer, more realistic ischial
tuberosity. The stiffness curves and pressure distributions calculated from the two models are
shown in Figure 23. The values of the material coefficients calculated from this analysis were A=
-4.3 E-3 N/m m ^ and B= 4.7 E-3 N/mm^. These were very similar to the values of A = -3.9 E-3
N/mm ^ and B= 4.3 E-3 N/mm^ calculated in Chapter 5 as set 7 for the same material coefficient

ratio and Poisson's ratio.
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Stiffness curves and interface pressure distributions caicuiated
from FE anaiyses in Chapters 5 & 6.
A/B=-0.94,187 N supported through seats at 86 % verticai deflection
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The Effects of Material Compressibility
The effects of the compressibility of the soft material on the stresses and deformation results
from the FE analyses were investigated, since it had been identified that the solutions to large
deflection, linearly elastic analyses of nearly incompressible materials are very sensitive to
Poisson's ratio. Multiple analyses were performed and the stress and deformation results were
compared, with a constant material coefficient ratio A/B of 10"^ and Poissions ratio's of 0 45,
0-475, 0 49 and 0-495. In each case 186-9 N were supported through the seat when there was
86-1 percent vertical deflection of the material under the ischial tuberosity. It was found that
slightly smaller values for A and B were required when the soft materials became more
incompressible. The maximum deflections were also slightly larger in the most incompressible
material. However the distribution and peak values of the hydrostatic and von Mises stresses
remained virtually unchanged over this range in Poisson's ratio. The results are summarised
below :
A

B

(N/mm^)

(N/mm2)

0-22 xlO -7

0-22 xlO -2

0)

0-45

A/B

Max. von

Max. compressive Max.

Mises stress

hydrostatic

horizontal

(N/mm2)

stress (N/mm2)

defln. (mm)

10-5

0.26

0.07

11.1

0.07

11.7

0-22 xlO -7

0-22 xlO -2

0 47

10-5

0.26

0-20 x10"7

0-20 xlO -2

0-49

10-5

0.26

0.07

12.9

0 19 xlO '7

0 19 xlO-2

0-495

10-5

0.26

0.07

13.4

The Effects of Material Coefficients (A and B)
The effects of various ratios of material coefficients on the stresses and deformation results from
the analyses were investigated. The value for Poisson's ratio was kept constant at 0-49 and A/B
ratios of 10‘ ®, -0-2, -0-5 and -0-95 were examined. As previously described the values for the
material coefficients were selected so that in each case 186-9 N were supported through the
seat when there was 86.1 percent vertical deflection of the material under the ischial tuberosity.
At large compressive strains the peak von Mises stresses increased when the value of B
became more positive. However the form of the stress distribution did not alter. The increase in
the peak von Mises stress was about 100 percent between the analyses with A/B ratios of 10"®
and -0-94 when 186.9 N was supported through the seat. The results are summarised below :
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A

B

(N/mm^)

(N/mm^)

0)

A/B

Max. von

Max. compressive

Max.

Mises stress

hydrostatic

horizontal

(N/mm^)

stress (N/mm^)

defln (mm).

2.0 xlO -8

2.0 xlO-3

0.49

10-5

0.26

0.07

12.9

- 4.6x10-4

2.3 x10"3

0.49

-0.2

0.28

0.07

12.7

-1.5 xlO '3

3.0 xlO-3

0.49

-0.5

0.32

0.08

12.3

-4 .6 xlO-3

5.1 xlO '3

0.49

-0.94

0.49

0.06

11.0

Bifurcations in the soiution were found to be a problem with the more negative ratios of material
coefficients (A/B). The singularities were found to occur less often when the loads were applied
in smaller load steps and the stiffness of the 'rigid' interface was reduced (Oden, 1972;
Supplement to Structural Nonlinearities Sem inar Notes, User manual version 4.4,
ANSYS,1990; theoreticai reference manual, ANSYS, 1990). However using the computer
hardware which was available, the most nonlinear FE solutions took more than 35 hours to solve
with the stiffness of the interface at a satisfactorily high level and without the occurrence of
singularities.
6.5

Theoretical Examination of Materiai Constants and Comparison with Soft
Tissues of the Body

The stress - extension ratio relationships in simpie deformation states were examined for a
Mooney material. This was to finally decide upon the materiai constants to be used in the
anaiyses to investigate seat design.

The stress-strain relationships were established by

simplifying equation 4 19 in Chapter 4 for the Mooney strain energy function described by
equation 4.20.
For a uniaxial extension in an isotropic incompressibie materiai,

= >.3 =

where X-| =

extension ratio along the direction of tension. For a Mooney material it can be shown that the
engineering stress - extension ratio relationship becomes :
a=2 (X, - ^ ) ( A + j ^ )

6.1

'1

Where a=engineering stress and X=extension ratio.
By examining the form of equation 6.1 and its derivatives ^

and

, it is possible to

determine the behaviour of materials under a uniaxial deformation for all values of the material
constants A and B. The relationship 61 is plotted in Figure 24 for various values of the material
constants. As an aid to comparing the stiffness curves under a compressive deformation, the
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FiGURE 24
Variation in stress with extension ratio in Mooney materials

1.50

values of A and B are selected so that the magnitude of the engineering stress is unity when
the extension ratio is 0 75. This means that A and B are linearly related by the equation
A = - |e + |f .

6.2

Under uniaxial compression the stiffness of the material increases with increasing compressive
deformation as long as B is greater than -V 2(A^). The increase in stiffness with increasing
compression is greatest when A is large and negative and B is postive. When B is less than V2(AA.) the stiffness decreases with increasing compression. For large negative values of B and
postive values of A, the applied compressive load may decrease with increasing compression
and may become tensile.
The stiffness increases with extension when B is less than -V 2(AX). For other values of A and B
the stiffness decreases with increasing extension. For large positive values of B and negative
values of A, the tensile load may decrease and may become compressive. Thus it is not
possible to define a single Mooney material that has a stiffness that increases under both
increasing uniaxial extension and compression. The decrease in applied load with increasing
compressive or tensile deformation is not physically realistic for the soft tissues of the body.
For a biaxial tensile deformation in an incompressible test-piece, one of the stretch ratios is
dependent on the other two, so if X-\ and X2 are independent, X3 =. \ . It can be shown that
A-\K2
the engineering stress - extension ratio relationships become:01 =2A (A.1 - ~ 3 ^ 2 ) + 2B {X^X2^ -

6.3a

02 =2A {X2 -

6.3b

^ ^ 2B(X,2A.i2 .

Where X-\ = extension ratio in the direction of the stress o i ; ^ = extension ratio in the direction
of the stress 02
By examining the form of equations 6.3a and 6.3b and their derivatives, it is possible to
determine the behaviour of materials under a biaxial deformation for all values of the material
constants A and B. To simplify the deformation one of the extension ratios {X2 ) can be kept
constant. The relationships in 6.3a and 6.3b are plotted in Figure 24 with ^ = T25. As an aid
to comparing the stiffness curves, the values of A and B are selected so that the magnitude of
the engineering stress (a-|) is unity when the extension ratio {X-\) is 0 5. This means that A and
B are linearly related by the equation

* = - ^ 6^ + ^
For a tensile stress

...............................................
to produce an extension X-\ when the extension X2 is unity, the sum of

the constants A + B must be greater than zero. If the sum of the constants is less than zero.
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highly unrealistic behaviour is found (a compressive stress a-| is required to produce an
A
extension & i). When the expression — «+B is greater than zero, the stiffness in the
\2
direction increases with increasing compression X-\ and decreases with increasing extension.
As long as B is greater than 3A/(^%4 ^ 2^) the stiffness in the A,2 direction increases with
increasing extension A,i when the deformation in the

direction is constant.

Unfortunately

under the same conditions, the stiffness in the A,2 direction decreases with increasing
compression X-\

When A is negative and B is positive, the compressive stress og m ay

decrease with increasing compression

and may become tensile. When B is less than ^N X \^

X i^ the stiffness in the X i direction increases with increasing compression X^ and decreases
with increasing extension. When A is positive and B is negative, the tensile stress G2 may
decrease with increasing extension X-\ and may become compressive.
For rubbers the value of A is found to be typicaliy in the range from 0 1 Nmm'2 to 0 3 Nmm'^.
However B is found to be a function whose slope decreases as the strain invariant I2 increases.
Therefore the Mooney equation can only be used to model rubbers over limited strain
conditions.
Unfortunately the determination of the form of the strain energy equation in a material is not a
simpie task: when measurements are made under simpie deformation states the strain invariants
are simpiy related and so the strain energy equation is oniy examined over a limited region of
strain (Treloar, 1975; Kao & Razgunas, 1986).

Ideally a material would be tested under

homogeneous biaxial strain conditions over a wide range of strain. However in vivo tests on the
buttocks would not allow homogeneous deformations to be applied and in vitro tests could only
be conducted on the soft tissues in an animal model.
The properties of Mooney materials were compared to the previously reported stress-strain
characteristics of the soft tissues (see Section 14). In vivo the soft tissues show a stiffness
which increases with increasing uniaxial compression. Indentation measurements have been
made at anatomical sites where the soft tissue is likeiy to have been mainly skin and also at sites
where there wiil have been muscle, adipose tissue and skin in combination.

A stress-strain

curve that increases with increasing compressive strain is found in Mooney materials under
uniaxial compression, when the constant B is greater than -^/2(AX). Under uniaxial extension
muscle, adipose tissue and skin also show a stiffness that increases with strain. A stress-strain
curve that tends to increase with increasing extension is found in Mooney materials when the
constant B is less than -V2(AA.).
The deformation characteristics of membraneous specimens of human skin and canine
pericardium have been reported under biaxial deformation conditions when one of the
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deformations is held constant (Shoemaker et al, 1986, Lee et al, 1985). The tissues stiffen with
increasing extension

both in the direction of Xi and also in the direction of the constant

extension X2 . In the skin the stresses
extension ratios

and cg and stiffnesses increased very rapidly at

of above T58 when the strain A.2 was constant at a value of 1 21. In the

pericardium the stresses a-j and 02 and stiffnesses increased very rapidly at extension ratios
above 1 32 when the strain X2 was constant at a value of 1 34. As discussed in the preceeding
paragraphs, for Mooney materials under the same deformation state, the stiffness tends to
decrease with increasing extension in the Xidirection when A+B is greater than zero (a material
where A+ B is less than zero is unrealistic). The stiffness can either increase or decrease in the
X2 direction depending on the values of A and B. As long as B is greater than 3A/;^i4 >^2^ the
stiffness increases with increasing extension
For finite element modelling of the soft tissues of the buttocks, the hyperelastic material
formulation has advantages over large deflection, linearly elastic formulations.

Calculated

stresses are based on the deformed element shape rather than the original element shape.
Also it is possible to model an incompressible material with a stiffness that increases with
increasing compressive strain, with the Mooney strain energy equation.

However it is not

possible to define a Mooney material with a stiffness under uniaxial deformation that increases
with increasing compression and also with increasing tension.
The analyses in the following chapters were performed with A=0 2x10"^ N/mm^; B=0 2x10"^
N/mm2 and Poisson's ratio =0 49. As defined the material would stiffen greatly under increasing
uniaxial compression and soften to a lesser extent under increasing uniaxial tension. The
applied load would approach a constant value at extension ratios above about 2. As seen in the
previous chapter, if a material were to have been defined with a negative constant A, the
compressive stiffness curve would have been closer to the measured behaviour. However in
situations where the soft tissue is under tension, the calculated behavior would have been very
unrealistic.
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CHAPTER 7
7 .1

UTILIZATION OF FE MODEL TO INVESTIGATE SEAT DESIGN

Background and Scope

The purpose of the work reported in this chapter is to investigate the effects of shaped seat
surfaces on the stress state within the soft tissues with finite element modelling.

It is hoped to

establish how to optimally shape the seat surface supporting a chair-bound person. Up to this
point in the study, a system for producing shaped supporting surfaces for the body has been
developed and has undergone a small-scale clinical trial. Measurements of interface pressures,
body shape and tissue deformations under load have also been made on an individual subject.
In this chapter models of the system are developed, which allow the effects of various seat
design parameters, such as seat shape, interface friction and body posture to be examined.
The soft tissues around the ischial tuberosity are modeiied because of their central location at
the body-seat interface and the frequency of pressure sores in this area. The sacro coccygeal
area is modelled because of its susceptibility to pressure sores, particularly when the pelvis has
a posterior orientation. This area is also of interest because of its sensitivity to the effects of
interface shear forces.
The system under examination is complex and only partly accessible to direct measurements,
thus the tool of mathematical modelling is useful for investigating this system. A modei behaves
according to established physical laws, such that the behaviour of the model resembles but is
independent of the real system.

A useful model should fit some known data from the system

being studied, it should predict some data which can be checked against the real system and it
should compute information which cannot be measured directly.

The predictions of a model

should be compared with the results from the real system, to determine the areas where it
behaves similarly to the real world and to determine the areas where it can be improved. The
discovery of discrepancies initiates crucial experiments and, eventually, to the development of
further models which simulate the real system over a larger range of situations.
The structure and deformation mechanism of the soft tissue material examined in this work, are
not fully known nor readily described by current continuum mechanics (see Chapter 1). The
region of the model that simulates the composite soft tissues is a homogeneous isotropic
Mooney-Rivlin material. The most appropriate material coefficients had been caicuiated in the
previous chapters for the composite soft tissue layer.
A limit to the complexity of each model is vital so that the range of factors affecting the design of
seating can be explored in a thorough way. Muitiple analyses have to be performed where the
parameter of interest is varied over its range and the other critical parameters are held constant.
For each finite element solution, up to a hundred incremental deformations are applied to the
modei. Also multiple solution runs are necessary for each analysis, because of the sensitivity of
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the solution to the rate of load application and because of the difficuity in defining a
geometricaily complex interface within the finite element software.
A large amount of data is produced by the analyses and is used to compare the effects of the
supporting surface.

The stress distributions in the soft tissues of each of the models are

compared. In particular the size and location of the maximum von Mises and hydrostatic stresses
in the soft tissues are examined.

It is not possible to display it all in the main text. In many cases

the results are described briefly in the text and shown in the Appendices. The discussion and
conclusions are based on the information in the Appendices as weil as in the main text.
7.2

Investigation into Effects of Seat Shape on Tissues Surrounding the
Ischiai Tuberosity

The effects of ten shaped seat surfaces on the von Mises and hydrostatic stresses in the soft
tissues were investigated. The shape of the seats ranged from flat to similar to the external
shape of the soft tissue layer. It was hoped that from these studies the optimum shape for a seat
or cushion surface couid be determined and the sensitivity of the stresses in the soft tissue to
the shape of the seat, could be established.
The rationaie behind the choice of geometry for the FE model, the material formulation,
boundary constraints and displacement loading is explained earlier in this thesis.

The

hyperelastic material coefficients were A=0 2 E-7 N/mm^ ; B=0 2 E-2 N/mm^ and Poisson’s ratio
( x>) = 0 4 9 .
The seat surfaces were modeiied with 1-noded STIF26 eiements. The points on the surfaces
were displacement constrained so that they did not move as the soft tissue came into contact
with them. The seats in models 1 to 5 were less 'steeply contoured' than the external surface of
the soft tissue layer. The seat in model 6 was very similar to the shape of the external surface of
the soft tissue layer. The seat in models 7 to 10 were more 'steeply contoured' than the external
surface of the soft tissue layer. The effects of small shape variations on the caicuiated stresses,
surface deformations and interface pressures were investigated with these last four models.
The shapes are described in Appendix 8 and shown in Figure 25.
The software restricted the surface described by a STIF26 element to be either arc-shaped or a
straight line. Thus the description of an interface with a complex shape required multipie
elements. Multiple solution runs were need to analyse a model with such an interface. This was
because the software ANSYS did not aliow the nodes at the surface of the soft tissue to siide
past the nodes on the seat surface.

When the FE solution aborted due to this software

restriction, the positions of the nodes on the boundary were slightly moved and the solution
was repeated. When the nodes on the surface of the soft tissue came into contact with the seat
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surface, they encountered a stiffness normal to the surface.

The boundary stiffness was 3

N/mm which limited the travel through the surface to less than 0 05 mm in all the analyses.
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FIGURE 25
Shapes of seat surfaces from axisymmetric FE
analyses to examine the effects of seat shape
(dimensions In mm, to nearest mm)
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Models with zero interface friction were analysed in this section. Thus there was no resistance to
the nodes on the surface of the soft tissue sliding along the seat surface. The effects of friction
are investigated in detail in Section 5 of this chapter. Analysisi was repeated with double the
mesh density in the soft tissue material. None of the results was altered by more than 5 percent
in this model. Thus the original mesh density was considered sufficiently high.

Since the

localised stresses, deformations and interface pressures were greatest in this analysis, the
mesh density was considered sufficient for all the other analyses. In each of the analyses,
vertical displacements were applied to the upper surface of the soft tissue layer until a vertical
load of over 186-9 N was supported through the seat. This load was measured in Chapter 3 as
the weight applied through one buttock when the subject was sitting on a planar seat.
The location of the maximum von Mises stresses in the soft tissues was under the tip of the
ischial tuberosity close to the bone-soft tissue interface in analyses 1 to 5. The von Mises
stresses were generally smaller and much more evenly distributed in the analyses with more
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steeply contoured seat surfaces (analyses 2 to 6). For example, the maximum von Mises stress
in the soft tissue layer was 26 times smaller in the analysis where the seat was shaped simiiarly to
the undeformed buttock (anaiyses 6) compared to when the seat was pianar (anaiysis 1).
The von Mises stress distributions were comparatively similar in anaiyses 6 to 10. The stresses
were concentrated ciose to the bone-soft tissue interface, near the outline of contact between
the soft tissue and the seat. The von Mises stress concentration under the tip of the ischial
tuberosity in analyses 6 and 7 was not present in anaiyses 8, 9 and 10. This result suggested
that to remove a stress concentration from the soft tissues under a bony prominence, the depth
of the seat contouring shouid be localiy increased in that region.
The hydrostatic stress components were usuaily smalier than the von Mises stresses in the
same model. The peak compressive hydrostatic stresses were in the volume of soft tissue
directiy under the ischial tuberosity and the stresses were smaiiest in the upper lateral regions of
the soft tissue material. The hydrostatic stresses were more evenly distributed and the maxima
were iower with the more steepiy contoured seat shapes (analyses 2 to 6). With the highly
conforming seats (anaiyses 6 to 10) the hydrostatic stress distributions were simiiar. The peak
compressive hydrostatic stress under the bony prominence decreased, as the seat was iocaiiy
depressed by a few miliimeters aiong the axis of revolution (see analyses 6 to 9). The decrease
in peak hydrostatic stress under the bony prominence, and the transfer of hydrostatic stresses
to the surrounding tissues with increasing seat conformity couid be expected because of a
redistribution of the verticai load from the area under the bony prominences to the surrounding
tissues with increasing conformity.

Due to the dispiacement-controiled nature of the probiem and the finite displacements applied
at each load step, the stresses when the vertical load was 186 9 N were not calculated directly
from the analyses. A linear interpolation between the results from the nearest displacement
steps was made. The magnitude of the maximum von Mises and compressive hydrostatic stress
for the different analyses is tabuiated beiow (in stress units of N/mm^).

Analysis
Max. von

1
2.6e-1

2

3

4

5

6

7

a

9

10

1.7e-1 1.3 e-1 9.8e-2 3.3e-2 9.5e-3 9.2e-3 8.4e-3 8.3e-3 9.0e-3

Mises stress
Max. Hydro

6.6e-2 5.0e-2

4.3e-2 3.6e-2 2.1 e-2 1.1 e-2 9.8e-3 7.6e-3 6.7e-3 7.9e-3

static stress
The magnitude of the peak von Mises stresses in the soft tissues is plotted against increasing
load in Figure 26. The von Mises stress distribution in the soft tissue of the buttock, is shown in
Figure 27 for anaiysis 6 and 9.
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Figure 26
Maximum von Mises stress in soft tissues against vertical load
supported throught seat. Results are from FE analyses of
buttock to examine effects of seat shape

From this study it appears that small changes to the shape of the seat can further redistribute the
stress maxima away from critical areas of soft tissue, such as those which are known to be at risk
of pressure sores. The stresses under the ischial tuberosity could be reduced by increasing the
depth of the seat in this region. The optimum design of shaped seating cannot be deduced
from this study alone because of the multi-purpose nature of seating for chair-bound people
and the simple nature of the model. Factors such as the desired sitting posture, the presence
of deformities, the ability of the patient to move around on the seat have to be taken into
account. Some of the other factors are investigated in the following sections.
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FIG U R E 27
Von M ises stress distribution in soft tis su e s w hen load
of 186.9 N is supported through seat
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7.3

In v e s tig a tio n

into

E ffects

of

S ea t

C o n to u r

Depth

on

T is su e s

Surrounding the ischiai Tuberosity
The purpose of the FE study which is reported in this section was to investigate the effects of
the depth of the seat contours on the stress state in the soft tissues. The analyses in the
previous section had suggested that a seat, shaped similarly to the external body contours and
at least 100 mm deep, could distribute and reduce the maximum stresses in the soft tissues,
compared to a more planar seat surface. However a seat or cushion which is over 100 mm deep
is not always a practical seat design because the sitter may need to change position in the chair.
Five FE models with different depths of seat (105, 80, 60,40 and 0 mm ) were analysed and the
results were compared. The model of the buttock described earlier was used. The seat
surfaces were defined, the soiution run and the results compared using the methods described
previously. As far as the software allowed, the remaining shape of the seat was kept constant
between the analyses. The five seat shapes are shown in Figure 28 and are described in
Appendix 8 (models 1,7,11,12 and 13).
The stress distributions in the soft tissues were compared, when a vertical weight of 186.9 N
was supported through the seats. The maximum von Mises stress and compressive hydrostatic
stress in the soft tissues are shown beiow for each analysis.
Analysis

1

7

11

12

13

(depth=0)

(depth=105) (depth=80) (depth=60) (depth=40)

2 .6e-1

9.2e-3

1.6e-2

2.5e-2

4.3e-2

Max. hydrostatic 6 .6e-2

9.8e-3

1.4e-2

1.8e-2

2.5e-2

(mm)
Max. von Mises
stress (N/mm2)

stress (N/mm^)
In all the analyses, there was a peak of von Mises stress in the soft tissue directly under the
ischial tuberosity. The von Mises stresses were more distributed, and the maxima were iower
when the seats were deeply contoured, compared to when the seat was planar. Even with a
seat depth of oniy 40 mm (analysis 13), the peak von Mises stress in the soft tissue under the
ischial tuberosity was less than a sixth of that in the anaiysis with a planar seat surface (analysis
1).

The von Mises stress distribution in the soft tissue of model 13 is shown in Figure 27. The

maximum stress is directiy under the ischial tuberosity because there was not sufficient support
further away from this area to move the maximum into another region. The magnitude of the
peak von Mises stresses in the soft tissues is plotted against increasing load in Figure 29 for all
the analyses.
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FIGURE 28
Shapes of seat surfaces from FE analyses of buttock to examine
the effects of contour depth (dimensions In mm)
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Vertical load through seat (N)
Maximum von Mises stress In soft tissues against vertical load
supported through seat. Results are from FE analyses of
buttock to examine the effects of contour depth
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Similarly to in Section 7 2 , the peak compressive hydrostatic stresses were in the volume of soft
tissue directly under the ischial tuberosity and were smallest through the upper lateral regions of
the soft tissue material. The stresses were more distributed and the magnitude of the peak
stress was lower with the deeply contoured seats.
The results of the analyses suggest that substantial stress reductions can be achieved even
when the seat surface is as little as 40 mm deep, in seat designs where the body is required to
move about on the seat, substantial stress reductions may still be possible by the inclusion of
shallow contours under the bony prominences. Shaped seats and cushions are likely to be of
such a design, if they have to meet the needs of a larger group since one such need is likely to
be movement on the seat. The shallow shaping of seating or cushioning could reduce the
discomfort experienced by the chair-bound in the cases where this is caused by localised
stresses or deformations in the soft tissues of the buttock.

7 .4

Investigation into Effects of Seat Shape and Body Posture on Tissues
Surrounding the Sacrum

The purpose of the work in this section was to examine the effects of seat shape and body
posture on the stresses on the soft tissues around the sacrum, coccyx and perineum. The
study was performed with a separate FE model to that which described the soft tissue around
the ischial tuberosity.

A simple model was developed so that multiple analyses could be

performed.
For a plane strain problem, the normal and shear strains with components in the direction
perpendicular to the plane under consideration are zero. It was assumed that the central section
through the buttock was under this state of strain, because the material in this section was
thought to be constrained in both lateral directions, by the adjacent tissue of each buttock
when the buttocks were loaded symmetrically by the seat.
The geometry of the central section through the body was obtained from the magnetic
resonance images (described in Chapter 6). The structures which were imaged as the subject
lay prone, were assumed to be in the same relative position and to have the same shape when
the hips were flexed and the body upright. The magnetic resonance image of the central
sagittal plane was enlarged to life size and digitised with the electro-magnetic position
measuring device (3Space ISOtrak). The outline of the body was digitised, together with the
outline of the sacrum and the pubic symphysis. A file of ANSYS commands was written to
display the digitised points. The command file was then read by the ANSYS software so that the
points were plotted.

Areas of soft tissue were formed from the imported points and then

meshed using the automatic facility within the ANSYS software.
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A mesh density was established, such that a model with double the mesh density did not
produce changes in the internal stresses, surface deformations or interface pressures of more
than 5 percent.

The mesh density was checked with the model loaded against the seat

described below as model A. The plane strain FE model with dimensions and boundary
constraints is shown in Figure 30.

vertical displacements
applied to boundary

horizontally
constrained
boundary

pubic symphysis
sacrurr^

soft tissues modelled as a
homogeneous incompressible
hyper-elastic material

coccyx
FIGURE 30
FE

model

of

section

through

sacrum,

with

dimensions

and

boundary

constraints (dimensions in mm, to nearest 0 5 mm)
As in the previous sections of this chapter, the material coefficients were as follows : A=0 2 E-7
N/mm^ , B=0 2 E-2 N/mm^ and Poisson’s ratio ( x>) =0 49. The material was meshed with eightnoded quadrilateral plane strain STIF84 elements. The nodal degrees of freedom were UX and
UY. The degenerate triangular form of the element was only used when the irregular geometry
of the shape to be meshed did not allow otherwise. 283 STIF84 elements were needed to
model the soft tissue section.
The deformation of the soft tissues within the pelvis, more than 60 mm above the tip of the
sacrum was assumed to be zero. The soft tissues at this level and at the interface with the
sacrum and pubic symphysis, were displacement loaded vertically downward against the seat
surfaces.

The nodes on the loading surface were also constrained so that no lateral

displacement of these nodes was possible. For planar surfaces this constraint was realistic
because no lateral forces were generated when the body came into contact with the seat. For
contoured seat surfaces this constraint was also thought to be realistic because the ischial
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tuberosities would ‘engage’ with the seat and be horizontally constrained, before the central
section of the body had made contact with the seat.
Six combinations of seat design and body orientation were modelled.

These models are

described in Appendix 8 and are shown in Figure 31. In each model a friction free interface was
assumed.

Model E

Model C

Model A

R200
R160

R200

Model F

Model D

Mode! B

R120

R180
1120

RICO

FIGURE 31
Shapes

of seat surfaces from

FE analyses

of tissues around sacrum , to

examine the effects of seat shape and body posture.
The magnitude of the vertical load through these models was estimated from interface pressure
measurements on the able-bodied subject. The interface pressure distribution was reported in
Chapter 5 for the subject sitting on a planar surface. Similar seats were described in models B
and 0. The interface pressure was also measured with the subject sitting on a seat, the central
section of which was the same as that in model A . The seat and measured pressure distribution
is described in Chapter 8. The calculations of the total vertical load from both the measured
distributions are shown in Appendix 9. The vertical load through sections 1 mm thick was
estimated to be 0 38 N through the planar seat and 1 85 N through the contoured seat.
The stress distributions in the soft tissues were compared in the analyses when 0 38 N was
supported through the seats.

The magnitude of the maximum von Mises stresses and

compressive hydrostatic stresses is tabulated below :
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B

C

9-1e-3

4 5e-3

1 4e-2

6 2e-3

3 7 e-3

5 Oe-3

5 7e-3

4 7e-3

69e-3

52e-3

7-1 e-3

5 6e-3

Analysis

A

Max. von Mises

D

E

F

stress (N/mm2)
Max. hydrostatic
stress (N/mm2)
In all the analyses there was a concentration of von Mises stresses in the soft tissues
surrounding the tip of the sacrum. Of the situations considered in the analyses, the stresses
were most concentrated and the peak stresses were highest in the model where the pelvis was
posteriorly rotated and the seat was planar (model C). There was also a high von Mises stress
concentration under the sacrum in model A, where the seat profile was very high in the region of
the sacrum. The von Mises stresses were most distributed and the maxima were lowest when
the pelvis did not have a posterior tilt and the seat was flat (models B and D).
A seat profile which was low in the region of the sacrum was effective at redistributing stresses
away from the sacrum when the pelvis was posteriorly rotated. Thus the peak von Mises stress
in model E was just over a quarter of that in model C when the same body weight was supported.
The von Mises stresses in model E were slightly lower than in model F in the soft tissues
covering the sacrum. This was likely to be due to the larger area of contact between the body
and the seat in model E. The magnitude of the maximum von Mises stresses in the soft tissues
is plotted against increasing vertical load in Figure 32 and is shown for models C and E in Figure
33.
In each the analyses the hydrostatic stresses were most compressive in the region around or
under the tip of the sacrum. The stresses were least compressive in the region around the
proximal sacrum and anterior to the pubic symphysis.

Model C produced the largest

compressive stresses when a vertical load of 0 38 N was supported.
The vertical load through any section depends on the load supported through the rest of the
interface which in turn depends on the shape design of the rest of the seat. It was therefore not
possible to draw conclusions about the efficacy of these sections by just comparing the
stresses when a constant vertical load was supported through the sections. When the pelvis
was upright, the most even stress distribution was produced on seat profiles which were flat.
However none of the profiles substantially removed the stresses around the tip of the sacrum.
Thus, the most effective seat designs may enable the total load supported through the central
section to be kept to a minimum by depressing the whole of this section relative to the rest of
the seat. Areas of the buttock, other than the one which was modelled may be more suitable for
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supporting the body weight without causing excessive von Mises stresses in the soft tissue
surrounding the pelvis.
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FIGURE 32
Maximum von Mises stress in soft tissues against vertical load supported
through seat.

Results are from FE analyses of tissues around sacrum to

examine the effects of seat shape and body posture.
The high von Mises stresses when the posteriorly rotated buttock was loaded against a flat seat
is further evidence of the high risk of pressure sores around the sacrum when the body is in this
posture. When a seat is needed for a person whose pelvis is posteriorly tilted and where this
cannot be altered by a seating intervention, the most effective seat design may lower the
surface of the seat so that very little load is supported through the body in this region.
In most cases the maximum von Mises stresses in the sacral area were substantially lower than
those that had been calculated under the ischial tuberosity. It may be that the sacral area is only
at risk of pressure sores during sitting when the pelvis is substantially posteriorly rotated or when
there are additional factors such as friction.
Up to this point the effects of seat shaping on two important regions of the buttock had been
investigated. The effects of shape modifications on the stresses and deformations had been
considered and the optimum shapes for redistributing stresses had been established. The next
stage was to see how the results were affected by the presence of interface friction.
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Von M ises stress distributions in soft m ateriai
w hen 0.38 N is supported through seat sections
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7 .5

Investigation into Effects of Interface Friction on Tissues Surrounding
the Sacrum

The effects of interface frictional forces on the stress state in the soft tissues when the buttock
was supported on shaped seat surfaces was examined with FE modelling. Pressure sores,
particularly those which develop around the sacrum of patients who tend to slide forward in their
chair, are often said to be caused by interface shear forces. Lowthian measured the friction
coefficient between bedding materials and skin at the wrist in wet and dry conditions (1983). He
reported friction coefficients (p) in the range from 0 4 to 0 8. In the following study the interface
friction coefficient was varied from 0 to 0 8 on different seat surfaces and the effects on the
stress distribution within the soft tissues were observed.
The two FE models of the body from the previous sections were remodelled with interface
elements that provided a frictional resistance to motion along the interface. The analyses were
repeated with different interface properties. The peak von Mises and hydrostatic stresses in the
soft material were compared when the same vertical load was supported through the seats. The
distributions of von Mises and hydrostatic stresses were also compared.

The relative motion

between the surface of the body and the shaped seat surfaces was monitored.
The interface between the body and the seat was defined with 2-dimensional STIF12 elements.
These elements had two degrees of freedom at each node. The elements could be in three
possible states during a solution (i. open, ii. closed and sticking, ill. closed and sliding).

When

the interface was closed, the elements possessed a stiffness both normal and tangential to the
interface (Kp and Kg respectively).

When the interface was open the elements had no stiffness

in either direction. The characteristics of these and the other elements in the FE analyses are
described in Appendix 5.
When the interface shear force was less than the frictional resisting force the nodes on the
interface could move by a small amount which depended on the interface sticking stiffness. Kg.
When the interface shear force (Fg) was greater than the frictionai force (Fp p), the interface
offered no resistance to siiding. The interface elements were considered to have converged if
the status of the element did not change and the sliding forces did not vary by more than 10
percent between sequential iterations.

It was difficult to define the model so the interface

elements converged during the solution.

The displacements had to be applied in very small

steps and the interface stiffness was given values which were lower than might otherwise have
been used.
in the following section the effects of interface friction with the rotationally symmetric model of
the soft tissue around the ischial tuberosity and the plane strain modei of the central section
through the buttock were both examined.
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FE Analyses to Show the Effects of Friction with Planar Seat Surfaces
Model B (see Figure 31) was analysed with interface friction coefficients of 0, 0 1 , 0 4, 0 6 and
0 8. The material properties and upper boundary constraints were the same as those described
in Section 7 4.

The interface was defined with a normal stiffness of 0 2 N/mm and a shear

stiffness of 0 025 N/mm. The shear stiffness value of the elements was selected to allow a
nodal displacement along the interface in eiements that were sticking of less than 0 2 mm, and
to also enable the interface elements to converge. The normal stiffness value was selected that
allowed nodal displacements into the surface of less than 0 2 mm. The upper surface of the
model was displacement loaded vertically downwards against the seat section in 0 5 mm steps,
until a load of over 0 38 N was supported through the seat section. This vertical load was
determined from the pressure distribution when the abie-bodied subject sat on a flat seat
surface (see Appendix 9).
For the models with interface friction coefficients of 0 and 0 8 repeated extended analyses were
made where, once 0 38 N was supported through the seat, the upper surface of the model was
horizontally displaced.

0 3 mm displacement steps were applied until the upper surface had

moved forwards on the seat by 12 mm.

The stress states and deformations were then

examined. A horizontai displacement of 12 mm was selected from real life observations, since
forward displacements on a seat of this magnitude occur frequentiy. Due to the displacement
controlled nature of the analysis, the stresses and displacements when a given load was
supported, could not be calculated directly by the analyses. A linear interpolation between the
results from the nearest displacement steps was made.
As the models were vertically loaded upto 0 38 N, shear forces built up at the nodes on the
interface. When the shear forces were greater than the frictional resisting forces, the nodes
moved aiong the interface untii the shear forces had decreased to less than the critical value.
When the friction coefficient was 0 6, all of the nodes which were in contact with the seat were
sticking when the vertical load was 0 38 N.

A larger friction coefficient did not produce

significant changes in the resulting stresses and defiections. When the coefficient was 0 8 the
total shear force at the interface was 01 N when 0 38 N verticai ioad was supported. As the
interface friction increased the nodes were able to slip iess far aiong the interface.

The

maximum nodal displacement along the interface when 0 38 N load was supported, was 5 9 mm
when there was no interface friction and was 3 4 mm when the friction coefficient was 0 6.
The von Mises stress maxima were at the bone-soft tissue interface near the tip of the sacrum
and under the pubic symphysis. There was a small increase in the maximum von Mises stress in
the soft material as the nodes at the interface were constrained by frictional forces. When 0 38
N was supported, the peak von Mises stress was 7 percent larger when the friction coefficient
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was 0 4 compared to when there was no interface friction.

Also the von Mises stresses in the

soft material adjacent to the seat were lower when there was no interface friction. The von Mises
stress distributions in the soft material with interface friction coefficients of 0 0 and 0 8 are
shown in Figure 33 when about 0 38 N was supported through the seat sections.

The

magnitude of the maximum von Mises stresses in the soft material during the loading history is
plotted in Figure 34. Some results when 0 38 N was supported are also tabulated below:
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Figure 34
Results from FE analyses with model B to examine the effects of friction on
the stresses in the soft material around the sacrum
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When the interface friction coefficient was 0 8 and the body was moved horizontally along the
seat surface, the peak von Mises stresses in the soft material around the sacrum increased at a
steady rate. When body had moved horizontally by 12 mm the interface was still sticking and the
peak von Mises stress in the soft material around the sacrum had doubled. The maximum
compressive hydrostatic stresses were in the soft material near the mid-point of the interface
with the seat. The peak compressive hydrostatic stresses were also slightly larger in the
presence of interface friction. The magnitude of the maximum von Mises stress is plotted
against horizontal displacement in Figure 34.
The effects of friction were also examined with the axi-symmetric model of the soft tissue around
the ischial tuberosity. The loading surfaces was displaced vertically against a planar seat surface
in 0 5 mm steps until 187 N was supported through the seat. The interface was defined with a
normal stiffness of 2 5 N and a radial stiffness Of 0 7 N. The results from analyses with interface
friction coefficients of 0 0 and 0 8 were compared. Due to the axi-symmetric nature of the model
it was not possible to examine the effects of horizontal displacements of the body.
The effects of interface friction with this analysis were similar to those found with the analyses
described above.

When the interface friction coefficient was 0 8, the interface elements

remained stuck when 187 N was supported through the seat and there was a slight increase in
the peak von Mises stresses under the tip of the ischial tuberosity. The maximum hydrostatic
stress was 80 percent larger. The vertical force-deflection curve became much more non-linear.
The results are graphically presented in Appendix 10.
In the next section another FE model was analysed to see whether in certain situations, the
effects of frictional forces were more severe than those reported above. In the next analysis
some weight was support through the thin layer of soft material over the dorsal surface of the
sacrum and a horizontal displacement was applied to the body.
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Analyses to Show the Effects of Friction on the Soft Tissue Over the Dorsal
Surface of the Sacrum
The effects of interface friction were examined with a model of a section through a person sitting
on a seat where there was contact between the seat and the soft tissue over the dorsal sacral
surface as a result of the postero-inferior orientation of the dorsal surface of the sacrum. The
effects of sliding forward on the seat were also examined. The interface was defined with a
normal stiffness of 0 2 N/mm and a tangential stiffness of 0 025 N/mm. The facilities within the
ANSYS software for defining non-planar interfaces with friction properties in large deflection
problems were very limited. STIF12 elements had to be used. Each element was defined with
an interface orientation which remained fixed during the solution. The seat had to be defined so
that no node on the surface of the body passed through the initial node of an adjacent interface
eiement on the seat surface. For this reason it was necessary to have a gap between the two
orientations of the seat section.
Analyses were solved with interface friction coefficients of 0 and 0 8. The upper loading surface
was displaced downward in 0 2 mm displacement increments untii TO N was supported through
the seat. The body was then displacement loaded in the direction of the seat under the sacrum
(26.6° from horizontal) until a horizontal displacement of 7 mm had been applied.

The

displacements were applied to the upper loading surface in 0 25 mm steps. A horizontal
displacement of 7 mm was selected from real life observations, since forward displacements on a
seat of this magnitude occur frequentiy. The model was then unloaded in 1 mm displacement
steps until 1 0 N was again supported through the seat. The same material properties were
used as in the other analyses.
When TO N was supported through the seat section, the peak von Mises stresses in the soft
material over the dorsal surface of the sacrum were slightly lower than when there was no
interface friction. However when the loading surface was displaced forward and downward, very
large von Mises stresses developed in the model where the interface friction coefficient was
0 8. When the model had been displaced forward by 7 mm the maximum stresses were 3 times
as large as when there was no interface friction.
When the loading surface had been unloaded until TO N was supported through the seat
section, the peak von Mises stresses were still very much larger in the model where there was
interface friction. The peak von Mises stresses were located over the dorsal surface of the
sacrum and at the point of contact with the back edge of the front part of the seat section. In
Figure 35 the section through the seat, the loading history and the peak von Mises stresses
over the ioading history are all shown.
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FIGURE 35
Analyses to show the effects of interface friction on the soft tissues over the dorsal surface of the sacrum

The effects of interface friction were highiy dependent on the geometry and orientation of the
seat and bony surfaces. They were also dependent on the magnitude and direction of loading,
if the body remained stationary on the supporting surface and the surface was suitably curved,
the soft tissues were prevented from flowing outwards from between the bony and seat
interfaces by the presence of friction. This resulted in a reduction in the von Mises stresses in
the soft material. However at low levels of soft tissue deflection and with planar seat surfaces
this entrapment phemomenon did not have significant effects and the von Mises stresses
slightly increased. When the body moved about in a horizontai direction on a seat surface and
there was a high friction coefficient at the interface, the soft tissues were constrained by the
interface shear forces and so additional von Mises stresses developed in the soft material.
The reduction in boundary stiffness which was required for the solutions to converge, was not
thought to have affected the results significantly. This was because the displacements through
the boundary and along the boundary when the interface was sticking were small compared to
when the interface could slip.
7 .6

Discussion

The theoretical studies reported in this chapter have suggested that shaped supporting surface
can redistribute the loading in the tissues of the buttock away from areas that are at risk of
pressure sores and can reduce the distortions in the tissues. The analytical results have to be
interpreted with an awareness of the simple nature of the models that were used in the studies.
For example, the soft tissue formulation in the models is a simplification of the soft tissue in the
real system.
In the real system, with seating systems that do not conform to the shape of the body e.g. planar
seats, it is likely that the uneven loading within the tissues would cause some extracellular fluid
to be forced out of the region that was involved in ioad bearing and would cause increased
loading on the structures remaining in the region. With seating systems that conform to the
shape of the body e.g. contoured seats, the more even loading through the tissues could
cause less flow of extracellular fluid. Thus, although the models are much less complex than the
real system, the results are of relevance to understanding the behaviour of the seated buttock.
The modei was based on measurements from one able-bodies individual. It is likeiy that if
bodies with a less extensive soft tissue covering and with more viscous, less elastic tissues had
been modelled, the potential for localised loading and distortions would have been greater and
contoured seating would have had similar beneficial effects.
The location of the peak distortionai stresses in the soft tissues was calculated to be at the
interface with the bone. There were also high distortionai stresses at the interface with the seat
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when the body moved around on the seat and there were high interface shear forces. In the
real system muscle and fibrous tissue attachments to the pelvis and sacrum are likely to make
the assumption of a constrained bone-soft tissue interface fairly realistic. The analytical results
agree with intuitive reasoning, because of the constraint applied to the soft tissues at these
interfaces. Maximum distortionai and shear stresses have been calculated in similar locations in
the analyses of Chow and Odell (1978), Cadadai and Reddy (1992) and Spilker et al (1992).
The homogeneity of the soft tissue in the model limits the level of information that can be gained
from the analyses. Interactions between the soft tissue components cannot be modelled. Also
our knowledge of the likely location or level of internal loading that can cause damage to
different tissues is limited. It is likely that the muscles, nerves and arteries are more susceptible
to damage due to loading than adipose tissues and the skin (Keane,1979; 1978-1979; Reddy,
1990).

Damage to deep subcutaneous tissue has been noted on animals when a load is

applied to the surface of the skin (see Section T3)
The hydrostatic stresses calculated in this chapter can be compared to measurements of the
pressure in the tissues of pigs (Le et al,1984; Dodd & Gross, 1991 ).

Dodd & Gross measured

pressures of upto 81 mmHg (10.8 KPa) when a loader was applied to the skin surface over the
spinous process. Hydrostatic stresses of the same order of magnitude were calculated in the
FE analyses at the ischial tuberosity.
The analyses with the rotationally-symmetric FE model calculated a maximum von Mises stress in
the soft material around the ischial tuberosity, close to the bone-soft tissue interface and a
maximum hydrostatic stress in the soft material under the bony prominence.

The stress

distributions were similar in magnitude and form to those calculated in Chow's model (1978). It is
difficult to make a detailed quantative comparison between the stress values because different
load distributions were applied in the two studies, and the geometry of the models was
significantly different. Interface shear stresses caused the von Mises stresses to more than
double in the system that was analysed by Chow. With the analyses in this chapter, it has been
shown that the peak von Mises stresses may increase or decrease depending on the exact
configuration of the system.
The implications of the results reported in this chapter for seat design are discussed fully in
Section 8 5.
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CHAPTER 8

E XP E R IM E N TA L
BODY-SEAT

8.1

AND

A N A LY TIC A L

R ESU LTS

FROM

THE

INTERFACE

Background and Scope

Up to this point in the study, a system for producing shaped supporting surfaces for the body
has been developed and tested. The effects of seat shape, interface friction and body posture
have been investigated with simple finite element models. It appears from these studies that
the shape of the seat has a great effect on the stresses within the soft tissues of the body
during sitting. In general the deeper the supporting surface and the closer the shape of the
seat to the external body shape, the more even the von Mises stress distribution and hence the
lower the maxima in the soft tissues.
In this chapter the interface pressures and deformations calculated from the FE analyses in the
previous chapter are reported. The correlation between these calculated interface quantities
and the stress state within the tissues is examined, to see whether it may be possible to predict
the stress state in the soft tissues from outside the body.

The tissues under the ischial

tuberosity and around the sacrum and coccyx are investigated because of their susceptibility to
pressure sores. Interface measurements that could be a useful clinical tool for determining the
optimum seat or cushion design for an individual are proposed. The pressure distribution is also
reported when the able-bodied subject was sitting on a rigid seat which was the same shape as
the suspended buttock. The measured interface pressure distribution is compared with the
pressures calculated in the FE analyses.

Principles of shaped seating design are discussed

and shape designs are suggested for specific seating requirements.

8.2

Interface Pressures and Deformations Calculated from FE Analyses

In each of the analyses described in the last chapter, the interface pressures and deformations
when the weight of the body was supported through the seat were calculated.

For the models

with the ischial tuberosity, it was assumed that half the weight transferred through the buttocks
during sitting, was transferred through the seats in the FE analyses (166-9 N). For the analyses
with the sacrum, the weight transferred through the seat sections was estimated from interface
pressure measurements on a planar seat (0 38 N).
Approximate pressure distributions between the body and the seat surfaces in the FE models
were calculated from the position and forces on the nodes at the interface.

The normal forces

on nodes at the interface were assumed to be associated with half of the surface area of each of
the two adjacent elements.

In the axi-symmetric analyses, the forces on the central axis were

calculated to be zero. The formulation of STIF84 elements was such that the forces through the
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mid-side nodes were less than those through the corner nodes.

Therefore the pressures

associated with the nodes at the mid-side and corners of the elements were calculated and
averaged in order to obtain smoothly varying distributions. A Stineman interpolation was made
between the non-zero pressure results in analyses 1 to 5 (Cricket Graph Macintosh Software,
Reference Manual). The data was not extrapolated to the central axis, due to the limited load
information in this region.

300 ,

i

The calculated pressure distributions are shown in Figure 36.
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In analyses 1 to 5 the maximum pressures were under the ischial tuberosity and they then
decreased with distance from the axis of revolution. The peak pressure was very much smaller
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in the analyses with contoured seat shapes, compared to the analysis with a planar seat. In
analyses 6 to 10 the pressure distributions were very similar. The interface pressures increased
with distance from the central axis. The distributions went from zero on the axis to near-constant
values of about 40 mmHg (5 3 KPa) over most of the interface. The pressures further increased
by about 10 mmHg before the interface boundary was reached. Thus the ring of peak pressure
was around the boundary of the interface.

In analyses 6 to 9, the trough in the pressure

distribution under the ischial tuberosity was wider, when the seat was locally deepened along
the axis of revolution.
Compared to the results with shallow seats, the interface pressure distributions were more
evenly distributed over the interface and the peak pressures were lower in the analyses with
deeply shaped seats. The maximum pressure values ranged from under 50 mmHg (6 7 KPa)
when the seat depth was 105 mm (analysis 7) to over 80 mmHg (10 7 KPa) when the seat depth
was 40 mm (analysis 13).
In the plane strain analyses of the central section through the buttock, the maximum interface
pressures were between 36 mmHg (analysis B) and 54 mmHg (analysis E). The pressure peak
was at or close to the tip of the sacrum in analyses A, 0, and F. The interface pressure peak was
anterior to the tip of the sacrum in analyses B and D. In analysis E there were two pressure
peaks, one close to the sacrum and one located at a more anterior position along the interface.
The calculated pressure distributions are shown in Figure 37.
The soft tissue surface deformations from each analysis were compared. The outlines were
graphically aligned such that the bony interfaces were superimposed.

In general the body

surfaces moved inward in the areas where there was contact between the body and the seat,
and moved outward in the areas outside the boundary of contact. When contact was locally lost
due to a depression in the seat, the soft tissue surface moved either inwards or outwards by a
small amount in these regions. The soft tissue surface deformations from analyses 1 to 13 are
shown in Appendix 11. The soft tissue surface deformations were largest along the axis of
revolution in analyses 1 to 5. They ranged from over 48 mm in analysis 1 to less than 22 mm in
analysis 5.
When the seats were shaped similarly to the soft tissue surface (6 to 10), the body deformations
were a lot smaller than in analyses 1 to 5. For analysis 6 the maximum displacement of a node at
the surface of the body (relative to the bone-soft tissue interface) was 13 5 mm. For analyses 6
to 10, the maximum inward displacement was located lateral to the central axis. There were
lower levels of deformation at the tissue surface under the ischial tuberosity, when the depth of
the seat along the axis of revolution was increased (analyses 6 to 9). The deformations were
smaller and more evenly distributed when the seats were deeply contoured. For example, the
maximum surface deformation in the area of contact was only 15 mm in model 7.
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From the analyses of the central section through the buttock, the maximum displacement of
nodes in contact with the seat was between 8 0 mm (analysis B) and 14 4 mm (analysis C). For
most of the analyses, the maximum displacements were located near the mid-point of the bodyseat interface. The soft tissue surface deformations from each of the plane strain analyses are
shown In Figure 37.
In the next section, the interface quantities which have been described in this section were
related to the stress state in the soft material, to see whether it might be possible to gain
information on the stress distribution in the soft tissues from outside the body.
8.3

Correlation in FE Analyses between Interface Data and the Stress State
in Soft Tissues

The relationships between the stress state in the soft tissues and quantities which could be
measured non-invasively on seated patients were investigated by examining the results from
the FE analyses. The relationships were examined between interface pressures, deformations,
pressure gradients and the vertical load supported at the interface and the peak von Mises
stress in the soft tissue near the bony prominence.

Both the ischial tuberosity and the

sacrococcygeal region are considered below. The tissues over the dorsal surface of the sacrum
are considered in Appendix 12.
The interface pressures and pressure gradients were difficult to calculate accurately from the FE
analyses, because of the concentration of loading at the nodes on the interface. To calculate
pressure gradients, a polynomial curve was drawn through the pressure values in the region of
interest with commercially available software (Cricket Graph®, graphics software for the
Macintosh computer).

In most cases fifth-order polynomial equations fitted the pressure

distributions best and the squares of the correlation coefficients were greater than 0 95. The
pressure gradients were estimated from the equations.
Under the Ischial Tuberosity
With the analyses of the soft tissue around the ischial tuberosity (models 1 to 13),

the

correlation between the von Mises stress maxima in the tissues and interface quantities was
investigated when 186.9 N vertical load was transferred through the seats. The peak von Mises
stress in the column of material within a 10 mm radius of the axis of revolution was noted. The
pressures, pressure gradients, vertical loading and interface deformations were calculated at
points along the interface up to a horizontal distance of 25 mm from the axis. The relationships
involving vertical load and deformation at the interface are shown in Figure 38 and those
involving interface pressures and pressure gradients in Appendix 13.
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The peak von Mises stress at the tip of the ischial tuberosity was large in anaiyses where there
was a large vertical deformation under the ischial tuberosity. The relationship between the two
quantities was close to exponential. Near linear correlations were found between the peak von
Mises stresses and the vertical load supported through areas of the interface directly under the
ischial tuberosity, with horizontal diameters between 20 and 50 mm. The peak von Mises stress
tended to be large In analyses where the Interface pressure and pressure gradient under the
ischial tuberosity were large. However the correlation between these quantities was limited.
There was most scatter at iocations ciose to the axis of revolution, probably due to limited load
information in these regions.
Under the Tip of the Sacrum
With the analyses of sections through the sacrum (modeis A to F), the correlation between the
von Mises stress maxima near the tip of the sacrum and interface quantities was observed when
0.38 N verticai load was transferred through the seats. The interface pressures, pressure
gradients, vertical loading and the deformations at points on the interface up to 25 mm
horizontaiiy from the tip of the sacrum were examined. The peak von Mises stresses in the soft
material tended to be large when the pressure, interface deformation and totai vertical load were
high at the nearby interface. However the scatter in these relationships was greater than with
the ischiai tuberosity. There was no significant correlation between the interface pressure
gradient and the von Mises stress peaks at the tip of the sacrum. The reiationships involving
vertical load and deformations at the interface are shown in Figure 38 and those involving
interface pressures and pressure gradients in Appendix 13.

Discussion
In the theoretical analyses there was not a simple, accurate method of relating measurements
outside the body to the stress distribution in the soft tissue-iike material near a bony
prominence. The verticai deformation of the interface and the totai vertical load supported
through an area of the interface under the bony prominence were the most reiiable indicators of
the stress distribution.

For an even stress distribution in the soft tissues the body surface

dispiacements, and ioads supported at the interface under the bony prominence should be
lower than in other areas of the interface. The approach of caiculating the totai load supported
through an area of the body, rather than using interface pressure measurements directly,
agrees with the empirical work of Drummond et al (1985).

They showed that the risk of

uiceration is high when more than 30 percent of the weight of the body is supported through
one ischium, more than 11 percent through the saccrococcygeal area or more than 55 percent
through the ischia and saccrococcygeum in combination.
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Previously it has been suggested that an even pressure distribution at the interface between a
person and a cushion wiil give the optimum support for pressure sore prevention. The results
from this study suggest that for an even stress distribution in the tissues of the buttock, the
pressures under the bony prominence should be lower than those in other regions of the bodysupport interface.
Body surface deformation measurements could also be useful in the design and assessment of
cushioning and seating since they may give an indication of the distortionai stress state in the
adjacent soft tissues.

For seating and cushioning design purposes the person could sit on a

shaped template seat and the soft tissue thickness over the bony prominences could be
measured with uitra-sound, or with smail indenters. The thickness of the soft tissues prior to the
interaction with the seat would have to be measured at the same anatomical location.
Cioser correlations were found with the anaiyses of the ischiai tuberosity compared to the
anaiyses of the sections through the sacrum. The inferior correlation in the sacral model could
be a consequence of its more complex geometry or of the smaller loads supported through the
seat sections.

It may be that some of the scatter in the piots of pressure and pressure gradient

was due to the approximate method of estimating the interface pressure distribution. It was not
possible to apply pressure loading with ANSYS software, and therefore it was difficult to
determine whether this was the case.

8.4

Comparison of Experimental and Calculated Interface Pressures.

The pressure distribution between the body of the subject and a contoured seat was examined
and compared with the pressure distributions which were caiculated from the theoretical models
in Section 8 2. This provided a means of assessing the validity of the results of the modelling.
The methodoiogy and equipment used to make the measurements are described in Chapter 2.
The average pressure normal to the surface at each grid point is shown in Figure 39. For clarity
approximate contours were drawn around the grid points above pressure levels of 25, 50 75,
100 and 200 mmHg. There was a pressure peak which was over 200 mmHg (26 7 kPa) at the
iocation of the distal sacrum. The interface pressure over the most of the contact area was
between 25 and 50 mmHg. There were smail areas of the interface under each ischiai tuberosity
where the pressure was between 50 and 65 mmHg (6 7 - 8 7 kPa). Over the lateral and
posterior upper borders of the interface the pressure was less than 25 mmHg (3 3 kPa).
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The measured pressure distribution was compared with the calculated pressure distributions
from the FE analyses, where there were similar seat shapes. A pressure distribution was
calculated from model 6, which decreased to about 25 mmHg in the area of the interface directly
under the ischial tuberosity. The measured pressure distribution was cioser in form to those
predicted by models 4 and 5, where the seats did not foliow the contours of the body so closeiy.
With modei A, where the seat section had a simiiar shape to the central section through the
manufactured seat, little contact was made with the back of the seat, and thus the anaiysis clearly
did not realisticaiiy represent the system in which the pressure distribution had been measured.
The analysis was repeated with the body initially located further back relative to the seat section
so there was greater contact with the back of the seat. A location 20 mm further to the back of
the seat was selected, since it was though that this might give a contact region simiiar to the one
that was measured.

When 1 8 N was supported through the seat section, the calculated

pressure distribution was simiiar in form and magnitude to the measured one. However the
maximum calculated pressure was still lower than the measured one. The calculated pressure
distributions are shown in Appendix 14.
The measured pressure distribution with the subject sitting on a planar seat (described in
Chapter 5) was compared with the pressure distribution calculated from theoretical model B.
The theoretical pressures were very evenly distributed, similarly to with the measurements,
however the area in contact with the seat was smailer and thus the calculated pressures were
higher.
Various factors could have contributed to the differences between the calcuiated and measured
pressure distributions. The contoured seat did not have exactiy the same geometry as the
unloaded buttock when the subject was in the sitting position, because the shape of the seat
was not exactly the same as the average casting of the suspended buttock and the casting
process may have affected the shape of the 'unloaded' buttock. Also the presence of interface
shear forces when the measurements were taken could have lead to errors in the readings from
the pressure transducers and also could have affected the extent to which the tissues were
constrained by the seat and therefore the load distribution at the interface. The curvature of the
seat may aiso have affected the output from the transducers. The simpiified material formulation
for the soft tissue-iike material and the geometry in the theoretical models would both have
limited the extent to which the modeis resembied the reai system.
In this section the interface pressure distribution produced by the able-bodied subject sitting on
one seat shape was measured and compared with analyticai results. From the measurements of
interface shape, dispiacement and pressure and the theoretical analyses, criteria were
suggested in the next section, on which basis shaped seating and cushioning couid be
designed.
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8.5

Application of Results to Clinical Seat Design

The empirical and theoretical results from the previous chapters were used to propose design
algorithms for shaped seating and cushioning which could be integrated into a CAD/CAM
production system.

In Chapter 7 the effects of various seat- and body-related factors on the

stresses distributed in the tissues were investigated.

It was analytically shown that the

distortionai stress concentration around bony prominences couid be reduced by shaping
seating similarly to the external geometry of the soft tissue surrounding the bony prominences.
The proposals for seat shape designs were derived from the needs of the chair-bound
population, the results of the FE anaiyses, the measurements in Chapters 2 and 3, and other
considerations discussed below.
The optimum designs of supporting surface depend on the specific seating requirements of the
client (e.g. postural control, pressure sore prevention, reduction in discomfort, ability to move
around on the chair) and their physical characteristics (e.g. weight, body shape, soft tissue
stiffness, posture, soft tissue thickness). When someone is sitting the weight of the upper
body is transferred through the soft tissues which surround the pelvis and femora. Distortionai
stresses tend to be concentrated around the skeletal bony prominences such as the ischial
tuberosities, sacrum and trochanters (see Chapter 7). The body weight and sitting posture
determine the totai vertical load transferred through the body-seat interface.

Postural

adjustments may redistribute the body weight between the back rests, arm rests, foot supports
and the seat. The position of the pelvis during sitting aiso influences the distribution of the
body weight over the area of the interface. The material properties, geometry, and interactions
of the soft tissues also affect the internal stress distributions and state of strain near the
body/seat interface.
The action of the seat on the body influences the distribution of stresses within the soft tissues
and this depends on the seat's design.
In the ischial region, a supporting surface for pressure sore prevention should be shaped
similarly to the suspended buttock. With this type of supporting surface, the gross lateral soft
tissue dispiacements which occur during sitting on a flat surface, can be reduced or prevented.
It was shown in Chapter 7 that a supporting surface which was shaped similarly to the contours of
the buttock prior to deformation, vastly reduces the distortionai stresses and hydrostatic
pressure gradients in the soft material around a bony prominence. In the smail area directly
under the ischial tuberosities, the seat contour can be locally depressed to reduce the strain
energy in this iocation stiii further (similarly to with FE model 9). A localised depression of only a
few millimetres over an area of about 20 mm^ under the bony prominence, is needed to remove
the distortionai stress concentration completely.
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However this increases the total load through

the rest of the interface, causing the stresses and deformations over the rest of the interface to
increase.
Distortionai stress concentrations occur in the soft tissue at the tip and dorsal surface of the
sacrum with many seats.

The comparatively thin nature of the soft tissue around the sacrum

means the stress concentrations are greatly affected by soft tissue compressions of only a few
millimeters. To reduce these von Mises stress concentrations in this area with shaped seats,
there should be no contact between the seat and the body in the region of the sacrum. This
design strategy results in a reduction in interface area available to support the body weight, and
so is not without cost. It is difficult to produce effective shaped seating for a person whose
pelvis is severely posteriorly rotated during sitting. The region of the body available for load
bearing through the seat is dominated by the sacrum,

ideally in this situation, the position of the

person's pelvis should be changed by the use of back supports, an alteration in seat orientation,
knee straps, etc. However this might not be possible or desirable in all clients and for these
people a seat cushion should be specially designed to support the weight of the upper body
through the gluteal muscles and proximal thighs. A tendency to slide forward in the seat is often
experienced by chair-bound people with a posteriorly rotated pelvis. In some cases it would be
possible to stop this occurring by providing a ‘shelf in the seat to support the proximal thighs
and also holding the pelvis in position.
The perineum and genitalia are other regions where there may be a special need for reducing
the risk of pressure sores. The damp, unhygenic conditions associated with incontinence are
thought to be predisposing factors to pressure sores in these regions (Cochrane, 1990). Again
the best solution for removing this risk in the region is to remove the load, by moving the seat
surface outward away from the body. The loads which would no longer be supported in this area
could be supported through the gluteal muscles and the proximal thighs with most people.
These regions of the body are well covered in muscle, adipose tissue and skin, and there are
few underlying bony prominences which could act as stress raisers and bring about soft tissue
damage.
Many chair-bound people are able to shift themselves around in their seat and in this way they
are able to periodically reduce or remove the loading on the soft tissues. This is probably an
important mechanism which prevents the tissues getting damaged (Reddy, 1990) and should
therefore not be prevented by a supporting surface. For a person who is not able to move
around in the chair under any circumstances, the cushion design should maximise soft tissue
containment.

It may be possible to allow the sitter to change position on the seat and still

redistribute the body weight away from the bony prominences by shaping the seat. When this is
not possible, a balance must be reached between these two seating requirements.
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One potential problem with shaped seating is that of a person sitting at an unforseen iocation on
the shaped surface. This could cause stress concentrations in unexpected regions of the body
and, for those people with no sensation from the buttocks and thighs, this could be particularly
dangerous. This could be prevented with shaped seating, by giving clear instructions to the
person on how to check position, contouring the seat so the person tends to siips into the
correct position and ensuring that there are no prominent areas on the supporting surface near
the bony prominences.
Another vitai function of seating is the control of sitting position. A cushion can provide laterai
forces to hoid the pelvis in a fixed position on the seat. It may also be required to abduct the
hips, by providing forces on the medial surface of the distal thigh.

Chair-bound people

commonly have a non-fixed lateral tilt to their pelvis and a non-fixed spinal scoliosis while sitting.
Corrective ioading can be applied through the cushion or seat to reduce or remove the pelvic
obiiquity. The seat shouid appiy additional loads to the lower side of the pelvis to force it into a
more symmetrical location (Patterson & Michael, 1991).
However a fixed or nearly-fixed deformity at the hips, pelvis or iower spine is iikely to produce
iocaily high loading under the pelvis or thighs (Drummond et al., 1985). For these people a
seating intervention to correct posture could produce even higher locaiised loading. This may
lead to an unacceptable risk of pressure sores. Thus a balance between postural correction and
weight redistribution has to be reached when designing cushioning for such people. In some
cases it may be possible to improve posture by other means (lumbar supports, trunk braces,
changing the orientation of the seat) and then to redistribute weight with a cushion once the
person is sitting in the best posture.
8.6

Examples of Shaped Seat Surface Designs

Designs for specific clinical requirements can now be developed using the principles described
in the sections above. The work in the previous chapters could lead us to suggest that there is a
unique optimum seat design for each subject, depending on his or her seating requirements
and body characteristics. However shaped seat cushioning is aiso produced in standard shapes
with contours and 'cut outs' over regions vulnerable to pressure sores. Such cushions are
probabiy better than flat foam cushions for the large group of chairbound people who require
comfort and postural support from their cushion and who are not at high risk of pressure sores.
Inevitabiy the envelopment of the buttocks and the extent of lateral support provided by
standardised cushions are less than that which could be provided by individualised designs.
Computer-aided manufacture is still a quick, automated method of producing contoured
surfaces for such cushions. To be abie to adjust the shape and size of the cushions to fit an
individuai, computer aided design wouid be required.
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The shape design of ‘off-the-shelf seat cushions requires detaiied information of the
anthropometry and weight of the chair-bound population. Data is available on the width of the
hips, distance from the back of the buttock to the back of the knee and distance apart of the tips
of the ischial tuberosities whilst sitting (Diffrient et al., 1974; Chung & Weimar, 1988; Harris &
Mayfield, 1983). The information has been tabulated in Appendix 15.
The distance between the back of the seat and the back of the buttocks varies over several
centimeters depending on the seating circumstances of an individual. With ‘standard’ shaped
seating a strip could be cut off the back of the standard surfaces to achieve the necessary
dimensions. Examples of customised and ‘off-the-shelf designs are described and sketched in
Figure 40. Typical dimensions for the surfaces are shown in Appendix 16.

Shaped Supporting Surface to Improve Comfort and to Control Pelvic Position
This supporting surface design would be useful for people who have poor control of the
position of their peivis on the seat or who are uncomfortable during sitting due to excessive
loading of the ischiai or sacrai regions of the buttock. This design would be effective if it were
available in a range of standard sizes and shapes. To ailow for body motion during sitting, the
contours wouid be quite shaliow (for exampie, 40 mm deep) and ‘open’. It would not be idea for
peopie who are at high risk of pressure sores or who have a pronounced postural asymmetry
during sitting that could not be reduced via a seating intervention.

Shaped Supporting Surface to Reduce the Risk of Pressure Sores around the Pelvis
This supporting surface design would be useful to someone who has developed a pressure
sores over the left buttock, as a result of an oblique pelvis causing weight bearing through the
left buttock and who is not able to move around in their seat. It is designed to contain the soft
tissues in the gluteal region of the buttock and to minimise the load supported through the left
ischium. The pelvic obliquity is neither increased or corrected by the seat. This design would
need to be customised to the body characteristics of each client. The surface geometry in
Figure 40 is based on the shape of the able-bodied female who was measured in the early
chapters of this thesis.
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FIGURE 40
Examples of shapes seat surfaces for specific clinical problems
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Shaped Supporting Surface to prevent the Body Moving Forward in the Seat and /or an Anterior
Pelvic Rotation
This supporting surface design would be useful to people who have a pronounced posterior
pelvic tiit which is causing them to slip forward on the seat. It would be used in conjunction with a
sacral pad, so that correcting forces would be supplied through the proximal thigh and sacral pad
to force the hips into flexion and the pelvis into a position where its dorsai surface has iess of a
postero-inferior orientation. Also such designs would have to be well tested to ensure the client
would not slip forward onto the thigh support.

Shaped Supporting Surface to Allow Full Motion of the Body on the Seat
This design would be useful to someone who needs to and is able to move around in their seat,
but is uncomfortable due to load bearing through one or both ischial tuberosities or through the
sacrum. It could be designed with ‘cut outs' over one or more of the the bony prominences. By
keeping the ‘cut-outs' shallow and of small area, there is a minimal reduction in contact area and
there is unlikeiy to be a change in pelvic orientation due to the ‘cut-outs'. This design would be
most effective if it were available in severai sizes.

The designs to meet particular clinical needs could be produced as prototypes. It would then
be necessary to test them extensively.
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CHAPTER 9

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS

In this work a system to produce individually shaped supporting surfaces for chair-bound peopie
was researched into and developed. The system was made versatile by the use of computerbased technology for measuring body shape, and for designing and manufacturing the
supporting surfaces.

It was shown from the testing of, and clinical experience with the

supporting surfaces, that surfaces produced with the system can improve comfort, control
posture and redistribute the body weight over the body-support interface. These findings are
consistent with the results of studies from the Rehabilitation Engineering Center at the
University of Virginia. These have shown superior posture and pressure distributions for groups
of peopie sitting on customised, contoured wheeichair cushioning compared to other cushion
designs (Sprigle et ai, 1990-B, Sprigle & Chung, 1989).
From the resuits of the analyticai studies, it appears that shaped seating can greatiy reduce the
distortionai stress peaks and the hydrostatic pressure gradients around the skeletal bony
prominences.

In general when the body-seat interface is similariy shaped to the undeformed

body surface, the ioad is well distributed through the tissues and internal distortions have been
minimised. It was also found that for the optimum stress distribution in the tissues, the load
supported at the interface under a bony prominence should be lower than in other areas of the
interface. The seat design information that was found from these studies couid be integrated
into the CAD/CAM system for seat production.
There were differences between the interface pressure distributions and soft tissue stiffnesses
caiculated from the analytical studies and measured on the subject. By developing analyticai
models with more realistic geometries and soft tissue characteristics, pressures and
deformations could probably be calculated which resemble the real system to a greater extent. It
was not possible to gain information from the analytical studies on the interactions between
tissues such as muscle and skin because a homogeneous soft tissue layer was considered.
The impiications of the studies for the design of body contoured seating for the chair-bound
population have to be extrapoiated from the results, because the model was based on a single
able-bodied subject. Many chair-bound people will have a less extensive soft tissue covering
and with more viscous, iess eiastic tissues than the person measured in this study.

If the

theoretical models had been based on measurements of such individuals, the detailed results
would probably have been affected. Sprigle et al noted that people with flaccid tissues produce
a deeper, narrower interface shape compared to people with spastic tissues when sitting on
pianar foam biocks (1990-A).
Shaped seats and cushions are often made from, or lined in, soft materials to accommodate
body movements during sitting, vibrations from the ground, and geometric mismatch between
the body and the seat. The deformation of the supporting material was not studied in the
theoreticai and empirical work to simplify the system under examination. The combined effect of
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material properties and seat surface shape is an important area for further study. Empirical and
analytical studies wouid be necessary to fuiiy examine these combined effects, however the
behaviour can be reasoned out in general terms from the effects of the supporting surfaces in
the present study. The fundamental factors affecting the performance of a shaped, deformable
seat for an individual are the surface shape, material properties, boundary constraints and
dimensions of the seating material. A soft seating material wouid be a disadvantage if the seat
had been heavily contoured to provide constraining forces to the tissues around the bony
prominences, because the sides of the troughs on the seat surface would spread out laterally
when loaded. The seat would have to have very steep initial contours to balance this effect.
If a cushion surface is only slightly contoured, a soft cushioning material would be an advantage
because it wouid be able to spread out of heavily loaded areas, thus reducing the loading of the
tissues under the bony prominences. However with soft cushioning materials, in localised areas
the cushioning material may not be abie to support the weight of the body without becoming
over-compressed. Sprigle et al noted that the decrease in thickness of contoured cushioning at
the bottom of troughs, leads to a localised reduction in the stiffness of the cushion in these
regions (1990-B). The level of load which can be supported through various thicknesses and
stiffnesses of shaped cushioning material before excessive compression occurs could be
determined in a laboratory-based investigation.

One method of utilising soft materials in

contoured cushioning might be to make cushions with a firm shell and a soft inner core. This
construction would limit the amount by which the interface contours were reduced on loading.
However the soft cushioning would not have to be very thin or very soft to avoid 'bottoming'.
One method of clinical assessment for the design of individualised, shaped cushioning wouid
be to have a set of ‘test’ surfaces, which were instrumented for pressure distribution and
interface deformation measurements. The patient would be asked to try a number of these
surfaces and the resulting interface ioad distribution, and soft tissue deformations would be
measured on each. The fine adjustments to the designs on the computer could be made,
based on the measurements.

The 'adjusted' design would then be produced with the

computer aided manufacturing techniques discussed in Appendix 1. It would also be possible
to manufacture 'off-the-shelf shaped cushioning for groups of chair-bound peopie with similar
seating needs with computer-aided production techniques. These cushions however could
not provide the intimate envelopment of the buttock, given by individually shaped supports.
The performance of anatom ically shaped designs could be tested out further with
measurements of interface properties and posture. The success of a design depends on the
seating needs of the person who will use it, therefore careful subject selection wouid be
required for similar designs to be tested in the same study. The efficacy of shaped cushioning
in controlling and correcting sitting posture in chair-bound people could be demonstrated.

It

might be possible to provide corrective forces through the seat when a deformity is not fixed.
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The posture of the seated subjects could be assessed by measuring the shape of the trunk with
a body shape scanner such as ISIS (Oxford Metrics, UK), or by measuring the position of
markers on the bony prominences with a device such as the 3Space Isotrak (Polhemus
Navigation Systems, USA).

Sprigle and Schuch have suggested that interface contour

measurements are useful for the evaluation of posture (1993). The more the deformity is fixed
or where there is a high risk of pressure sores under the main regions of loading, it would not be
possible to correct the deformity through the seat to the same extent.
From the studies reported in this thesis the following have been concluded:
1. It is possible to develop a system to produce supporting surfaces for the body where the
system is operable by a therapist and technician, the measurement equipment is portable,
and the design and manufacturing process is of less than two hour duration.
2. Seat surfaces that are anatomically contoured have been shown to improve comfort, and
redistribute vertical loading to areas of the body-seat interface which are less susceptible to
pressure sores.
3. Concentrations of distortionai stress develop in the soft tissues around the bony
prominences of the pelvis when the body is loaded against a supporting surface. The more
the soft tissues around the body are displacement constrained by the supporting surface,
the lower the distortionai stress concentration in the soft tissues.
4.

Good indicators of the stress distribution around the bony prominences are the
deformation of the body surface and the vertical load supported at the nearby body-seat
interface.

For the optimum stress distribution in the tissues the load supported at the

interface under the bony prominences should be lower than in other areas of the interface
and the interface shape should be similar to the shape of the unloaded buttock.
5.

The location and distribution of the hydrostatic and distortionai loading in the soft tissue is
highly influenced by the posture of the seated person. When the pelvis is posteriorly
rotated, a lot of load is transferred through the sacrum, and there is a very high
concentration of distortionai stress in the soft tissues in this region.

6.

When the body moves about on a seat surface and there is a high friction coefficient at the
body-seat interface, the soft tissues are constrained by the interface forces and additional
distortionai stress develops In the soft tissues. If the body remained stationary on a shaped
supporting surface, interface friction can reduce the distortionai loading by preventing the
soft tissues flowing away from the bony prominences.

The scope for further study of the issues covered in this thesis is extensive, as described earlier
in Chapter 9.
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APPENDIX 1

SECTION A

DEVELOPMENT & TESTING OF A CAD/CAM SEATING SYSTEM

Development of System

In this Appendix, the development of a computerised system to produce individuaily-shaped
supports for the body is described. The performance criteria are :
The system should be operable by a therapist and technician.
The measurement equipment should be portable, so that the procedure can be performed in a
hospitai ward or a ciient's home.
The design and manufacturing process shouid be of iess than 2 hours duration, so that iow cost
support systems can readiiy be avaiiable to the ciient.
For a reiatively soft cushioning material the manufactured surface should be accurate to within 4
mm of the required surface at all points, since locaiised errors of this height are uniikeiy to affect
the overall support characteristics. For a reiativeiy rigid supporting surface, greater accuracy may
be necessary.
The procedure shouid be applicabie to the production of individualiy-shaped back supports as
well as seat cushions.
An on-site faciiity to produce body-shaped supports such as wheeichair seating and cushioning
was required to provide a service for ciients from the Royai National Orthopaedic Hospitai. The
client group was mainiy orthopaedic patients who required cushioned supporting surfaces in order
to reduce discomfort and control posture.
Shape

M easurem ent.

A method of seat production was deveioped through an evaluation of the previous methods,
creation of possibie procedures and testing of concepts and mock-ups. Some of the tests which
were important in the deveiopment are described in the foliowing sections together with the
procedures which wouid be normaiiy used for providing a service to clients. Shape measurement
was performed by the vacuum consoiidation procedure whose principles have been described by
Neiham (1975). This aliowed the body to maintain the sitting position during measurement and
ailowed immediate shape modifications to be made. The measuring bag consisted of polystyrene
beads, surrounded by a 30 micron thick layer of extensible polyurethane sheet (Platilon, Plate
Bonn G.m.b.H., Bonn, Germany).
The effects of various externai factors on the interface pressure distribution were explored with
measurements on two able bodied individuais. Pressure distribution measurements were made
with shaped surfaces under the bags and also after the shape of the bag surface had been
modified post-consolidation. The effects on pressure distribution of horizontal and sloped rigid,
pianar seat surfaces and surfaces which were siightly concave under the ischium were examined. It
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was found that the interface pressure distributions were highly dependent on the surface under
the bag, the number and initial distribution of the beads inside the bag and the posture of the
subject.

Ten pressure maps were measured with one able-bodied subject repeatedly sitting on

the bag, with a fiat surface under it.

The bag extended at least 70 mm beyond the body contact

area both laterally and posteriorly and about half the volume of the bag was filled with beads. The
subject sat in a predetermined repeatable sitting position (see Chapter 2).

Interface pressure

measurements were taken after the subject had been seated for four minutes and the bag had
been consolidated. No shape rectifications were attempted prior to the measurement.
The Texas Interface Pressure Evaluator was used during the initial testing and for subsequent
clinical work to monitor the whole of the body-seat interface without the subject having to be
repositioned between pressure measurements.

The Evaluator consists of a pad containing a

twelve by twelve array of interconnected cells at 29 mm intervals. A printed circuit on the inside of
the pad gave contact switches in each cell. The cells measured the average pressure over an area
of 22 mm in diameter. Because of the extent of the device major alterations to the load distribution
across the interface could be expected, so inevitably the device could only be used to estimate and
compare interface pressures. Maximum errors of less than 5 percent and a resolution of ±2 mmHg
(0.3 kPa) have been reported for this device (Garber et ai, 1978).
The pressure maps for repeated sitting are shown in Figure 1A. The distributions were similar but
not identical. The maxima were located under, or slightly proximal to, the ischial tuberosities and
ranged from 69 mmHg to 81 mmHg (9.2 to 10.8 kPa). The approximate area of the interface
between the body and the bag ranged from 94 to 106 cm^. The correlation between pressure
readings in the same coiumns and rows was calculated to quantify the reproducibility of the
readings over repeated sittings. The pressure maps were assumed to be optimally aligned. A fifthorder polynomial was fitted to the data, using commercial software and the coefficient of correlation
for each row and column was calculated to quantify the reproducibility of the readings over repeated
sittings.

The method did not simultaneously take account of the pressure readings from the

surrounding transducers which were not in the column or row under consideration. The calculated
correlation factors were generally greater than 0 8 for the columns and greater than 0 5 for the rows
(see Section B), where a correlation factor of 0 is for random distributions and 1 is for identical ones.
The difference between the distributions can be partly accounted for by a large transducer spacing
resulting in peak pressures being unrecorded in the regions between the transducers. In addition
it is likely that small variations in the posture of the subject, and in the distribution of beads in the
bag prior to and during consolidation also had an effect on the load distribution across the interface
(and also the interface shape).
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When the surface was moved outward radially locally under the ischial tuberosities and sacrum the
local pressure decreased and when it was moved inward under the giuteal muscles and the
proximal thighs, it increased. A concave surface to the rigid seat under the bag increased the
ioading on the lateral parts of the interface and decreased the high loading under the ischia and
along the central axis of the area of contact. The pressures were particularly sensitive to surface
modification over the bony prominences.
A procedure for clinical shape measurement was established from the exploratory activities which
are described above.

The measurements were usuaily performed on the chair in which the ciient

intended to use the cushion.

The bag was roughiy shaped prior to the subject sitting.

The

interface pressure mat was then positioned on the bag surface. After the air had been partiy
sucked out of the bag, the client was removed and the bag surface was rectified by manipulation or
by inserting wedge-shaped blocks under the bag. The client was re-seated and the pressure
distribution remeasured. It usually took several alterations before a shape was produced which was
acceptabie to the ciient and other individuais invoived in his or her care on the basis of subjective
comfort, pressure distribution and the client's position and abiiity to move about in the shape.
Once the ciient had been removed, the bag orientation and the shape of the surface in contact with
the body, were measured with the 3 dimensionai position measuring device (Polhemus Navigation
Systems, 3 Space ISOtrak®). The device is described in Section 2.2 of Chapter 2.

During

measurment of the bag surface shape, a grid of iight from a photographic eniarger was projected
onto the bag, as an aid to digitisation.
Data Processing and Manufacture
A smooth bivariate interpoiated grid was calculated from the cushion surface position data. A
routine caiied Surf from the IMSL library was used. The Fortran subroutines in this commercialiy
availabie library, can be incorporated into a user-written software.
Investigations were initiaily made to see whether Surf could generate the required contours and to
determine the effects of the interval between measurement points on the accuracy of the
generated surface. A curved 3 dimensionai 'test surface' was generated, based on an extremeiy
curved seat profiie (see Figure 1b). The height of the surface z varied aiong the x-axis but was
independent of y. The variation in z with x couid be fully described by a fifth-order polynomiai
equation. Thus ali the points on the surface were known. Sets of points were calculated along the
surface at 5 ,1 0 ,1 5 , 20, 25, 30, 35, 40 & 45 mm intervals along x and at y=0 and y=15 mm. These
data sets were assumed to have been measured. The routine Surf was used to generate points at
15 mm intervais along the x-axis and at y=0 and y=15 mm from each of the data sets. The
generated points were compared with the 'measured' surface (see Figure 1b).

When the

‘measurement’ interval was less than 15 mm, the generated points lay on the original surface.
When the interval between measurement points was 25 mm, the accuracy over the whole of the
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FIGURE 1B
Testing of smoothing algorithm : Surfaces generated by Surf'
smoothing subroutine from a representative measured' surface
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surface remained better than 2 mm. This was considered to be a sufficiently accurate degree of
precision and a 25 mm interval was therefore used between measurement points during
subsequent surface production.
The measured data points were transferred to a MicroVAX II computer. A program was written which
incorporated Surf to create the machining grid. When the program is run the user is prompted for
the dimensions of the required cushion and the height of keypoints on the lateral and back edges
of the cushion relative to the measured surface.
Another Fortran program was written by the author to create the machining program from the
machining grid. The machining program contained the toolpath, spindle speed and feed rate
commands. The commands were written in a language which was specially developed by the
company who made the CNC machine (Heidenhain programming language).

The tool path

algorithm moved the tool along one row and then back along the adjacent row, following a linear
path between machining points.

The machining program was exported from the MicroVAX

computer to the local memory of a 3-axis milling machine with a computer numerical controller via an
RS232 interface.
Blocks of high resilience polyurethane foam were set on the machining table by lateral
compressions of 8 mm.

The post release increases in the size of the final surface were

compensated for by a corresponding reduction in the interval between machining points in the grid
generated by the smoothing routine.

The change in height of the cushion post release was

neglected because of the low Poisson's ratio of polyurethane foams.

It was found that a spindle

speed of over 3,000 r.p.m. was required to cut the foam adequately. Lower speeds caused the
softer and reconstituted foams to rip or pull away from the tool during cutting. A feed rate of 14.5
mm/second was found to be the maximum which could safely be used.

The data for the pressure readings is presented in Section B. The selection of machining grid, tool
path and tool path radius was based on the production analysis described in Section C. The initial
testing of the system is described in Section D of this appendix.
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SECTION IB
Pressure Readings in the Same Coiumns and Rows
(measured with the same subject, same posture, same seat, same bag)
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SECTION G -

Production Analysis

The toolpath algorithm, point spacing and tool radius were selected from considerations of the
sources of error in the final surface. The toolpath was selected so the tool passed along a row
between adjacent maching points and returned in the opposite direction along the next row.
Relationship between toolpath and machining errors
The theoretical error from cutting a machining point with the tip of the tool, when the surface is at
a slope from horizontal can be calculated. This is estimated below for a planar surface at
orientation 0 when point P is cut by a tool of radius r.

d= maximum error from surface orientation; r = tool radius; 0 = local surface slope
The theoretical error is as follows :
dg = r (I-COS0)

......................... 1.1

The local slope of the surface was not expected to be greater than 35°. If the greatest tool radius
was limited to 20 mm , the maximum error caused at this slope was 3 6 mm. This error was below
that in the original specification, for a soft supporting material. Also the tissue under the bony
prominences is likely to be supported at the bottom of troughs where the slope of the supporting
surface is low. For these reasons a more complex tool path algorithm was not used.
Relationship between in-row point spacing and machining errors
An expression for the error from a linear interpolation between machining points in a row can be
formed in terms of the local surface radius and the in-row point spacing.
Point 1

Point 2

Where
P1, P2 are machining points;
di =maximum error;
r= radius of tool;
R=local radius of surface;
Di=distance between adjacent points
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Dl - 8 RdL + 4d^ =0

. 1.2

DL = 2 c^-^(2R-dL)°‘^

The largest acceptable point spacing along a row was estimated from equation 1 2. By deciding
dL=1 mm and assuming R=60 mm, the value for the spacing of points along a row was calculated to
be 22 mm. This along-row point spacing was used for production.
Relationship between inter-row point spacing and machining errors
An expression for the error from the finite spacing between rows can be derived in terms of the
spacing between rows and tool radius.
Row 1

Row 2

P2

Assuming Dw^ 2r
4 d ^ - 8 r d w + D^ = 0

.1.3

Dw = 2 c(^®(2r-dw)°-^

The largest acceptable distance apart of the rows was estimated from equation 1 3. By deciding
dw was 2 mm and assuming r =15 mm, the value for the spacing of points along a row was
calculated to be 15 mm. This between-row point spacing was used for production.

Reiationship between Cutting Time and Machining Errors
A balance between machining time and the accuracy of the finished surface had to be found. An
approximate parametric expression was derived from basic principles which related the time to cut a
surface to the tool radius, surface machining errors, the smallest local surface radius, the feed rate,
the dimensions of the surface and the average time for the tool to cut each point.
From observations of machining it was apparent that the table slowed down and speeded up
again when each machining point was cut. The time to cut each point was estimated from
measurements of the time to cut a row of points and a knowledge of the table feed rate.
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A ssum ing
Time for the tool to change direction at the end of each row is negligible.
The tool travels between points at a constant velocity.
It takes a uniform time to cut each point c

where
Minimum local radius of surface (mm)

=R

Tool radius (mm)

=r

Time to cut surface (sec)

=T

Feedrate (mm/sec)

=f

Length of surface (mm)

=L

Width of surface (mm)

=W

Height of ridge between rows (mm)

=dw

Error from linear interpolation along a row (mm)

=d

Tool time to siow down and speed up at each machining point (sec)

=c

Number of rows of machining points

= Nw

Number of points in each row

= Nl

Distance between points

= Dl

Distance between rows

= Dw

l

T = c Nw Nl + - ^
L

NL-1 = pj"

and

1.4
Nw-1 =

W

1.5a ,1.5b

Substituting 1.5a and 1.5b into 1.4 the following expression is formed.

This can be simplified
............................................

+ V)

By substituting 1.2 and 1.3 into 1.6, the foilowing expression can be derived :
T=

'

^
+ 1^
2d ° '^ ( 2r-dw)°'^

______ ÇL_______ + C + L ^
2d°-5(2R -dL)°®

.1.7

'

V

Figure 1C shows the relationship between the greatest machining error over the surface and the
cutting time, when values for the other variables in the equation are assumed. The relationship
suggested that the cutting times and surface tolerances in the original performance specification
(see Section A) could be simultaneously achieved.
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Assuming
R=60mm
f =14.5 mm/sec
c =1 sec
L =470 mm
W=450
r=15mm
dw = dL
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FIGURE 1C
Relationship between surface tolerance and cutting time
Equation 1.7 was also used to estimate the minimum tool radius which would give a machining time
of iess than 25 minutes. Assuming R=60 mm ; T=1500 sec ; f=14.5 mm/sec ; c=1 sec. ; L=470 mm;
W=450 mm ; d=4 mm , the tool radius was found to be 14.7 mm. In fact a tool which produced an
acceptabie cut was seiected from avaiiabiiity (Otto Bock, piastic machining rasp).
hemisphericai tip and a spike iength of 0.3 mm the effective radius of the tooi was 15 mm.
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SECTION D

Discussion and Initiai Testing of the System

A small-scale pilot trial of individually body-shaped wheelchair cushioning was performed. The
range of seating needs which exist within the disabled population and the existence of factors
such as motivation and environment make the assessment of comfort on seating and cushioning
systems a difficult task. Nonetheless a trial was considered essential at this stage, to establish
whether the continued development of the designs and production system was required. The
main aim of the trial was to see whether Individually body-contoured wheelchair seat cushions were
more comfortable than flat ones of equivalent design during long term sitting. The trial also gave
the opportunity to test out the production system on potential users.

The trial is reported in detail

in the publication which is reproduced in the following pages (Michael & Walker, 1990).
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Equipment assessment

Clinical trial of body-contoured wheelchair cushioning
SM Michael and PS Walker Department of Biomedical Engineering, Institute of Orthopaedics, University College, London

The preliminary trial of a body-contoured wheelchair cushioning system is
described. Ten wheelchair users w ere tested on individually contoured and on flat
cushions. A subjective assessm ent method was used to compare the cushions.
The contoured cushions produced higher median com fort rating than the flat ones.
The differences in com fort w ere found to be significant at the 10% level both over
the buttocks and overall.

Introduction
This study aimed to show whether bodycontoured cushions were more comfortable than
the equivalent unshaped ones. It was part of a
project to develop a system to produce
customized, shaped foam wheelchair cushioning,
and was intended to give an initial assessment of
the cushioning. Custom contoured wheelchair
cushions are thought to reduce the loads through
the bony prominences and improve sitting
posture.^
A comfortable seat allows the sitter to perform
A ddress fo r correspondence: S hona M ic h a e l, R esearch
A ssistant, D e p a rtm e n t o f B io m e d ic a l E n g in e e rin g , In s titu te
o f O rtho paedics, R o y a l N a tio n a l O rth o p a e d ic H o s p ita l,
B ro ckley H ill, S tan m o re , M id d le s e x H A 7 4 L P , U K .
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activities without being distracted by adverse
sensations from his/her body parts. These
sensations could be due to muscle fatigue,
interface temperature and humidity, or excess
weightbearing on certain body a r e a s . C o m f o r t
has been assessed by quantative techniques such
as electromyography, body movements and task
performance measures. A subjective comfort
evaluation method, based on those of Shackel"^
and Harms,^ was considered most appropriate
for this preliminary trial.
Specialist wheelchair seat cushions are
available to people who are at risk of pressure
sores, or who have a poor posture or discomfort
during sitting. These cushions may contain
materials such as air, water or gels. A gel is
intended to flow away from loadbearing areas
and produce even support over the seat interface.
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Some patients find that these cushions are too
heavy or that the movement o f the gel during
sitting leads to sensations o f instability. For one
cushion, consisting o f rows o f interconnecting
rubber balloons on a flat base, air flows between
the sacs to support the patient evenly over the
whole seat interface. There may however be a
problem w ith m aintaining the correct in flation in
the cushion. There are also alternating pressure
cushions where the pressure in separate chambers
cycles between preset values. These cushions
require regular maintenance. Cushions made o f
polym eric foams tend to be less expensive than
other specialist cushions. These have been
designed w ith cut-outs over the areas which are
at high risk o f pressure sores and wedges at the
fro n t to im prove the sitting position. The position
and size o f the cut-out areas may not be ideal
fo r some potential users.
The null hypothesis was that there is no
difference between subjective com fort levels on
contoured and flat cushions o f equivalent size
and design.

M e th o d and m a terials
Individually shaped cushions and equivalent
unshaped cushions were produced and compared
for ten disabled subjects.
Cushion design
Examples o f the flat and shaped cushions are
shown in Figures la and lb . They were made o f
high-resilience fire-retardant foam. The recon
stituted foam base (density 96kg/m^) was
chamfered to fit the sling seat o f the wheelchair.
The contoured upper layer had a density o f 75kg/
m^ and an indentation hardness^ o f about 270N.
The control cushions were made o f the same
materials and had the same dimensions and
design, apart from a flat surface. The cushions
were sized fo r each subject. M axim um depths
ranged from 75 to 125mm.
Production system
The production system fo r the cushions is still
under development and w ill be fu lly reported in

%

Figure la

Body-contoured cushion: custom-nnade for subject number seven
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Figure 1b Cushion with flat surface: used as a control for subject number seven

a later paper. A b rief description is as follows.
The subject sat in the required posture in his/
her wheelchair on a bag filled w ith polystyrene
beads. The air was evacuated from the bag so
that an impression was formed o f the bottom and
thighs. A negative plaster cast o f the bag surface
was taken and used as the basis for the shape of
the body-contoured cushion.
A
three-dimensional digitiser
(Polhemus
Navigation Systems, 3 Space ISOTrak®)^ was
used to measure the shape o f the surface. Points
on the casting surface were measured from a
user-defined co-ordinate system. The shape
inform ation was processed on a M ic ro V A X II
computer.
The data were mathematically
smoothed out and then sent to a computer
numerically
controlled
m illing
machine
(M atchm aker Machines Ltd, 700 H G ) where the
cushion was manufactured.

Subject selection
The follow ing criteria were used to select the
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subjects. They should:
1) Use a nonspecialist wheelchair with a sling
seat and back rest.
2) N orm ally spend at least eight hours per day
in a wheelchair.
3) Have poor control o f sitting posture in the
pelvic, thigh and trunk areas.
4) Be at risk o f pressure sores, scoring less than
14 on the N orton scale.^
5) Be at high risk of (or have) skeletal
deformities o f the hips, pelvis or spine.
6) Be aged between 18 and 60.
7) Understand simple questions about the
seating,
and
recognize
and
reliably
communicate the differences between the
cushions.
8) Be under the supervision o f healthcare staff
at a residential institution.
9) Have sensation over the lower body.
10) Have a medical condition not changing over
the period o f the trial.
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2) A t the end of (1), the subjects were asked to
use the shaped cushion for seven days.
However, if a subject or the trial supervisor
was not satisfied with the cushion the trial
was terminated
and the design was
immediately assessed with the cushion features
checklist.

Criteria (one to five) selected a sample which
could potentially benefit from use of the cushion.
More limiting criteria were not desirable for this
initial assessment. The other criteria selected a
sample group which could safely perform the trial
and give reliable feedback on the cushions (Table
1).

A single-blind trial minimized the effects of
subject bias. The subjects were told both cushions
had been specially made for them and they should
compare the two cushions. To balance the effects
of the order in which the cushions were assessed,
five subjects were selected at random to start on
the shaped cushion. The others started on the
unshaped one. It was impractical to use a
supervisor who was unaware of which cushion
was being tested.
The cushions were tested with a cover made
of an elasticated polyurethane film (Speciality
Polymers and Chemicals Ltd, Platilon®) to
prevent soiling. A heavy cover was considered
an unnecessary variable for this initial trial.
The long-term sitting test extended over the
period the subjects spent each day in a

Procedure
The assessment procedure was as follows:
1) Overall comfort ratings and body area comfort
ratings were taken at intervals over eight-hour
periods. The body areas under investigation
were the right and left buttock, right and left
thigh, lower back, upper back and neck. Five
subjects started the trial on each type of
cushion.
During
testing,
the
subjects
continued with normal activities. The test was
stopped if a subject ever felt severely
uncomfortable. The shaped and unshaped
cushions were tested on consecutive days.
Ratings were taken 15 minutes after the test
began, after four hours and at the end of the
assessment period.
Table 1 Background details on test subjects
Subject
no.

Diagnosis

Weight
(kg)

Height
(cm)

Age

Sex

Pressure
sores

Sitting posture

1

MS

55

160

40

F

N

2

CVA

58

157

50

M

N

3

MS

67

163

59

F

N

4

MS

73

157

60

F

N

5

HI

67

175

19

M

N

6

CP

44

147

23

F

N

7

FA

67

163

40

F

N

8

BG

27

122

38

F

Y

9

CP

52

163

41

F

N

10

HI

55

180

51

M

Y

Pelvis tilted backward. Poor control of
thighs, pelvis, trunk.
Paralysed left side. Sits with legs
crossed.
Laterally tilted pelvis.
Pelvis tilted backward. Kyphotic spine.
Poor control of thighs, pelvis, trunk.
Fixed right hip. Right femur shorter than
left.
Contractures of hips. Rotated pelvis,
windswept hips.
Laterally tilted pelvis and functional
scoliosis.
Poor control of thigh, pelvis and trunk
position. Functional scoliosis.
Pelvis tilted sideways and backwards.
Fixed scoliosis and kyphosis.
Functional kyphosis, pelvis tilted back
wards. Tends to slide fonA/ard in chair.
Pelvis tilted sideways, backwards and
rotated. Fixed scoliosis and kyphosis.
Tends to slide forward in chair.

MS
BG
Fll

= Multiple sclerosis
= Deterioration of the basal ganglia
= Flead injury

FA
CVA
CP
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Friedreich's ataxia
Cerebral vascular accident
Cerebral palsy

Clinical tria l o f body-contoured wheelchair cushioning
wheelchair. This timescale was chosen to allow
the subjects to experience a range of activities
and mental and physical states during the day.
A longer timescale was considered unnecessary
since the subjects were thought to experience a
similar degree of discomfort at the end of each
day sitting.

Questionnaire
The questionnaire was filled in by the trial
supervisor in collaboration with the test subject.
This allowed the supervisor to note down any
relevant verbal comments, and observe the
subject’s position in the wheelchair.
The comfort ratings were intended to identify
the body areas, causing comfort or discomfort.
The checklist asked about the subject’s position
in space, posture and stability, and also ease of
transfer from the chair. The subjects were asked
whether they intended to continue using the
contoured cushion and how it compared with
their original one.
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Table 2 Median comfort ratings over body areas and overall
Area

Shaped cushion

Unshaped cushion

Overall
Right buttock
Left buttock
Rightthigh
Left thigh
Lower back
Upper back
Neck

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

2-3
2
2
3
3
3
3
3 -^

ratings were higher for the body-contoured
cushion. In cases where the trial was not
completed due to discomfort on the flat cushion,
the last matched pair of data was used in the
subsequent analysis.
Table 3 shows the results of the statistical
analysis. The difference in the rating overall and
over the buttocks is unlikely to be due to sampling
variations. The result suggests that over certain
areas the shaped cushioning is significantly more
comfortable than the unshaped.

Statistical approach
The forced response questionnaire produced
comfort ratings on an ordinal scale as follows;
Very comfortable
Fairly comfortable
Indifferent
Fairly uncomfortable
Very uncomfortable

5
4
3
2
1

The analysis was made with the Wilcoxon signed
rank statistical test. It compared the median
comfort ratings on the two cushions, and was
suitable for matched pairs of ordinal data.*

Tables

Significance of the difference in median comfort

ratings
Area

Difference between ratings on shaped
and unshaped cushions

Overall
Right buttock
Left buttock
Right thigh
Left thigh
Lower back
Upper back
Neck

Significant (p< 10%)
Significant (p< 10%)
Significant (p< 10%)
Not significant @ 10%
Not significant @ 10%
Not significant @ 10%
Not significant @ 10%
Not significant @ 10%

level
level
level
level
level

Results
Cushion features checklist
B ody area comfort rating test
One subject insisted on covering both cushions
in a pillowcase during the trial. The other subjects
completed the trial with the Platilon® cover on
their cushions.
For all the subjects the difference in the
comfort ratings either stayed the same or became
more pronounced as the trial progressed. The
median comfort ratings for the two cushions at
the end of the trials were calculated (Table 2).
For all the body areas and overall, the median
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Two subjects filled in the checklist immediately
after the comfort rating trials. The others
continued with the contoured cushion for a sevenday period before completing the checklist.
Eight subjects preferred the contoured cushion
to their original one and continued using it after
the trial had ended. They had previously used
either gel or foam cushions. None of the subjects
felt they were positioned at the wrong height or
tilted excessively in the medial or coronal planes.
Eight subjects felt fairly or very stable on the
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contoured cushions. No one found them unstable.
One subject had to be lifted slightly higher when
she was put into her chair to clear the pommel
at the front of the cushion. The other subjects
noticed no difference in their transfers.
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for further development and evaluation of the
system.
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Appendix 2 Calibration of Equipment & Development of Experimental Methodology
Section A - 3Space ISOTrak Calibration

Apparatus - Prismatic Joint Driven by Lead Screw
platform for
electro-magnetic
Source

set screw

rigid planar insert to apply
uniform force to slider
lead screw

slider

slide way

Incremental Displacements along X,Y & Z axes
^

along

X AXIS

E 1.25
1. 0 0 -

0.50-

0.00
-700 -500 -300 -100 100 300 500
Mean distance from sensor (mm)

700

ALONG Y AXIS

B 0.50-

0 . 00 -

-700 -500 300 -100 100
300 500 700
Mean distance from sensor (mm)
"e

1.25

*

0.750.50Mean incremental displacement
Mean+1 standard deviation

E 0.25-

Mean-1 standard deviation
0.00

-700

-500 -300 -100 100 300 500 ^00
Mean distance from sensor (mm)
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SECTION B

Pressure Transducer Calibration

The pressure measurement system was composed of 12 transducers and a control and display
unit. The transducers were calibrated under loading conditions which were similar those at the
interface where they were to be used.
A rubber bag, 165 mm in diameter, was inserted between a pair of parallel perspex plates, fixed
at a distance apart of 4 mm. Each transducer was placed separately between the centre of the
rubber bag and one of the plates. The rubber bag was inflated with air from a compressed air
cylinder. The bag was connected via a branch in the tubing to a mercury-filled manometer. The
reading on the pressure monitor display unit and the mercury manometer were compared at
each level of inflation of the air bag.
The resulting calibration curves and data are shown below.
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The small differences between the manometer readings and the readings from the monitor
could be due to creasing of the transducers or bag or a non-uniform pressure distribution over
the rubber bag surface.
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SECTION C - Digitised Sections for Graphical Reconstruction of Pelvis
SECTION 1
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SECTION D - Outline of Contact - Pilot Trial

The pilot study was to establish the method for the main triai. There were practical difficulties
with measuring the outline of the body from under a transparent seat. Thus in the pilot trial,
another method was devised to measure the outline of a body. A water-filled thin rubber balloon
was used to simulate the contact of the body with the seat. The measured outlines from the
new method (method 2) were compared with the outlines measured by observations under a
glass seat (method 1).
The 15 mm thick glass plate was positioned horizontally, such that it could be viewed from above
and below. The new measurement method which was established in the pilot trial and used in
the main trial is fully described in Section 3.2. The balloon was carefully laid on the surface, so
that it did not roll. The outline of contact was measured with the SSpace iSOtrak on the
underside of the glass (method 1).

The balloon was carefully removed and the outline

measured on the surface of the glass with the SSpace isotraK (method 2). Ten outlines of
contact area were measured by each method.
A notch in the outlines was used to align the outline data from sequential tests by co-ordinate
transformation. The spherical co-ordinates of the outlines were then calculated. The variation in
the radial dimensions was calculated in all of the thirty-six 10° sectors . The above analysis was
repeated for the outlines as measured from below, and the variation in the radial dimensions for
the two measurement techniques was compared using the Independent T Test.

The Null

Hypothesis was that there was no difference between the standard deviation in the radial
dimension, for the outlines measured from above and below the glass plate. The transformed
outlines are shown in the following figure.
RANGE 0

Standard deviation in R

Standard deviation in R

from method 2 (mm)

from method 1 (mm)

Mean value

0.25

0.23

Standard deviation

0.07

0.06

Sample size

36

36

There was no difference between the variation in the radial dimensions for the two
measurement methods at the 10% level of significance (t=0.002).
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PILOT TRIAL - TRANSFORMED OUTLINES

Y (cm)

X (cm)
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SECTION E
Buttock Tissue Stiffness Testing Device - Calibration
The mass has been plotted which, when applied to
ioading pan, caused a motion of the ioaded seat piate.
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8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Appiied mass (Kg)

Downward motion
Upward motion

Linear curve fit:

2
y = - 0.33463 + 1.1402x R = 0.999
2
y = - 0.56620 + 0.87878x R = 0.998
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SECTION F
Comparison between Average Casting of
Suspended Buttock and Manufactured Seat Shape
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APPENDIX 3

-

Deformation, Strain & Stress Relationships

Deformation and Strain Tensors
The motion of a particle in a body which is subject to a deformation can be expressed by
equations of the form
Xi = X j(X i,X2,X 3.t)

3.1

Where Xj is the present location of the particle which occupied X-|,X2,X3 at time t=0.
3x*
The material deformation gradient, Fy is the tensor ^ formed on the partial differentiation
of equation (3.1) with respect to Xj.
The displacement vector for a particle is
Uj =Xj -X j

3 .2

3ui
The material displacement gradient, Jy is the tensor ^ formed on the partial differentiation
of equation (3.2) with respect to Xj.
I

axj

3.3

X3

X3

Qo

dX

Xi

xl

The particles which occupy points Pq and Qq before deformation move to points P and Q in the
deformed configuration. Initial and final configurations referred to superposed rectangular
Cartesian co-ordinate axes Xi ,X2X3 and xi ,X2 X3.
The square of the differential element of length between Pq and Q q is
(d X )2 = d X jd X i

= 0 y d X id X j

3 .4
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The square of the differential element of length between P and Q is
(dx)2 =dxjdxj =SjjdXidxj

3.5

From equation (3.1) the distance differentiai here is
d X i= ^ d X |

SO (dx)2 in equation (3.5) may be written as foiiows:

=

3-6

Gjj is known as Green's deformation tensor.
The principal invariants of Green's deformation tensor are then :
11

=

trace Gy

12

= (Gji G|j - Gjj Gjj)/2

13

= determinant Gy

....................................................... 3.7a,b.c

The quantity (dx)2 - (dX )2 is a measure of deformation in a body. If it equais zero, the motion is
referred to as a rigid body rotation. If this is not equal to zero at any point the body is in a state of
strain at that point. Using equations (3.4) and (3.6)
- Sy) dXjdXj =2 LydXjdXj

dx2 - dX 2

3.8

Where the Lagrangian finite strain tensor
OAK O A K
1I // Bxk^xk
4 =2
(j

I

J. .

3-9

An especiaiiy useful form of the Lagrangian finite strain tensor is that in which these tensors
3x'
appear as functions of the displacement gradients. If ^
from equation (3.3) is substituted into
equation (3.9), the foilowing strain - displacement relationship can be formed :
I

_ 1 r
" 2 1

^
^
axj"^ axi ^

3uk 3uk .
a x j a xj I .......................................................
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^ .lo

Stress Tensors
F .d P
.dP

.dP

dSa

dS

So,

Deformed

Undeformed

Force and area terms in stress definitions
The Cauchy or true stress tensor T can be expressed as the actual force on a deformed area
per unit of deformed area.

n unit vector perpendicular to dS ;

dP resultant force vector ; dS elemental area

The engineering stress tensor (first Pioia-Kirchoff stress tensor) 8° can be expressed as the
actual force on a deformed area per unit of undeformed area.
N 8 °o _= _ d P
dSo
N unit vector perpendicular to dSo
The second Pioia-Kirchoff stress tensor 8 can be expressed as the dot product of
the actual force on a deformed area per unit of undeformed area.
N

8 =

F-1 dP
dSf

Thus the Cauchy stress can be expressed in terms of the second Piola- Kirchoff stress.
T = ^ F 8 • F^ =
Po
8
I3

Cauchy stress tensor ;

F 8 • F^
'3

p, po mass densities in initial and deformed configurations

Third Invariant of Green's deformation strain tensor ;
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F deformation gradients

into

APPENDIX 4

Finite Element Method

The reader is referred to comprehensive texts such as Zienkiewicz (1989) for a complete
explanation of the finite element method. In this appendix the aspects of the finite element
method which are of particular relevance to the studies in this thesis are reported.
Principles of the Finite Element Method
The finite element method is an approximation technique that can be used to solve the
differential equations which are produced by stress analysis in complex structures. The method
is based on minimising the total potential energy of the system in terms of a prescribed
displacement field.
Initially the structure is spatially divided into discrete elements connected together at nodal
points. The nodal points are situated at the element boundaries. A set of functions is chosen
to uniquely define the displacements within each element in terms of the nodal displacements.
Therefore the state of strain within the elements is known. It is possible to define the stress
state in the elements in terms of these strains, the initial strain within the element and the
constitutive properties of the material. The equations governing the behaviour of the elements
are then formulated and assembled into the governing equation for the whole structure.
The displacement at any point within a finite element e is approximated to a column vector u.
u = Na®

4.1

where N are functions of position (shape functions) and a® are nodal displacements for a
particular element. The shape functions are often taken as linear functions of position.
With displacements known at all points within an element the strains at any point can then be
determined. These result in relationships that can be written as
8 = Su

where S is a suitable linear operator ................................................ 4.2

Using equation (4.1) the above equation can be approximated as
8 = Ba

with B=SN

4.3

For the plane stress case, the relevant strains are those occurring in the plane and are defined
in terms of the displacements by well-known relations. Equation (4.3) becomes :
r

9u
ax

^

1

^dy

ax >

r a
ax
0
a
L ay

-i
0
a
ay
a
dx _

With the shape functions N already determined the matrix B will easily be obtained.
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4.4

The material within the element boundaries may be subject to initial strains Eq from temperature
changes, etc. The stresses will be caused by the difference between the initial and actual
strains. In addition the material may be subject to a set of initial residual stresses Gq When
there is linear elastic behaviour the following stress-strain relationship applies:
a = D (e-Eg) -KTo
Where:

45

a = stress vector ; D =elasticity matrix

For the plane stress case, the stresses occur in the plane and are { ax ay %xy}. For a
homogeneous isotropic material the elasticity matrix [D] may be obtained from the stress-strain
relationships :
= ^ ( ^ x + '> £ y )

^y = 7 ^ (^ y + ^ ^ x )

^x =2^

^ ^ y .................................4.6

Where E =Youngs modulus. \)=Poisson's ratio. Thus the elasticity matrix is as follows:
1 \)
0
4.7

When an isotropic material is in an axisymmetric stress state, 3 dimensional stress state or in a
state of plane strain, each term in the elasticity matrix includes a (1 -2u) denominator. This leads
to the results of FE analyses of nearly incompressible materials being extremely sensitive to the
exact value of Polsson's ratio.
To obtain finite element equations for an element the external and internal work done by
various forces and stresses are equated under applied virtual displacements 5a®. Assuming
there are no surface loads:
gaeTqe

_

work done by nodal forces q

ôa®^BT a d(vol)

-

work by stresses a

ôa®TN^b d(vol)

4.8

work by distributed forces b

Substituting the constitutive relationship (4.5) into equation (4.8) results in a system of
algebraic equations :
q e = K 6 a ® + f®

45

where
K®= J yB T D B d (vo l)

4.10a

and
f®= -

N^b d(vol) -

B^D Eq d(vol) +

B^ag d(vol)

........................................4.10b

The terms in (4.10b) represent the forces due to body forces, initial strains and initial stresses.
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The element equations are assembled into the finite element equation for the structure by
considering the conditions for equilibrium at the nodes. The external applied nodal forces r
must equal the sum of the component forces from the elements meeting at the nodes, q®.
This system matrix equation can be represented as :
Ka =r - f
Where

a

4.11

= Displacements of each node in system

K jj

= System stiffness matrix

^

rj

= External nodal forces loading structure =2^^^

fj
'

= Forces due to initial strains Eq and distributed loads b = Z ... f®
^
6=1,N I

Ky®

^ q,®

Once the system stiffness matrix has been determined, the inverse matrix can be calculated
using computer techniques. The matrix a is then evaluated, which yields the displacement of
each node within the system. Finally the strains and stresses are evaluated using equations
(4.3) and (4.5) for each element.

Nonlinear Analyses and Iterative Solution Methods
A structure is called nonlinear when the system stiffness matrix varies with displacement. The
structure cannot be represented directly by a set of linear equations.

Methods involving

successive linear approximations can be used to solve such problems. The Newton Raphson
technique is one such approximation method.

The technique is also discussed in the

Supplement to Structural Nonlinearities Seminar Notes and the Theoretical Reference Manual
(Ansys, 1990). The stiffness matrix is updated at each iteration, and when the displacement
solutions from successive iterations are sufficiently close, the analysis is said to have
converged. The computational stages employed in the analysis procedure are as follows:
For the first iteration, the stiffness of each element Kj® is calculated.
Kj8 =

Di Bi d(VOL)

4.12
Dj =Tangent stress-strain matrix
Bj =Tangent strain-displacement matrix

The total tangent stiffness matrix Kj is the sum of the element tangent stiffnesses
.............................................

= ^m =1,N ^i®
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The nodal increment displacement vector is then calculated from
K iA U = R -F j

4.14
AU

Nodal increment displacement vector
R

Fj

Total applied load for iteration i

restoring force corresponding to element stress at iteration I

The nodal displacements Uj+i for the next iteration can be estimated:
.........

AU = Uj+1 - Uj

4.15

Uj+1 New displacement vector
Uj Displacement vector at iteration i (Uj =0 for iteration 1)
The stresses and strains are then calculated.
Aa = Dj Ae.
Oj+1 = oj + Aa

4.16

Ae = Bj AU
£j+1 =Ej + Ae

4.17

Convergence is checked by comparing the displacement increment AU with a preset criterion.
If AU is greater than the criterion, the solution has not converged and the process is repeated
until convergence is reached. For iterations after the first, the element restoring forces are
computed from the elemental stresses and strain displacement matrix.
Fi6 = J BTajd(VO L).

4.18

The element restoring forces are assembled into the total restoring force
F j= 2 m=i,N Fj®

.............

The Newton Raphson solution method is depicted graphically below for a one degree of
freedom model.

Fi+2
Fi+1

ui+2
u/
ui+1
Newton Raphson Solution Method
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,4.19

Finite Eiement Method for Hyperelastic Materials
A hyperelastic material is defined and discussed in chapters 4 and 6 of this thesis. Some of the
discussion is reproduced here because of its importance in the formulation of the finite element
equation for hyperelastic materials.

A nonlinear equation solving technique, such as the

Newton-Raphson is required to take account of the nonlinear nature of this element. An in
depth discussion of the finite element method for hyperelastic materials can be found in the
Structural Nonlinearities Seminar Notes (Ansys, 1990).
For a hyperelastic material the strain energy density function is a scalar function of one of the
strain or deformation tensors, whose derivation with respect to a strain component determines
the corresponding stress component (see Appendix 3 for the definitions and relationships
between the deformation, strain and stress tensors).

»
S ij = Component of 2 nd Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor
E ij = Component of Lagrangian finite strain tensor
W = Strain energy density function per unit undeformed volume
C|j = Component of Green's deformation tensor
The invariants of Green's deformation tensor are shown in equations 3.7 a,b,c (Appendix 3 ).
Using the chain rule on equation (4 20) the following expression for the stress components can
be formed:
®«=2

..............................................................

The derivatives of the strain invariants with respect to Green's deformation tensor can be
calculated from the expressions for the strain invariants (Appendix 3). The derivative of the
strain energy density function with respect to the strain invariants can be calculated from
equation (4 22).

Some nearly incompressible hyperelastic can be described by the following constitutive
equation (Mooney-Rivlin equation):
W = A ( li-3) + B ( I2 -3) + C (1/132-1)+ D ( I3-I)

4.22

A, B, C and D are constants. C and D can be expressed in terms of A, B and Poisson's ratio. 1;
are the strain invariants.

During the finite element solution with a hyperelastic material the true stresses are calculated
from the Second Piola -Kirchoff stress components.
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The true stresses take into account the

change in shape of the elements during the deformation. These stresses are calculated in the
elements from equation (4 21). The strain energy density equation for the material and the
components of Green's deformation tensor must be known.
During the solution the Lagrangian finite strain tensor is calculated (Appendix 3, equation 3-9 ),
so there is no limit to the magnitude of the strains in the system.
The following is a summary of the derivation of the finite element equation for such materials.
The incremental principle of virtual work is used in the derivation. Internal and external work and
their increments are expressed in an equilibrium statement for an element.

ÔU

+

internal
virtual work

5U

=

ÔV

increment of
internal virtual work

+

ÔV

extemal virtual
increment of
work
external virtual work
.............................................. 423

The internal virtual work is expressed as the integral over the volume of the current strain
energy density function W . The external virtual work is the work of the surface pressures over
the current surface and the work of the nodal point loads.
f
Jvol (SW + 5W )d(vol)

f
■ /N
= 2 ^ surface Js(P + P )n. 8u. dS

total internal work
Where:

work of surface loads

+

'V

(^) ' (^)
(n)
nodes(Fj + Fj ) ôAj
work of point loads
.............................................. 4-21

vol

= current element volume

W

= strain energy density function per unit current volume

P

= scalar pressure magnitude from previous iteration

P

= increment of P for current iteration

n;

= components of the unit normal of the current deformed surface

:(n)
■(n)

= currently applied nodal force in the i*^ direction at node n

(n)

Fj

= increment in F |

for current iteration

ÔUj

= displacement field variation of the i^^ coordinate

S

= current deformed surface area of element

ôAj*^^

= variation in nodal displacement in the i^^ direction at node n

The element stiffness and load correction matrices can be derived from the total internal work
term in the basic equilibrium relationship (4.24).

Expressions for the variation W and an

increment of the variation of W can be formed in terms of the deformation gradients, and the
derivatives of the strain energy density function with respect to deformation.
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aw

.

aV

aw

■
..............................

ô f f|(j+ f|^j Ôf,^.

Ô C jj =

ÔC

jj = 5fI^j f |^.+ f I^j 6f|^j

C jj

=fki fkj^ fkif kj

.........................

Where fkj = deformation gradients, as defined in Appendix 3.
Equations (4.25) can be substituted into equation (4 24). The element equilibrium equation is
thus expressed in terms of the external loads and internal strains:

5ukj + " ^ ~ ^ k l Sukj + 2-3^ ^ ^ f m i 5fn] fmk fn ljd (v o l)
^

f

"1 /V

= ^ surface Jso(P + ^>'<61(0

^

(n)

H 8 u . dS„ +

• (n)
+F,

(n)
)g ^
4.27

Nj

= Component of the normal to the original undeformed surface

6Uj

= variation of the j-coordinate displacement field

Sq
a^w
aCjj aCki

= undeformed surface over which P + P acts.
= incremental moduli (4^^^ order tensor)

The equation (4 27) then becomes (4.28) - in matrix form :
pr
K g (u )u = F

"p r nd "nd
+ F +F + F -R(u)

^ go
..........................................................

K e (u )

= current element stiffness matrix

R(u)

= current nodal load correction vector

u

= unknown nodal displacement increments

"

=current total nodal displacem ents from last iteration
pr

F

'p r
+F
= current total applied pressure
= pressure magnitude from previous iteration + pressure increment

nd
F

' nd
+F
= current total applied nodal point loads
= directly applied nodal forces from the previous iteration + force increments

The unknown quantity is u, while the stiffness matrix and the load correction array are functions
of the current value of displacement u, through the deformation gradient f and the derivatives
of the strain energy density.
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APPENDIX 5

-

Finite Elements Used in the FE Analyses

An in depth description of the characteristics of the elements can be found in the Ansys User
Reference Manuals (1990).
2-D 1-NODE GAP ELEMENT (STIF 2 6 )

This element represents surfaces which may maintain or break physical contact and may slide
relative to one another. The element has 2 degrees of freedom at each node : translation in the
nodal X and y directions. Either a straight or a curved rigid region can be defined with each
element. Multiple elements may be used to define a complex surface.
The force-deflection relationship for this element is based upon the normal direction.

In the

tangential direction no forces act upon a node. At the start of the first iteration the node location
determines the initial stiffness. If the gap is open no stiffness is associated with the element for
this iteration. If the gap is closed the stiffness K is used for the gap resistance. During the
solution, when the normal force Fn is negative, the gap remains in contact and responds as a
linear spring.

As the normal force becomes positive, contact is broken and no force is

transmitted. The force-deflection relationship is illustrated below. The element is non Near and
therefore requires an iterative solution.

Fn

Normal distance from
node to contact surface

Force Deflection Relationship
This element does not have a shape function, nor integration points.
ELEMENT MATRICES
When node I is inside the contact surface, the element stiffness matrix in the contact surface
coordinate system is :

N

.5.1

. [ % ]

Where K = stiffness (input quantity)
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The Newton-Raphson load vector is:
p- nr

•5.2

Where Fn =force normal to contact surface (from the previous iteration)
When node I is outside the contact surface, the stiffness matrix and load vector are both null
matrices

2-D INTERFACE ELEMENT (STIF 1 2 )

The element represents surfaces which may maintain or break physical contact and may slide
reiative to one another. The eiement can support only compression in the direction normal to
the surface and shear in the tangentiai direction. The eiement has 2 degrees of freedom at
each node : transiation in the nodal x and y directions.
This eiement does not have a shape function, nor integration points.
ELEMENT MATRICES
The element may be closed and not sliding, ciosed and siiding or open. These options are
discussed beiow:
Ciosed and not sliding. This condition occurs if
.5 3

v iFni>IFgi
Where

x>

= coefficient of friction

Fn

= normai force across gap (from previous iteration)

Fg

= sliding force parallei to gap (from previous iteration)

The normal force is :
Fn
Where

=Kn (un,j ■ Up,l - A)

..................................

Kn

= normal stiffness

Un,j

=displacement of node I in normal direction

unj

=displacement of node J in normal direction

A

= interference =-distance between the nodes

.5 4

The sliding force is :
Fs
Where

=Kg (ugj - Ugj - uq)
Kg

= normal stiffness

ugj

=dispiacement of node I in siiding direction

ugj

=displacement of node J in sliding direction
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.5 5

Uq

= distance that nodes I and J have slid with respect to one
another.

The element stiffness matrix in element coordinates is :
0 ■ks 0 0 kn 0 -kn
-ks 0 ks 0
_ 0 -kn 0 kn -

r
K|

.5 6

The Newton-Raphson load vector in element coordinates is
Fs
nr
Fn
I
-Fs
Fn

57

Closed and sliding. This condition occurs if
.5 8

V IFnklFsl
The element stiffness matrix in element coordinates is :

K|

"0 0
0 kn
0 0
. 0 ■kn

0 0
0 -kn
0 0
0 kn

.5 9

and the Newton-Raphson load vector is the same as in 5 7.
Open. There is no stiffness matrix or load vector.

ulFnI

u
IF
/7I
Force Deflection Relationships
The element is nonlinear and so an iterative solution is required. Also because energy is lost in
sliding, loads are applied in stages.
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2-D ISPARÀMETRIC

HYPERELASTIC SOLID (STIF 8 4 )

This element has two basic configurations: four noded and 8 noded quadrilateral forms. Three
and six noded triangular degenerate forms are also available. When the eiement is defined with
midside nodes, there is a quadratic representation of the geometry and displacement functions.
The eiement can be used either as a plane strain element or an axisymmetric ring element.
The element's nonlinear nature requires an iterative solution. Also problems are very sensitve
to the rate of load application and so loads are usually applied in several load increments.

x,u

U
=
N
iU
j+
N
2U
2+ N
g
U
g
V
=
N
jV
|+
N
2V
2+ N
g
V
g
The shape function is defined as follows:
Ni=1/4 (1-s) (1-t) (-s-t-1)

Ns=1/2 (1-s2) (1-t)

N2=1/4

(1 + s)

(1-t) (s-t-1)

Ne=1/2 (1-t2) (1+s)

N3= 1/4

(1 + s )

(1+t) (s+t-1)

N 7 = 1 /2 ( 1 - s 2 )

N 4 = 1 /4 ( 1 - s )

(1+t) (-s+t-1)

(1+t)

Ng=1/2 (1-t2) (1-s)
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APPENDIX 6
Normalised Vertical Stiffness Data From FE Anaiyses in Chapter 5
ANALYSIS 1
ANALYSIS 2
ANALYSIS 3
ANALYSIS 4
ANALYSIS 5
ANALYSIS 6
ANALYSIS 7
M EASURE DDATA
Def.n % Force % Def.n % Force % Def.n % Force % Def.n % Force % Def.n % Force °A Def.n % Force % Def.n % Force %
Def.n % FORCE
0
0 .0 0
0
0 .0 0
0
0 .0 0
0
0 .0 0
0
0
0.0 0
1.46
0 .0 2
0 .0 2
0
1.46
4
0 .0 0
4
0.0 0
4
0.0 0
4
0 .2 2
4
0 .2 2
24
0
7 .4 6
0 .2 7
0 .2 7
7 .4 6
9
1.37
9
0 .9 8
9
0.0 0
9
0 .9 0
9
2
0.91
1 7.46
36
1.33
1 7.46
1.33
14
2 .7 4
14
2 .9 4
14
2 .1 2
14
1.93
14
1.94
6
2 7 .4 6
3 .5 2
3 .5 2
43
2 7 .4 6
19
5 .4 8
19
3 .9 2
19
3.7 0
19
3 .3 2
19
3.3 5
10
3 7 .4 6
7.41
3 7 .4 6
7.41
53
24
6 .8 5
24
6 .8 6
24
5.8 2
24
5 .0 7
24
22
4 .2 2
62
4 7 .4 6
1 3.7 7
4 7 .4 6
1 3 .7 7
29
9 .5 9
29
8 .8 2
29
8 .4 7
29
7 .3 0
29
7 .3 4
5 7 .4 6
70
28
2 3 .7 8
5 7 .4 6
2 3 .7 8
34
1 3 .7 0
34
12.75
34
11.11
34
9 .9 7
34
1 0.02 6 7 .4 6
40
76
3 9 .1 6
6 7 .4 6
3 9 .1 6
39
17.81
39
1 5 .6 9
39
14.81
39
1 3.28
39
52
1 3.35 7 3 .4 6
79
5 2 .3 5
7 3 .4 6
5 2 .3 5
44
2 1 .9 2
44
2 0 .5 9
44
44
19.0 5
1 7.19
44
1 7.28 7 5 .4 6
82
58
57.61
7 5 .4 6
57.61
49
2 7 .4 0
49
2 5 .4 9
49
23.81
49
21.91
49
2 2 .0 2 7 8 .4 6
84
70
6 6 .5 7
6 6 .5 7
7 8 .4 6
54
3 4 .2 5
54
3 1 .3 7
54
2 8 .0 4
54
2 7 .4 6
54
2 7 .5 9 8 1 .4 6
7 7 .1 4
7 7 .1 4
85
88
8 1 .4 6
59
4 1 .1 0
59
3 8 .2 4
59
36.51
59
3 4 .0 3
59
100
3 4 .1 8 8 3 .4 6
8 5 .3 2
8 3 .4 6
8 5 .3 2
86
64
4 9 .3 2
64
64
4 6 .0 8
4 4 .4 4
64
4 1 .8 8
64
4 2 .0 6 8 5 .4 6
9 4 .6 9
8 5 .4 6
9 4 .6 9
69
5 7 .5 3
69
5 5 .8 8
69
5 3 .4 4
69
5 1 .0 5
69
5 1 .2 5 8 6 .4 6 1 0 0 .0 0 8 6 .4 6
100
74
6 9 .8 6
74
6 5 .6 9
74
6 7 .2 0
74
6 1 .9 9
74
6 2 .1 8 8 8 .4 6 1 1 2 .1 7 8 8 .4 6
1 12 .2
80
8 0 .8 2
80
8 0 .3 9
80
7 9 .8 9
80
7 5 .0 9
80
7 5 .2 9 8 9 .4 6 1 1 9 .2 7 8 9 .4 6
1 1 9 .3
84
9 1 .7 8
84
84
9 2 .1 6
9 2 .0 6
84
9 0 .8 3
84
9 0 .9 3
85
9 4 .5 2
85
9 5 .1 0
85
9 5 .2 4
85
9 4 .7 7
85
9 4 .8 5
8 6 .2
1 0 0 .0
8 6 .2
1 00 .0
8 6 .2
1 00 .0
8 6.0
1 00 .0
8 6.0
100.0

APPENDIX 7
Sections through Tip of Ischial Tuberosity Showing Pelvis and Buttock Surface
Section parallel to Y-axis, X=7.7 to 8.2 cm

Section parallel to X-axis, Y= 6.9 to 7.4 cm
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APPENDIX 8 - Geometry of FE Models in Chapters 7 and 8
Rotationally Symmetric Models of Soft Material around Seat (7.2, 7.3 and 8)
Model 1: Planar surface, modelled with one linear element.
Model 2: Spherical surface (R=300 mm), modelled with 1 arc-shaped eiement.
Modei 3: Spherical surface (R=200 mm), modelled with 1 arc-shaped element.
Model 4: Spherical surface (R=150 mm), modelled with 1 arc-shaped element.
Model 5: Surface of revolution formed by rotating 1 arc-shaped element (R=300 mm) about the
axis. The centre of curvature of the arc was not on the axis of revolution.
Modei 6; Complex surface of revolution similar in shape to the external surface of the soft tissue
layer. The surface was formed with 3 eiements (1 planar, 2 arc-shaped with radii of 125
and 20 mm). The contour depth was 102 mm. The centre of curvature of the arcs was
not on the axis of revoiution.
Model 7: Complex surface of revolution formed with 3 eiements (1 planar, 2 arc-shaped with
radii of 150 and 40 mm). The contour depth was 105 mm (there was about 5 mm
between the seat and soft tissue along axis of revolution when initial contact between
the body and the seat was made). The centre of curvature of the arcs was not on the
axis of revoiution.
Model 8: Complex surface of revolution formed with 3 eiements (1 planar, 2 arc-shaped with
radii of 150 and 40 mm).

The contour depth was 115 mm (there was about 14 mm

between the seat and the soft tissue along axis of revolution when initial contact
between the body and the seat was made). The centre of curvature of the arcs was
not on the axis of revolution.
Modei 9: Complex surface of revolution formed with 3 elements (1 planar, 2 arc-shaped with radii
of 120 and 20 mm).

The contour depth was 120 mm (there was about 21 mm

between the seat and soft tissue at axis of revoiution when initial contact between the
body and the seat was made). The centre of curvature of the arcs was not on the axis
of revoiution.
Model 10: Complex surface of revolution formed with 3 elements (1 planar, 2 arc-shaped with
radii of 190 and 40 mm).

The contour depth was 115 mm (there was about 15 mm

between the seat and soft tissue along axis of revolution when initial contact between
the body and the seat was made). The surface less 'steep' than that of model 8 ,
otherwise similar.

The centre of curvature of the the arcs was not on the axis of

revoiution.
Model 11 : Complex surface of revolution formed with 3 elements (1 planar, 2 arc-shaped with
radii of 140 & 80 mm).

The contour depth was 80 mm (there was about 15 mm

between the seat and soft tissue along axis of revolution when initial contact between
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in body and the seat was made).

The centre of curvature of the arcs was not on the

axis of revolution.
Model 12: Complex surface of revolution formed with 3 eiements (1 planar, 2 arc-shaped with
radii of 150 & 80 mm).

The contour depth was 60 mm (there was about 15 mm

between the seat and soft tissue along axis of revolution when initial contact between
in body and the seat was made).

The centre of curvature of the the arcs was not on

the axis of revoiution.
Model 13: Complex surface of revolution formed with 3 elements (1 planar, 2 arc-shaped with
radii of 100 & 110 mm).

The contour depth was 40 mm (there was about 15 mm

between the seat and soft tissue along axis of revolution when initial contact between
in body and the seat was made).

The centre of curvature of the arcs was not on the

axis of revolution.

Plane Strain models of Central Section through Buttock (7.4 7.5 and 8)
Model A: A complex seat surface formed with 4 arc-shaped elements (radii of 75,300,160, 400).
A seat was produced with the same central profile and the interface pressure
distribution was measured with the subject sitting on this seat. A comparison between
the manufactured and modelled shapes and pressure distribution is shown in
Appendix 19.
Model B: A planar seat surface formed with 1 straight line element.

Friction coefficients of 0.0,

0.1, 0.4 and 0.8.
Model C: A planar seat surface formed with 1 straight line element. The pelvis was rotated
posteriorly by 25 deg. compared to model B.
Model D: A complex surface formed with 3 arc-shaped elements (radii of 80, 200 and 100 mm).
The seat was shaped so that there was little contact between the tissue surface
around the sacrum and supporting surface.
Model E: Complex surface formed with 3 arc-shaped elements (Radii of 200,120 and 200 mm).
The seat shape was the similar to model D. The pelvis was rotated posteriorly by 25
deg. compared to in model B.
Model F: Complex surface formed with 3 arc-shaped elements (Radii of 200,140 and 300 mm).
The seat was similar to in model E, however there was not contact between the seat
and the surface of the tissues in the region of the sacrum. The pelvis was rotated
posteriorly by 25 deg. compared to in model B.
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APPENDIX 9
Estimate of Vertical Load Through Central Section of Buttock-Seat Interface
from Interface Pressure Measurements on Two Seat Surfaces
1.

Planar Seat

Assumptions
I. Section is 1 mm thick and the pressure does not vary across this section.
ii. The boundary of contact between the body and the seat is at x =0 and x = 150 mm.
iii. The total vertical load can be estimated from sample pressure measurements at 20 mm
position intervals with the pressure transducers described in Chapter 2. The interface
was divided up into elemental areas each of which was assumed to be at a uniform
pressure.
4.0e-3 -,
CM
E

3.0G“3 -

i

I

E 2.0e-3 -

0. 1.Oe-3 -

0

100

50

150

Horizontal distance along interface (mm)
Pressure

Pressure

X

Area

Load

(mmHg)

(N/mm^)

(mm)

(mm2)

(N)

18

2.4e-3

10

15

0.036

21

2.8e-3

30

20

0.056

18

2.4e-3

50

20

0.048

18

2.4e-3

70

20

0.048

18

2.4e-3

90

20

0.048

23

3.1 e-3

110

20

0.061

22

2.9e-3

130

20

0.059

12

1.6e-3

140

15

0.024

The total vertical load was estimated by adding the loads through each elemental area
Total vertical load= 0.38 N
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2.

Concave Seat

Assumptions
I. Section is 1 mm thick and the pressure does not vary across this section.
ii. The boundary of contact is at x =77.9 and x = 303.8 mm.
iii. The totai verticai ioad can be estimated from sample pressure measurements at the position
intervals described below, with the pressure transducers described in Chapter 2. The interface
was divided up into elemental areas each of which was assumed to be at a uniform pressure.

.0003

150 n

.0011
o>

100 -

1
a

^ .0013
" 0067

^

0^80

Interface
;
pressures In N/mm

o

£

50

100

200

150

250

300

Horizontal distance along Interface (mm)

Pressure Pressure

X

Y

(mmHg) (N/m nf)

(mm)

(mm)

Surface

Load nornai

Orientation

Vertical

area (mm^) to surface (N) of surface(deg.) load (N)

2

2.7e-4

77.949

134.75

8.43

0.002

179.4

0.000

8

1.07e-3

77.78

117.9

8.57

0.009

15.1

0.002

10

1.33e-3

82.254

101.35

26.92

0.036

15.0

0.009

50

6.67e-3

91.869

82.74

19.87

0.136

35.1

0.076

210

2.80e-2

105.11

68.84

20.23

0.566

38.8

0.355

270

3.60e-2

117.22

51.21

15.98

0.575

39.48

0.366

82

1.093e-2 125.43

44.17

11.39

0.125

55.83

0.103

145

1.933e-2 136.07

38.42

15.54

0.301

61.49

0.264

22

2.93e-3

152.75

29.33

18.86

0.055

63.53

0.050

42

5.6e-3

169.84

21.62

19.20

0.108

67.87

0.100

49

6.53e~3

188.32

14.88

19.10

0.125

76.71

0.121

49

6.53e-3

207.01

12.84

17.81

0.116

86.46

0.116

50

6.67e-3

223.87

12.68

19.37

0.129

90.46

0.129

39

5.2e-3

245.74

13.53

20.11

0.105

97.15

0.104

22

2.93e-3

263.72

18.08

19.34

0.057

108.34

0.054

1

1.3e-4

282.33

26.06

21.17

0.003

108.48

0.003

The total vertical load was estimated by adding the loads through each elemental area
Total verticai ioad = 1.85 N
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APPENDIX 10
Comparison of Results of FE Analyses With and Without Interface Friction for
Soft Tissue Around Ischial Tuberosity Loaded Against a Planar Seat Surface
Peak Von Mises Stresses In Soft Material
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APPENDIX 11
Deformations of Buttock Surface When a Vertical Load of About 187 N is
Supported Through the Seat in the FE Anaiyses in Sections 7.2 and 7.3
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APPENDIX 12

Correlation between Interface Measurements and the Stress State In the
Tissues Over the Dorsal Surface of the Sacrum

For models A and E the relationships between the stresses in the soft tissues over the dorsal
surface of the sacrum, and the interface quantities were examined at various positions along the
interface. The analyses were selected because they both involved substantial loading of the
tissues in this region of the body. The inter-relationships between these quantities are plotted
on the following pages for seat design E at a location 29 mm proximal to the tip of the sacrum,
where the layer of soft tisse over the sacrum was about 8 mm thick, and also for seat design A, at
a location closer to the tip of the sacrum where the tissue over the sacrum was 26 mm deep.

The distortional stresses in the models were usually largest close to the interface with the
sacrum. As the compressive strain in the soft tissue layer increased, the distortional stresses In
the soft tissues increased.

The stresses increased at a much more rapid rate when the

compressive strain was large. The interface pressures also increased
stresses in the tissue layer increased.

as the distortional

For the same magnitude of interface pressure the

distortional stresses were larger at the location closer to the tip of the sacrum (Analysis A). The
distortional stress peaks also Increased with increasing interface pressure gradient, however the
correlation between these quantities was low.
The results are discussed in Chapter 8, together with results from other analyses.
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SEAT DESIGN E:

Relationship between Interface Pressure, Pressure Gradient, Vertical Deformation and the von Mises
Stresses In the Soft Tissue Over Dorsal Surface of Sacrum
Calculated at a location where the total death o f soft tissue over the dorsal surface o f the sacrum is 7.6 mm
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Seat Design A

Reiation Between Interface Pressure, Pressure Gradient, Verticai Deformation
and the von Mises Stresses in the Soft Tissue Over Dorsal Surface of Sacrum
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APPENDIX 13-

Relationship Between Interface Pressure, Pressure Gradient and the
Peak von Mises Stress in the Adjacent Soft Material

Analyses at Ischial Tuberosity (Models 1 to 13)
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APPENDIX 14

Interface Pressure Calculated from FE Analysis A
when 1.8 N was Supported through the Seat Section
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APPENDIX 15

Anthropometric Data for the Design of Shaped Supporting
Surfaces in Standard Sizes

1.

2.

3.

Sitting Hip Width

Mean

S tandard

No in

P o p u latio n

Vaiue

d e via tio n

S am ple

C haracteristics

R e fe re n c e

(mm)

(mm)

406

46

235

Disabled female

1

395

44

511

Elderly female

1

399

46

267

Disabled male

1

411

44

247

Elderly male

1

407

51

16

Paraplegic maie

2

398

41

9

Quadraplegic maie

2

396

28

6

Quadraplegic female

2

371

41

-

US adult females

3

353

25

-

US adult males

3

Horizontal Distance Between Back of Seat and Back of Knee

Mean

S tandard

No In

P o p u latio n

Value

d e viatio n

S am ple

C haracteristics

R e fe re n c e

(mm)

(mm)

490

24

235

Disabled female

1

497

26

511

Elderly female

1

514

24

267

Disabled male

1

525

26

247

Elderly male

1

523

4

16

Paraplegic male

2

529

4

9

Quadraplegic male

2

505

3

6

Quadraplegic female

2

Distance Between Back of Seat and Back of Buttocks

Mean

S tandard

No In

P o p u latio n

Value

d e viatio n

S am ple

C haracteristics

R e fe re n c e

(mm)

(mm)

23

20

511

elderly female

1

15

21

235

disabled female

1

38

20

247

elderly male

1

33

21

267

disabled male

1
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4.

5.

Horizontal Distance Between Back of Knee and Back of Buttock

Mean

S tandard

No in

P o p u latio n

Value

d e via tio n

S am ple

C haracteristics

(mm)

(mm)

475

39

235

Disabled female

1

473

32

511

Elderly female

1

481

39

267

Disabled male

1

486

32

247

Elderly male

1

480

-

-

US adult males

3

436 *

-

-

US adult females

3

Distance Between Ischial Tuberosities

Mean vaiue (mm)

132

6.

R e fe re n c e

Popuiation characteristics

US adults (military & civiiian sources)

R e fe re n c e

3

Body Weight

Mean

S tandard

No in

P o p u latio n

Vaiue

d e via tio n

S am ple

C haracteristics

R e fe re n c e

(Kg)

(Kg)

73.9

2.6

-

Eideriy female

2

63.5

4.7

-

Elderly male

2

1.

Harris & Mayfield, 1983

2.

Chung & Weimar,1989

3.

Diffrient et ai., 1974.

* It is not known why this is so much shorter than the other mean values.
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APPENDIX 16-

Designs of Shaped Supporting Surfaces for Special Seating Needs

Surface to Prevent the Body Moving Forward on the
Seat a n d / o r a Pelvic Rotation in the A-P Plane

B
Surface to Improve Comfort
and to Control Pelvic Position

Surface to Reduce the Risk of
Pressure Sores around the Pelvis
430

410

410

T .-130

130

\ \
sacral support

465

465

if

//i

400

______

400

400

D
Surface to Allow Full Motion of
the Body on the Seat

410

lacral support

130
135

465

Designs A, B and D are based on the average dimensions of a
disabled female.
Design C is based on the dimensions of the able-bodied subject
measured earlier in this thesis.

r

400

.........

^

